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Introduction
by the editors
Pearson DeJohns was a prolific writer, active in the
1970s and early 1980s. The text here is one he himself labelled
“juvenalia,” although judging from certain topical allusions,
barely visible in the original, we would date it rather later in his
career than he implied. We doubt he cared much for its fate.
He provided us with the manuscript years before we lost touch
with him, claiming the earliest reviews described a text he did
not recognize at all. He had thus no grounds for revision and
no will to pursue it: had these misreaders missed the point? or
were they on to something? With that, he washed his hands of
it, and never once, as far as we know, returned to review it.
The packet he left contained, in addition to the clean
and unaltered text, several unnaturally kind replies from
presses and an agent or two, who had the civility to respond
(conventional in those days) and the perspicacity to pass on the
manuscript in its present form. Re-reading it today, we were
frankly surprised at what was before us. The text is not much
as we recalled it from decades ago. We thus found it necessary
to make a few minor corrections, trying to clarify, perhaps too
explicitly, what could be crassly called the conception or the
very basis of the work, one he himself seemed neither to admit
nor to master. That is, of course, the conflicts between the story
or narrative as he wished to tell it, and those obstructions of
experience, what might have called the “primary facts” or even
those “elusive secondaries,” that kept obstinately in the way,
often at the expense of both.
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We had originally determined to up-date in a systematic way the inessential topical obscurities, dated turns of
phrase, and what was then transparent diction, but now at
times unsettling, at times even offensive. But that proved
unfeasible. In the early 1980s, people smoked, in fact and in
fiction. They drove cars with manual chokes. They watched
television. They had and often were secretaries. We have
despaired of modifying one set of conventional behavior into
another soon to be outdated as well. Even in passages not
possible to print today, we have preserved we believe their
general character, and those familiar with the earlier drafts will
doubtless recognize the skeletal remains in our somewhat
fractious version here.
We have tried, thus, to make the whole less unreadable, and perhaps as well, more as he claimed to remember
it and more as he himself might have wanted it to be.
– Editors, 2017
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Pre Facing Page(s)
“Don’t use ‘you’? Don’t use ‘you’? Who gave you that
injunction? Some toothless hag of history, I’ll bet.”
Justice past illusion. There it is. Just his last illusion. A
line plotted on a single sheet. A surface. Then a sphere.
“’You’? Who is this creature ‘you’? Damn that
sententia-ridden hag. When you use ‘you’ mean ‘me’!”
A line traced quite at random. One lewd pun to make
his last illusion work.
So let us take an image, quite at random. And let us say
a wine-glass, held, or, say, suspended (better) six inches from a
surface–still, unmoving. Now another, still at random. A pencil,
caught in space, it too suspended between two surfaces, plainer
frames, they may be thought. The pencil marks and intersects
a line drawn between a desk top and a floor. There are no close
relations, time or space. The mock goblet held, the second
safely falls. The seamed glass risks no fragments; the pencil but
the sharpness of its point. Mirrored forms, of course. Only some
(never all) coordinates are reversed. Two moments (they are
moments now), two events (and now events).
Now listen.
“Ah, life begins at seventy, they say.”
“At memory, they say?”
“I say, life ...”
“Indeed they say. And ends in an instance of the real.”
Hush, you two. One moment.
“Do I give a continent whether you show less vacancy
in your precious ayes?”
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Silences. Hush now. Spare a moment for his last
illusion.
Acid-witted, sharp-tongued, terse-browed, journal-poring,
calculating, late-blooming, comely, seemly, widely-read prodigious wonder
of a scholar, he is. Hear him out, and God be with you, let us say:
“Ivory-pilloried monk. The house man in his smock.
The cock fucked one. The house man frowned. Ivory-pilloried
monk.”
(Repunctuate to four full periods.)
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i
Professor D disliked his position. The doctor had no
patience, he mused, chortling (as HD might have it, a real
“good egg,” he was) at his acid wit. Half-bent and crampridden, call that position fully bent, he thought, or refracted, as
it were, like light beams in a water glass. He stretched his legs
beneath the desk. What did the physicians say? Real doctors.
Something bound or stiffened. Muscles, joints, tendons,
ligaments–– something taut (not bones) on moist days such as
these spring days had been.
He grabbed his hair with violence, then twisted it until
he knew it needed combing. The curried fable of the Old
French courtly bards.
“Well,” his mother said or “Whell!” in her inflection.
“I’m not unbiased in these matters.” He had been patient. “To
me, it’s perfectly obvious you should be where you will—some
grand venue such as Harvard or the like ...”
“It’s your own damn fault, you know!”
“And ...”
“Don’t you recall your contempt of all this modern prenatal ‘folderol’, as you would say? No smoking, no daily
martinis? Nine whole months of abstinence? ‘Thank God’, or
‘goodness,’ you said, having poisoned your fetus, ‘that things
were different in my day’.”
And there was more: “I don’t even remember you,”
she said. “I just recall, drifting out from the anesthesia, the
doctor’s frantic voice ‘Good God! Give her more gas!’ he cried.
‘There’s another one!’”
“I could have been at Yale!” he said.
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Ironical and Iron-Aged, he thought, his body now
tortured to its maximum. The old hag Chance, butch surrogate
to neutered Fate, was to be thanked, he thought. Crippling
chairs for old men, watching young who wisely never sit.
Then he yawned and tried to focus on the wall. Fixed
in his line of sight were standard sheets, letter-size that is, a hair
from A4 of the anglophiles, they were, a half-dozen or uneven
five, affixed with yellow tape. He had memorized what was
written there; its values were reduced to hues, he smirked. He
believed if he worked steadily for two more days, or diligently
a single night (delusion!), he would have ten free days to prepare
for vacation. He smiled to an imagined mirror and bent his
head from the wall to the desk as if in prayer or cloistered
meditation. He forgot what he imagined was a cramp.
“And despite the insights of Dross ...” he continued
decorously, “the problem of perspection ...” Perspection? What
was he thinking? The weeks of sophomoric prose had ruined
him. Perspective? Perception? Either? No matter. He
continued. The draft was hand-written. The sentence and the
word-less syllables could be corrected when the whole was,
sculpted!, as his office-mate might say, into something he could
recommend to colleagues.
Still the wall ... His histories: Franks, Saxons, and
Danelaw itself.
Still the wall, and on the wall, a plot inscribed on
overlapping surfaces––mankind’s dated history, dukes,
marshalls, fuckings and demises.
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He had been hired by accident,1 to fill a sudden
vacancy. A departure, leave of absence, family matters, or
untimely visa application. Who would know? Vacancies need
filling, abhorring vacuums like Nature herself. He was living
with his mother, dying (her, that is), although neither could
have known that then. (Those were the Days!) A God-send, he
was, a “real find,” they flattered him. “Dear Sir: ...” (Those
were the days indeed) he wrote in his lethargic prose. No pride
in that, he thought. Seasons, it had been, or would be, like
history, fuckings and demises. He loved her in the coldest of
springs. The gunshot still echoed on the side-streets. Nothing
Chekhovian about that weaponry — it or its like will likely not
be heard again.
And the years rolled by like rows of corn.
“We shall return to this point,” he wrote, suddenly
confused. His watch read 9:30 and he could not recall his last
meal.
Truculent and tedious footnotes.
He positioned his chair directly before the surface of
his make-shift desk. He had a better view of the wall. The bits
of information there offended him. Dates, names, some were
hasty misspellings he had never bothered to correct. All were in
his notebooks as well, he imagined, and he would one day waste
a week typing them on a computer screen. All were spread
among his students. Like bad seed, he put it bitterly.
Those children. How he loved them! Modicum of
sense.

Perhaps a later addition. “Accident Victims” was a title au. would
one day use and may well have alluded to prolepticly here. (– eds.)
1
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But that was not all that offended him. I have said the
scotch-tape was yellow which even in those days meant it was
old. He had heard of newer variants, murky to the eye, that
vanished when put to use but for a slight sheen on a corrected
tear or seam. You could copy that seam on a machine. Neither
tear nor seeming left a trace.
He fought for the allegory. But in so many ways, it was
too late.
Bemused, he chuckled once again. Or shrugged his
shoulders. It may have been a frown or wince, or perhaps
nothing. Professor D gestured in a conventional sign of fatigue,
ill- or good humor, or slight displeasure over something to be
done (fac- ...) or something that had not been done. No one
witnessed it. Facendum est! Whatever that meant.
It had not been the best of years. These years never are.
This is the last age of voice-splitting man, he repeated. Hesiod,
that was. Ironesque, he quipped. Vacations. Leaves of Absence.
Firings and the like. Summer was mere cleavage, he mused
indecently — the half cycles’ coincidence, the absence and
allure of each.
He was tired. Of history, lived and imagined. Of the
humanistic field itself. His specialty, seeking that sequestered
seat, safe from those tortured grands récits, secure, or nearly so,
austere and true, never the object of vulgar faddish ... (where
was he?) ... Spe—she-Al-it-ees. Like “of the house” in mediocre
restaurants. Odd fields, old fields. Between two periods. Mid
ages. Between two evils. Nothing to be seen, but leering
greedily. Mere cleavages.
Oh, pedant as he might be typed, he would be no
legend here. No mentor for the glory-bound, text-touting kid
fresh out of high-powered, heavy-reading, college-prep
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advanced placement class. No none of it. When all was fetal
pigs and Victoratory. “Nothing like pricking up their ears a
bit,” his colleague lewdly advanced. “Show a filthy movie,” he
had said conclusively.
No. No legend. No lecherous, sex-mad, normcrushing, demi-god-like figment of a freshman’s fantasies. No,
none of it. He was a medium. A line. Mode of com-munication.
A link. A catalyst. A skip in the record. A lexicon, with Jowett,
Moncrieff, Garnett, all Caged up, all dead and done with. A
scrap of papyrus. Sound. A form. A wavy pair of lines, the
warped equal sign or nearly that in a mathematical equation,
he recalled, from courses he had flunked as an undergraduate.
Modest in appearance and in goals, he was just one of them, an
instance, as it were — a man of two feet or of ten, a giant or
dwarf, infant or monstrosity. Only the real stars mattered, so
he thought.
Mere nominals.
Forma manent.
Grit in the Great Hour-Glass of Things.
“She?”
“Him.”
“And?”
“It’s all spiders in the end. The morphed and
unmorphed flies of the movies. Caught in the web and
screaming to the camera lens ...”1
“Grotesquery and carnival, you mean!”
“-vale! for God’s sake.”
“Let it go.”
“Horror movies? I thought you liked horror movies?” “Me? They scare the crap
out of me! I thought ...” (early draft, unknown relevance–eds.)
1
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...
That room, or others differing only in detail, provide a
setting for colleagues and contemporaries. They meet the same
typed stimulus for talk and grand assertions, objection, point
and repartee, reprimand and insight, joke, gesture, yawn. Only
the distinction, student/teacher, learner/learned persists. The
tie, once essential, in the old saw, meaningless today: “Never
deal with a student without a tie between you.” Precepts. The
professorial name, scrawled on the blackboard, like the names
of old, pronounced in a flash of genius and of wit. Professor D,
God love him. Diminutive for home, full Christened name for
friends, and last name with a title here.
He chalked his name in block letters on the green
surface. The blackboard so never needed paint, he mused.
Green and yellow splotches. He stared in mock despair at
students’ names printed on the sheet before him. All this newfangledness, as Mother might have said. What ever happened
to “Smith,” for God’s sake? What happened to the snow? His
legs trembled beneath the table, desk, or podium. “Mr. ... Mister-r-r ...?” Distinctive features. Each student gave up the
embarrassing traces of their lineage. Each name was botched
repeatedly, once by D, again distorted through correction,
splotched on the gradesheet.
How he loved them! His dear children. Modicum of
sense.
Prof. X–a second character or type I’ll say–differed
from D in complexion, temperament, hair style, dress, and field
of interest. Love interest too, of course, at least initially. There’s
always that. At least, in those days, there was always that.
Something of a romantic, or so he thought. Angular, heavyframed glasses over-shadowed the dark contours of his face.
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Behind the framed lenses, black hair ran in a wave from
forehead unbounded, like the sea, to the neck nape. A young
face could be seen or imagined there, behind the glass, before
the wave, or at least a face that seemed younger than D’s own,
which was no longer young perhaps. He had seen X giggling
once (the very idea! like a schoolgirl!) and the deeply matured
and animate features became those of a child as he removed
the glasses to touch his eyes. Detestable! A face that could never
be his own. Did they make love with his glasses and his hair in
place?
He laughed. His last illusion bent in splendor by the
desk surface in the multi-surfaced office space. “The two of
them ...” F(x) in the calculus.
The two of them woke early and walked until the door
they left unlocked was no longer visible. F took the road that
ran to the right toward the center of town. She slipped the worn
shirt from her shoulder. “Thanks for lending this to me,” she
said. “I will ask you to take that off again,” he answered. But it
wasn’t F. It was another–wasted away to bare remains of her
former self. They found her two days later, breaking down the door to the
ringing of the unattended phone.
“Beautiful day for it,” they say.
“And a lovely spot for it.”
Run, Spot, run. So much bother!
Late May and June. He held her ... He promised to
remember in the coming days of telephones and platitudes ...
She lies with me ...
And it was none of his doing. She would die or he
would die and he and she would live. Or he would die and he
would live. He would be rich, the legatee, and he would live
forever. Like passion and desire itself, he smirked. No stake-
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hoarding, lineage-lauding, ennui-burdened, over-fleshed, trustfunded squanderer, he! Why no. He had enough. Unspent
both, and unspent all, in all their senses, so he thought. He had
the dash to tell her wildly he would give it all, that is to say, all
he earned, of reputation and the like, all the time that he could
squander too ... “It was with you,” he would say in future days.
“I knew then I would say or do anything ...” He lies with her ...
“Don’t say it,” she had said.
It was over now. His colleagues might stay for the
summer, furthering their past relations, but he would not be
among them, left alone, say, with her, with the locked strands
that never seem to stay in place. She lay on the grass, her shirt
askew. She stared idly at the walkways as if to see what they
might bring. Her thighs, not yet tanned, were not too full to
blur the slight definition of the muscle tone that seemed
momentarily that of a man; and her arms, thin, but strongly
locked as a prop for her raised head and breasts; and the sloped
bare shoulders, rounded and slowly darkened in the falling sun.
Anorexic tragedies not then in fashion, he had thought.
He turned to his right and saw other hips sway easily
and with care the years were slowly teaching her as she walked
from the roadway. It was her! Her he had loved in the most
desolate of winters, he would say. It was her, he repeated. Or
her, perhaps.
It was all so difficult. How could he reorder it?
A touch on the brow. Have you traced the lines that
one day will grow intense? The lines encircling the eyes?
Fingers and hands in the hair ... Lewd and inaccurate!
The one time he had grasped F’s hair she had merely told him
that it hurt, cursed him, and son-of-a-bitch, you bastard, let me
go! One must remove the distorting lenses, perhaps, allow the
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hands to pass lightly over the temples. And so X himself had
done more knowingly or must have done. The careless wave a
set mass, not unlike those she doubtless saw before. Why had
she let his features grow so worn? White? With their antique,
once-respected furrows, now dark in the lamplight, and
disordered as in the hues of children, an infant’s face. Or a
drunkard’s, with the red veins that cannot stay in place. “You
men are all alike,” she scoffed. “Tell him to come to you as he
comes to Hera, then,” he retorted, and having said ... Bruise
there. He must not see ... Don’t let him know.
“Tasteless child ...”
...
“Tasteless child,” he was saying by way of
introduction. “Tasteless child. That’s what I was to all of
them,” he was telling X. “Did I tell you of my first love? Even I
had such a past.”
X listened, as if attentively. He had heard this story
many many times before, the derring-do of youth.
“... She told me of her grand philosophy of love.”
He had not gotten close to X. “Heavy schedules” as
they say. The “bad time of year” which is for those in the
academy unending. Obligations. Fuckings and demises. No, he
had never gotten close to X, despite their similar class
sympathies, nearly contingent fields of interest. Each was
indifferent to weather; each had loved or would love F; each
was able to retain fecal matter in public; neither slept with
opiated whores. Male. Peripheral political concerns. Ages:
under 47. Size: between 100 and 300 pounds; between five and
seven feet tall; between sizes 28 and 48 for both jackets and
trousers; between sizes 14 and 18 in respect to shirts; between
sleeve lengths of 30 and 35. Similar epochs. Occasional spatial
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proximity. Taste for wine. Neither sang. There was simply no
damn difference ...
“She told me once,” he continued, “she told me her
grand philosophy of love, although I don’t think she called it
that herself. Fool and lusting as I was, I believed her, stroking
her flawless skin, panting for her as I would likely never do
again. There are, she said, certain extraordinary beings,
women in her experience, capable, she claimed, of loving more
than one male (or female as the case may be) at one time.
Therefore, being one, she said, that is to say, one of those
extraordinary souls (nineteen at the time), and living as she did
in the compass of liberal society, she essentially could service
anyone she pleased, and I ...”
Socrates is a man. All men have erections. Therefore
currens, currit ... Xanthippe pissing through it all on his
equanimous brow.
An old tale that, and hardly altered in its latest variant.
X was a man who rode his bicycle steadily but poorly with no
hands past his workplace ...
“She learned her lines from television, I would guess.
What was it then? The movie that claimed it is finally better to
be a fish? ‘Splash!’ it must have been. The mermaid learning to
speak in the department store. I heard fragments. Out of
context. Nothing more. The anecdotes. Never the real truth of
things. A voice like this ...” He lowered and smoothed his tone
in a grotesque parody of a female purr. “’I am sir-prized when
men luff me ...’ Like Socrates, I guess, that horn-dog elenchtic!,
chasing after boys ...”
“Interesting,” X said.
“Maybe,” D corrected. “What of it? All plagiarized.
The whole is always less than its parts. I aped her philosophy
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myself, at last. A neighbor, it may have been, the bike-riding
sister of a classmate in high school. ‘You are right’, I said. ‘One
can love two people at once. I have seen the light. For I too ...’
It was a week before she spoke to me.”
Carmen, it was. The sister, I think. Less astounding in
her form, but in those days who would know?
X said nothing.
“I saw you with ...”
Was it ... “F, you must mean.”
F? Former student? “A wilderness of them,” he
thought. F, GH, Ji, McI, sm hnds glss tll drk ...
Instead he said, “A local?”
X glanced in discomfort at the waitress who passed
them, slim hips and long practiced shuffling.
“ ... I was told.”
“Yes F, you must mean F.”
A local. Former student. Eater of exotic beef. Once
nun in Metairie. A postal inspectress. Garage-sale proprietor.
Daughter of a fisherman.
“F,” X said, and shook his head. Bad business. Rank
anarchist, he would one day overhear. Vile plotter of the deaths
of innocents ... Perhaps a distant relation? But no, he could not
have said that, even in j(e)st. He had probably said “Nice name
that” or some such platitude. He might have said: “Mother
merely lives. There is no male issue.” He might have said “All
my virgins left me pure as the mountain airs of spring.”
X shifted his position. He sat on a bench designed for
two. It was covered with repaired vinyl. He sat before a table
designed for four. It was covered with formica. Bad public
business. His hand reached for the waterglass with the melted
ice. D recalled there had been some contact. “Uncontracted,”
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someone had said, meaning unmarried. Con-tracked. Obscene
in the obsolete Old French, that was, con alluding to the most
innocent of Latin origins.
Let’s see now. X had a brother, or she had, or a sister,
that was, a cousin, and something about in-laws, a sister
married to a brother of the second generation. Parents and
peerages. Bother! He had an in-law survivor, a beau, of fine
immigrant stock, some obscene relation, of her generation.
Hold! The priggish administrator’s snide remarks and his toadlike inflections had caught it best. F(x) that was.
X glanced behind him through the window to the
bicycle chained to a lamppost.
“You don’t turn that, do you?” asked D, the sudden
naif. “I mean the bicycle.”
“Turn it?”
“No no. I mean in your usual posture of no hands. So
Beckettian. I understand fully well that the handle is on a swivel
of some sort, like an automobile wheel, I suppose, only with the
rack and pinion gears, and when turned ...”
“Nothing like that at all,” X said. “A car leans away
from the turn. A bicycle by contrast leans into it. So if and when
one leans, the wheel turns automatically.”
“Like a hoop.”
“Well, ...”
“I read of an experiment. An engineer redesigned a
bicycle such that the wheel turned in opposition to the
handlebars. So sure, lean right, the bike goes right. No hands.
Easy. But placing one’s hands on the bars makes it impossible.
The steering is backwards. The engineer was persistent. That’s
what they do, I suppose. Engineers, I mean, so unlike the rest
of us. He practiced and after three weeks, he had mastered it.
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He and he alone could ride his confounded bicycle.” [Chorus
of cheers!] “But he never rode, for fear, a normal bicycle
again.”
X nodded. He had heard the story twice before.
“Tell me, what is it that you see? When you ride, I
mean. Now a decade past, I would have said you were a highwheeling, straight-piped, mean-mother biker of some sort. Lee
Marvin or Brando, perhaps, himself. Yet now, in this age of
fitness and the like, I would say you imagine yourself as an
Olympian, a sprinter or Jamaican hurdler, pumping and
wheezing as you fly.”
“Nothing. The air in my face. That’s all it is.”
“And the standing with no hands.”
“One must be rolling ...”
“Like a hoop. The ouroborics of progress.”
Let’s see now, X had a brother or the children of
immigrants, friends of the family, and an lover twice-removed.
A dog. Beloved cousins. Congenial associates. Perhaps his
forebears had fished the streams of Rockies out to sterility. Let
me tell another tale, and toss it around well in your mind ...
“Mother was an anarchist as well. Did I mention it?
When we sang too loudly, she would pack us up in a
wheelbarrow, Mother Courage as it were, or is it Grass?, and
push us unwillingly to school. This was the last age, the one
made of ashes, an age like the others. But no matter. We would
sit together, Mother and I, when I was not on the phone
publicly denouncing the modern fall of feminine virtue, and we
would devise ways of initiating the Revolution by Mail ...”
“You’re not making ...”
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“Oh no. He never hired assassins or armies, madmen
and the like. There were only so many plots one could construct
by mail in those days.
Dear sir or madam (familial salutations)
In your recent inquiry of 16 July as to the
proposed length of your visit, you imply that a threeweek stay has not been excluded. While a suit on the
basis of said threat is unlikely, our lawyers have
expressed concern over the time and expense. They
ignore the precedents of ancient custom (the holiness
of strangers!) and have rather vigorously argued on the
basis of the welfare of potential heirs, given
background, education, familial piety it would be quite
unthinkable to risk incurring the wrath so on and so
forth of the future dead in prejudice against three
grandchildren, irrevocably spoiled, now in proximity
with an aging women (bed-ridden? unable to rise?) with
the will weighing so heavily on her conscience. They
assure me such and such that my construction of your
most recent missive ... Please to accept my meilleurs
compliments I am, etc., your, etc. and whatever ...
Thank God in the end, Mother was a sentimentalist, and
nothing more.”
He dumped three teaspoons of sugar into the coffee
and let it settle on the bottom of the cup. He would stir it later.
Its crystals would have dissolved, but not melted in the heat.
The mass would look like honey. Viscous, it was.
“I was the fascist in the family,” he said. This was back
in the days when saying that, however caustic the tone, was
merely jocular. “We had a dog. I forget the breed. Mixed, it
must have been. I taught him (or it, I should say) all sorts of
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things. One word commands like ‘sit’, ‘fetch’, ‘down’ and the
like. I had a theory then. Not limited to dogs, just derived from
them. Only the least of things can be taught and learned, few
of them of note. I, the diligent pedagogue, was convinced. A
dog can act on the command ‘sit!’, but has no idea what the
word means. It, he (what’s the difference, finally?) knows only
that a sharp command, delivered in the vicinity by someone
facing him, might be followed by a dog biscuit if he puts his lazy
ass on the floor. I explained this all to Mother. It is all quite
involved and there is no use repeating the details. She smiled.
‘Hmph,’ she snorted. ‘Intriguing’. I missed the irony, hearing
only the derision. ‘Like when he is lying down’, I added. ‘Try
to make him sit. It is impossible. It is like communicating with
a wall’. ‘I see’, she said.
“So I was sick one day, or pretending to be sick. In bed
with something, I forget. A virus it must have been. On the
couch, to be more scrupulous. TV on, I guess, but no one
watched in those days. Mother came up to me and stood with
her hands on her hips. Glaring. Suddenly she cried out ‘Sit
down!’ What? ‘Sit down, I said. Sit down!’ I just lay there and
gaped at her, paralyzed with confusion. How could I sit down
when I was already lying down? The dog lived his days in
uneducable peace after that, docile in the best sense.”
X said nothing. He tapped his fingertips in an implied
rhythm on the formica surface and looked for the waitress who
would bring him more coffee. Syncopation. Like Gould,
hearing an idiolect of counterpoint.
“Local?” asked D, nodding toward the waitress. “A
student too.” The hips of the waitress were slim. Even she has
her histories. A dieter. A drug user ... “Part-timer, doubtless.
None of mine in any sense,” D said.
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X ran his hand over his shirt pockets, as if seeking a
cigarette. But all he could have felt there was flesh, and the
vertical ridge of a red pencil in his pocket. Poor fleshed-out X,
out-scored by a part-time waitress.
“I heard you lecture the other day,” said D. “You. W.
Perhaps myself! I crept down the hall, t-ta-tap like a blind man
or a rat, and I lurked in the shadows of the corridor where no
one could see me. I heard a voice talking of decline and decay,
and I was thinking about metals.”
“Medals?”
“Medals? For what? Aren’t all the heroes dead? No,
metals. Ancient metals. But you’re close.”
“Oh those.” X almost laughed. “The Ages, you mean.
You are all alike, you ...”
“Classicists? Maybe,” D corrected him. “As a child, I
had strange languages read to me. All were dead and useless, I
was told. We laughed and it became a game. And I became a
makeshift lexicon, in a manner of speaking.”
“In a manner of someone else’s speaking, you mean.”
“Yes, I suppose I mean that,” D said. But what did X
know of his lineage?
The bored waitress returned to them, but neither D
nor X thanked her for the coffee.
“One more week,” X said.
D shrugged. A season? An epoch? The last age of
voice-splitting man? It could be worse. X shook his hands
theatrically, and the waitress turned to him. He waved her
away. The gesture was merely rhetorical. She would not have
known the word. She turned listlessly to her concerns. Her hips
swung in a narrow arc which barely disturbed the crisp folds of
her skirt.
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“I couldn’t be happier.”
X shook his head, missing the irony. “A madman in
the ivory tower.” A good-natured insult, perhaps, though
unjust, but “pilloried monk” was better.
And D thought, saying nothing, of an old friend
recovering, so he said, from a prostate operation. “Every man
at this table,” D said, after a long pause, “is wondering the same
thing.” “Oh that,” his friend said, in high braggadocio. “I
assure you, all is working fine.” And he leered at his sourpuss
of a wife.
“Lucky him,” X said. “That’s all I can say.”
“But wait, the story isn’t finished. Five years later,
when we met again, I asked of his health. ‘Great’, he added in
the same self-confident tone from years ago. ‘More important,
everything (if you know what I mean) is finally working
perfectly’.”
She lies with me, he thought. He doubted X had
followed him. They may as well have been talking of soy
production.
“Fuckings and demises,” he said, when the waitress was
within earshot. “That is the stuff of things.”
F walks with X. Their hands are one half-inch closer
than they would be if she were a “mere local,” as he claimed,
“mere student,” “mere associate.” Her hips were like those of
the waitress, slim and rhythmic in her assured pace. He should
add detail, he thought, a conventional description. But he could
not come up with it.
Their words went nowhere.
It wasn’t fit, he thought, in such preliminaries.
But he will try again.
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He slept. He slept. He slept off an old intoxication with
his private feats and histories. And waking, he saw green and
yellow splotches obscuring the halting chronologies taped to
the wall.
He returned to his blurred notes where he duly hoped
all was finally logical: Intro, body, con. Like the formulaic
portraits of medieval writing masters, their lascivious portraits
written head to toe. He lifted the papers and let them fall. They
slid at an angle from the raised sheaf to the surface, one by one.
Clashing arms and alarums. Nodding plumes of the epics.
Severed heads in the dust, kicked by the heroes of the past.
Sibyl leaves.
Interferences from past jottings. He had filled both
sides of the paper and neglected to cross out a fouled
paragraph. The notes were where he had left them, between
the twelfth and thirteenth pages, now disordered on the table.
“My purpose here ...”
That could wait.
Roman numerals. Upper case. That is what he meant.
I through III. Genre. Description. Analysis. It could hardly be
easier. Unlearned audience — amateurs, they were. So
uncritical. Receptive minds so malleable and mild. They had
never heard of the Genre Called Madness and he would
explain it all to them. Sixty extant examples from which he
would select the best.
I. Sottie–the Genre Called Madness. Defined.
II. Description. The problematic features of the
instances. Followed by
III. Analysis. Perhaps a grand untenable Life Lesson in
the end.
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Invention: Pick a topic of wide interest. Tell them all
you would like them to think you are claiming now to know.
Then simplify the chaos–the great swarm of things, point by
obvious point.
He hated it–the typical trip through the typical text.
The trimmed course pre-determined, the propositions forced
and predictable. His own words, clever and devious, the
thoughts they obliquely referenced–all were mere variables
within the formula of the close and learned reading. ... The
crowd roared! ... The whimsy that thrilled and brooked no
argument. ...
Bah! A chorus of boos! Base students could do better.
But he was short of time. He had set goals and deadlines. One
night? Two? Ten days before vacation? Genre. Description.
Concluding inference.
He tried again to concentrate on the scattered papers
but could not. He tossed the pencil angrily against the wall. At
no time in its flight, neither when it hit the wall, nor when it fell
back to the desk, did the pencil strike the vulnerable lead point,
still undulled.
Of course, all was connected. Each detail of the whole
shebang, as Mother might have put it. Like life itself, he
thought, and its storm of unrelated things. F(x). Those most
desolate of winters. Dead cars and motorcycles, a flight to a
distant beach, blood washed from the concrete, admonitions of
the dead and the wails of the distant relations. Here, as
elements in his own myopic view of things, they related stupidly
to the scattered papers before him, and to papers not yet
scattered. The cadres of the edge-squared frame of things.
-- Aux trompeurs, he said (no stopping him now!), une
trompe et demi.
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That was the point of it, the single selection from the
Genre Called Madness. It was a pun, staged centuries earlier
and now it too aligned with various fuckings and demises. To
explain that pun was the last task he had set himself this spring.
It was simple. In the fifteenth (or sixteenth) century
(Jahrhunderts, secoli, siècles–all counted in their chauvinistic
ways), an unknown Parisian law clerk toyed with the proverb
that, like most of them of course, meant “We all get screwed in
the end,” id est “Aux trompeur ...” or better, for the monoglot,
“To the trickster, a trick and a half,” which punned “To the
trumpeter, a trumpet and a half.” Or: “To the trumper an overtrump and a half,” or possibly (who could tell?): “To the windbreaker, a fart and a half.” Or, as D himself glossed it: “To the
self-touting con(artiste), a chorus of boos.”
It was simple. Chacun (Everyman) enters stage (right,
left, or whatever) and Mere Sot (Mad Mother) with her
brooding children or childish brood it ought to be (Teste Verte
and Fine Mine, my lovely green-headed darlings!) presents him
with a cardboard object called a cornemuse (bagpipe? was it?
scholars and characters alike dispute the reference). She, that is
Mad Mother, challenges him to rule in accordance with the
way things are, id est, to ‘rule according to the Times’ (“regner
selon Le Temps”), but Le Temps, that is to say, Hoary Time
himself, just happens to be “passing by” all in his emblematic
get-up and glory. “Here, Chacun, go blow yourself,” that is take
this horn and fool (tromper, you see) everyone (you, me, and
the whole shebang). Simple. What could be easier? With the
help of Le Temps, Mad Mother gives two other cardboard
props to her brood of lovely green-headed darlings–two more
trumpets, a large and a small one (they are, then, not “all the
same,” despite what some lewd females say), that is to say (or
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“id” in the idiom) “une tromp et demi.” Off goes Le Temps,
tempus fugit and all that. Time makes and breaks Everyman,
as they say.
Chorus of boos!
Thus to the Trickster, a Trick and a half. To the Trumpeter, a
Trumpet and a Half. I.e., we all get screwed in the end.
My lovely Green-headed Darlings blowing their own
horn and a half at everyone.
Lament of Chacun. You blew it, Chacun. Ride easy,
the pointed exegesis, dated even then.
Simple. Set. What could be easier? Augustine in his
innocence thought words referred to things. This half-grown
law-clerk refutes him (with the unbridled certainty of the young
academic!). Props, costumes, actions, audience–this great
swarm of things, the whole confounded thing of things–all refer
to words. The lewdist of overtones: Dante’s devils and their
petulance. Risit Apollo.
Simple. Set case. The whole damn semiotic system
fails, you see, the text a capitalistic luxury.
He had promulgated scores more difficult than that.
He sat back and rubbed his eyes with his clenched fists.
Green and yellow splotches formed over his knuckles. F(x). F of
X, a derivative. The Genre Called Madness, the sottie, he
thought, ought not concern him and did not. A curio of time
itself. Teste Verte, Fine Mine, Mere Sot — the gods of
commonplace. Those flat typed characters here parodies of
future sentimentalists ... “But!” he exclaimed aloud. With
feeling. Phut? Xut?
“But! Yet still!”
Concede. Give it up. His reasoning was unprofitable.
“The best profit of the future is the past” he had read, in the
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tangled helvetica of the fortune cookie. Green and yellow
splotches. The telling plosives of adversatives ...
No, he did not care much for the Genre Called
Madness. He did not know origins and influences and
manuscript and early printing traditions and relations to other
works and contemporary politics and legal codes, nor stagecraft
conventions, attendance figures, the take of the gate, as it were,
nor the repressed sadistics of the most recent editors. You
couldn’t think much in or around this genre, really. There was
no specious myth, philosophy, thought, veiled allegory, hidden
psychology or the political intrigues of court gossip. Those
gilded butterflies of the past! There was nothing noted in the
journals on his desk. No indispensable Tome or monograph
listed his play in their indices. A vulgar exercise, unworthy of
the care he brought to it. A simple stage direction. Exeunt
omnes, and it was done ...
The green and yellow splotches vanished and he could
see the wall more clearly.
Yes, easier. That is easier. A simple case of description.
Introduce your characters and let them go. Le Temps, in its
own congenial way, will pass. “Opusculum Pedagogicum.
Composition no. 2. Early semester. Describe an object in such
a way that I will not skim past the second paragraph ...”
As a struggling student, in the musty garret, he had been hired
by a dumb-ass jock illiterate to write just such a thing. Describe an object
A, B, or C. An object you must know as authors must know all they write
about. I repeat: write only what you know ... To keep himself amused he
chose a baseball glove — fitting accoutrement, he thought, for the kid’s
athletic frame, soon to be flabbed out in middle age. And rather than describe
its being — the essence of the thing with all its turgid secondaries — five
fingers, leather, the old-fashioned fastenings — he told its history. The
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money squandered by the proud child purchaser. The oil and hours of
breaking in. The error off the thumb, as his girlfriend watched and
consequently left him for the shortstop. The snow-cone catch in the webbing.
The crowd goes wild! Brilliant, he had thought. Yet as recompense, he was
enslaved by the dumb-ass kid for the rest of the schoolyear. Filling in the
blanks of hand-outs conceived by the writing master, proud and self-lauding
to have brought the kid’s genius out at last ...
He looked about his room. Something he knew. A
setting. It was his own, first, and that gave it being, he supposed.
That old Heideggerian saw! He noted absences. The
landscapes, as it were. The curious lack of trees, excessive soil,
nothing growing or grown or noise-making like the grand
trumpetings of the past or heat-emitting or rhythmically
moving in the sordid or most innocent of sense. No garden
plots. No greenery. The mud of promise. Skies and Seas. No
avenues. Borders. Zones and trails. Or wave emitters and the
like.
The room was his own, and by this, I do not mean
that he had built it with timber hewn from the forest of an
inherited estate. Both aetiologies–the room, D himself–
irrelevant to the case.
It was like a library, although on a smaller scale with
a different ratio of books to space. There, in the library, books
carelessly read, handled, or reshelved, took on a life, that is to
say, a force in defiance of the dictates of Dewey or the Library
of Congress, ordered in their catalogs, often spawning a shelf of
mis-filings to the left and right as the innocent unthinking brood
thrived. Often there, one discovered evidence of careless
analogy; the German Tome massive and unreadable amid its
French counterparts, suggested a hitherto unrealized relation
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between G and Q, or more precisely in this case PQ and PT,
the bane of shelf-readers.
Here, D had a secretary, A.A.’s they call them now,
not his own, of course, but one assigned to his collective, as it
were. Guinevere the Queen, she was, Jenny to her intimates.
Her eccentricities unheralded, lost in the meticulously stacked
objects, swept floors, and acute distinctions of waste and use.
An order of an order, as it were.
“What am I to do with that?” she asked in contempt of him, or
was that Sylvie of the Woods herself?, unloved she was, as he brushed
against her in the shower. You men, you are all the same, she might have
added. From the fields of Brittany, she was, with her own peculiar scent.
A small room, yet not a cell at all. It was a room.
There were books. Papers. It was green in hue. Not quite like
the brilliant green that earlier covered his fist, but hazed, like
the green of institutions. Courts, gymnasia and stadia. The
place of one’s birth or conception. Green like that, faded or
designed to appear so. Inoffensive. No expenses made or
spared. One could uncover no scheme, style, design, plot, trace
or allegory in the green of his and others’ walls. It was that
green, the green without meaning, between chalked boundaries
or behind chalked initials. Green like the garden leaves or
contrived narrative.
She let the old man, famed for his lechery even then, leer at her.
A thread, he said. There. Caught in the zipper, he lewdly remarked, as he
himself more lewdly caught her in the hallway. Incredible. What was the
old philanderer imagining, even in those glorious days of old? That Sylvie
would fall for it or him? And she knelt right down in the much public
corridor and bit it off for him. (She told this story many many times!) Those
were the damn days! Best *** I ever had, he reminisced. But couldn’t say.
Professional quality, he grimly thought.
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He leaned back in his chair and stretched his neck to
relieve a cramp he feared might form. The ceiling was not
green. It was white, although in the light from his desk-lamp, it
was difficult to determine the shade: off-white, dark, light, zinc
or Titanium, egg-shell, slightly faded, was it? The ceiling met
the wall at right angles, of course. They intersected to form a
line–a theoretical construct–a seam between two planar
surfaces. Below the line, if there, he knew there ought to be a
molding, either to smooth over a deviance (the carpenters’ own
carelessness), or the institutional variety one sometimes sees six
inches from the ceiling — a groove for hooks supporting
paintings, posters, arhythms in the wall surface. Were the two
types mutually exclusive? Did the picture-hanging molding
assume perfection in the parallels above? Or was it all plaster
and illusion, glossing over the failings of the carpenters?
There was floor lamp. It was florescent, casting (the
conventional word for it, I think) an eerie (also true) white and
unperceived flickering light on his notes. Bad for the eyes. Such
light, he had read, was discontinuous. Light/dark/light, its
speed faster than consciousness. Good for electric bills. Yet
when reading quickly, half the letters might disappear in
darkness. So this sentence read as follows: S h s e t n e i h r a a
f l o s. Who could construe these disconnected types and
characters, their meaning in abeyance?
He moved his desk so that the shadow his body cast
from the yellow ceiling lights fell to his left. Incandescence lit
his notes. The sentences emerged again. The light came from
the center of the ceiling, where three large 100-watt bulbs were
screwed into an antique fixture, its aging flaws concealed with
countless layers of paint. Near the center of the circle implied
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by the three bulbs was a tasteless ornament. A trinity of three
lit globes.
He had too often considered it.
Multiplication. Differentiation of the course. Four
corners of the ceiling linked by the first linear imperfection–that
is to say, the line implied by the top edge of the papers, the
transition between wall and papers blurred by a zone of
yellowed, once-transparent tape. The inked dates descended.
The sequence broke, continued on the second sheet and
descended again to the final chaos of the unswept floor.
To find the third point of descent, one would have to
turn right, to the wall perpendicular to the wall with human
history on the five taped sheets. Slightly right of center was a
bureau of sorts, and on its top surface various objects not strictly
relevant here, but not strictly ornamental. Seven novels, held
between two gaudy plastered bookends. The seventh leaned in
defiance of its rectilinearity. He could not see the papers on the
surface.
As one continued the gravitous fall, disorder grew. To
the left of the chair was a bookcase with five shelves. On the top
shelf, the books seemed neatly vertical, though some, he noted,
looking closely, were pushed deep into the case; one jutted over
the shelf edge. On the next shelf, the disorder intensified, with
larger books no longer hiding the variety of colors and textures
of their bindings. Deep red; morocco; grey-paper of a foreign
origin, with the title reading up rather than down on the spine.
His floor-mounted lamp was turned at an angle. The
two parallel lit tubes seemed to point to the lower corner of the
room, behind him and to the left. More disturbances. Any
diligent observer would have noticed that the design of the
keyboard on his typewriter was asymmetrical. Below the top
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row, the keys, shifted to the right, pushed by “Cap” “Lock”
Shift” “MR” etc. To the typist, the disorder was functional, but
in ways that were not clear to him.
More shelves. Further disorder. The books lay in
heaps. By the time he reached the floor, the chaos was severe.
His coat, dropped from the chair, lay in an unseemly heap. A
crumpled sheet of paper a disfigured sphere at best. The
garbled calligraphy of the jack-strawn match. The leavings of
dust-mites.
So there it was in a nutshell, he thought, with no small
pride. The perfect origin of the room falling to a chaos pointless
to describe. Nothing changes if objects are exchanged in the
great scheme of things. Beneath the controlling clemency of the
trinity of lights, the grand récit of things, même, as it were,
devolved to the disorder of debris beneath and at his feet, to be
one day swept up by Sylvie of the Woods or Guinevere herself.
Did it matter, then, the ten years of war and the long
journey home? Or was the old boy right in the end, choosing,
just as Plato said, the simplest of souls for the next life? Did the
grand narrative matter in the least? The dead of war or the
peasants asleep in disarray before the painter?
A room. A cube. A cubicle. His room. There was a
place. Iambs or choriambus. Est locus. The dactyls of
prefacing. Est locus. It meant procul ‘distant’. As if to say, est
locus, when clearly no such place could be. “There is a place
far from the place in which you are placed listening.” An
emblematic landscape where an old hag like Fame or Fortune
lives, Invidia, it might be too. Where every object and name
was burdened with significance. Where everything was ordered
as if emanated from the ceiling lights. Flumina sunt
(choriambus) fluentia. The current Socrates. Rivers running to
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the more familiar sea. Yet no one called such things Genres of
Madness, despite the old women and their absurdities of
names. Readers know too well that fortune is fickle and needs
no trickling rivers or deities inflected in the feminine to enforce
that. No old distracted hag, forthright or capricious as the case
may be, withered or lamenting because there is nothing worth
lamenting ...
Opusculum pedagogicum (reprise). “Composition
#3: Describe for me the pattern or the image or scheme or
object you see (in your mind, that is) when you count from 1 to
100 or from 1 to 10. What is time to you? How for example,
would you visualize a date such as 1947?” “Spirals.” “Abrupt
left turns at 37.” “Walkways.” “Street lights.” “The black dial
on old rotary telephones.” “Uncle Wiggly boards.”
Astonishing. When time was clearly nothing of the kind! But
rather an automobile speedometer, say on an old Plymouth or
Studebaker. In those days, things were different. The gauges
were not circular (as is that of a motorcycle or even bicycle, so
equipped). Nor were they horizontal, with a white band moving
left to right. A speedometer was a perfect semicircle with its
focal point the fixed point of the indicator. There was nothing
cute or manneristic about them. Indeed, those were the days
when a man could turn out speedometers no ten men could
design today. No ingenuity in the simple arc. None of that
logarithmic rigmarole one finds in old radios. None of it. No
digital asymmetry in the ancient or the modern sense.
Because of the elegance of instruments in those days,
all years, epochs, centuries ordered themselves into neatly semicircular progressions, numbered 1-100 in units of ten. In
respect to age, he stood approximately two-thirds of the way
toward the highest mark. In respect to epoch, he was
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descending with the rest of us, in increasing rapidity, toward
the 100 mph mark.1 In respect to professional cycles, his images
were more complex. Accustomed to the academic break in the
middle of the calendar (the cleavages of summer), he saw the
academic spring as accelerating as if by the pull of Newton’s
gravity itself toward 100mph, along with his epoch, and the
academic fall (the autumn, I mean, paradoxically) as rising to
culminate near Christmas at a safe and moderate 50 mph. At
times the year was displaced to the left across the speedometric
schema and was shaped roughly like an inverted yoke
photographed by a wide-angle lens — wide cleavage in a
narrow frame.
It all made sense, as Uncle Wiggly boards, even in his
wildest hopes, did not. After all, a car, even an old model with
a bad transmission, could go anywhere, right turn, left turn,
stop, go ... The scheme remained intact. There was never
threat from the Bad Pipsisewah.
It all meant decadence. A falling. Or was it mere
disorder in the rug? The Iron Age too had its harsh angularities
and flesh-piercing instruments, its bell-jars and stock musicians.
An age where all human memories were of better ages, the
earthly paradigms from which we fell. Dessus. Dessous. From
supra and from sub. Two plosives, labial mutes, where all the
difference lay. Madness. Where was it, up and down, and had
the Parisian press, basing practices on the scribes’ caprice,
spelling su and su for whatever came their way, I guess–had
they not cared at all?
No. Stop, he thought. Stop. Don’t leave me to this
indolence.
1

Dating the ms., we believe, in the late 1970s or early 1980s? (–eds.)
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Why would you want fables? Myths and intrigue? I
have no control over such things, no taste for them. I cannot
manufacture them.
But stop here. No. This time, I will not betray you. I
promise this time.
By the lamplight. Make it lamplight ...
By the lamplight; make it lamplight ...
By the lamplight, make it lamplight ...
A tender face that had long lost all its roughness.
There were colors from the lamplight merged with hues of
candle flame beyond their view. Yellow, call it yellow, Naples
and the softened ochres of things. A face, not in light, but in
shadows where she moved, which breathed if she could
breathe.
“You want ...”
“Weeks since I last told you.”
Exchange of names in what we called the shadowed
ochre of the light. He loved her in the most desperate of winters.
A face that would never lose its roughness. Another face that
did not know what roughness meant.
“Shadows on your eyes.” She traced a pattern on his
brows, but he would not shut his eyes and only moved his face.
“What for?” As if in question. An inflection, not a meaning, and
he could not answer her.
In the lamplight, call it lamplight, he stared downward with stroked eyelids, to a face that had long since lost its
roughness. There are times, he thinks, when he still imitates her
breathing.
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ii
That was over. Thank God and the Fates alike!
Setting–space and time (and time could wait!), the hint of
personage. The papers, of course, remained unmoved. Sound
of his watch (those were the days!), the rhythms of his pulse, the
book accidentally knocked to the floor or dropped there on its
own. He twisted to the right, seated still. He picked up the book.
In sprawling open, it had bent its pages. He examined the
damaged pages in the incandescent light. Only slightly creased;
the words barely distorted. He skimmed the page. The
argument was of no importance. He closed the book and laid it
next to the blue-bound octavo to his right.
Tired. It was late. He did not know when he had
awakened, when he slept. He was bored with the Genre Called
Madness. What did a fifteenth- (or sixteenth-) century
playwright mean to him?
He drew the typewriter toward him and snapped at the
keyboard. He read what he had written. No good. It would
have to be all done again. He gave the return lever five sharp
slaps before a new indentation.
1530. That was it. He glanced at the pages taped to the
wall. Had anything of note occurred? Scraps. Jottings. Figures
he couldn’t read. A date he had once memorized.
“And yet, despite the recent attention ...”
He tried to think in earnest, but all that came was
Lucky’s monologue from Godot. He pushed the papers away
behind the typewriter, into the vacant space. Then with both
hands, he lifted the machine itself, heavy even by the standards
of its day. His weight was drawn forward as he moved it back
toward the wall and set it gently on the papers. The cleared
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area now was a foot in depth. Its width may have been an
armspan.
Too much for one evening. Grades and a modest note.
He could not concentrate. He forced his attention to the paper.
(1) uniformity of size. 8-1/2 x 11. 16wt. Or 20. In the
ideal, if ideal admits choice
(2) subject to disorder
(3) colored or tinted in a uniform hue or shade,
imperfected by irregularities of material
(4) cotton fibres, no longer the glorious linen waste of
old, he remembered.
T-ta-tap. An animal. A snoop in the corridor, listening
to the pages turn. He filled the cleared space before him with
the paper disorder that had formed, as he worked, to the left of
the typewriter.
It was a simple problem. Paper could be classed into
two broad categories: usable and waste.1 Even what seemed an
exception -- scratch that is -- was usable. Surfaces with no
volume, the most opaque of features if any. Paper with volume
was mere waste. Kleenex. Mock juggling balls. The sky hook of
Kareem.
The economic tedia of waste, he thought. What of the
wails of the paper factory workers, who depended on his litter
for their livelihoods, as F was wont to say? Chorus of boos! In
the end, it all must average out, whatever it was their
compromise had meant ... Sacra fames auri, he then thought.
Quid non mortalia pectora ... Virgil 2 somewhere. Sibyl leaves.
Repeating, we believe, or in his case anticipating (how could he
have known it?, although the dictum was formed a century before
he wrote) Henry Bradshaw’s distinctions dealing with printers’
waste. (–eds.)
1
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The Flow Chart of the waste of things. Yes, he supposed it all
averaged out in the end.
He smiled and he worked now with efficiency. He
arranged the paper in a single stack, and riffed through it
adroitly so that all horizontals and verticals aligned. He
examined each sheet. Then turned each face down, one by one,
to the right of the initial stack. As he did so, he surreptitiously
examined the verso. Waste. Volume.
The crowd roared.
And for the first time, he rose.
The change in perspective was violent and starting. He
adjusted his perception in compensation and felt only mildly
dizzy. He could stretch, twist, bend, strain, breathe deeply,
contort, distort, then tug at objects, lift them in triumph, push
against resistance in most unnatural ways, grimace, grunt, grit
teeth, and all would lead to perfect health. Yet now he walked
merely, with surprising grace, to the bureau-like furnishing and
opened the top drawer. Inside were two slim and narrow
notebooks. He opened the first, supporting its weight with the
second. The date on the cover was not that of the present year.
It was a makeshift record-book — a gradebook of sorts,
he imagined. Cheap and inelegant, with stapled binding and
green manila cover. All pages were identical, lined horizontally
and vertically an equal intervals so that each page opening
seemed a wide Cartesian plane with variable x-axes and a
crease in place of the y-axis. To the left, a wide column was
likely meant for alphabetized names in clear block letters.
Instead, it contained scrawls. “blond, glasses.” Then shortened
“bld glass.” “lsp and eyes down to dsk ...” Judg-ments:
“whine...” Racial slurs: “blk.” Behavioral notes “late.”
Observations of history “dbl for G.”
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But so much was misleading. B wore a tee-shirt with
loose arm-holes, it seemed; he had shown no promise of the
rich and broken voice and dark cheeks he would possess by
November “Scrwn pst-pbscnt” made no sense. Athletes with
injuries. Gen. pllr. by all but skiers in mid-winter. Wnd from
auto accdnt. The capricious variation in the adolescent flesh —
diet, sun, hormones, age itself. Their learned cynicism and
angry reticence. Paralytics, baritones, gum-chewers, hairscratchers, hair-dyers, orators, fools, sling-carriers, the diseased
and the ludicrous.
The second notebook was black with a ring binding.
Pages were thick and ruled with multicolored verticals — green
marked single units; red ordered them into fives. Pages were
two widths. One could turn two narrow leaves without covering
the names in block letters to the left.
It was not his, its entries in a studied, foreign hand. The
hand of X, perhaps. “Take it,” he had been told. “For what it’s
worth. And don’t thank me.” All was meshed in history, he
thought.
More of the same.
Piece of the pattern.
Another row of corn.
Just his way, ‘sthey say.
The heirs of Providence.
Facts were facts, he sadly thought. Ms. A, for instance,
a mere name now, nothing to her face or name. H beside her,
sharing notes, it seemed. The unstudied pout, contemptuous
stare. Grudging attendance. ...
Dated witticisms of the lecture notes of old. ...
X, it was. The hand of X. A cock-sure, hip-swaggering, arm-waving, soft-hearted, free-thinking, intro-spective
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... Does that work? No. None of that. He was not that. X had
not been that in any sense. Could he be imagined in such terms
at all? X! Ah! Why he was no cock-sure, hip-swaggering, armwaving ... That was it. That is how the hasty sketch might
capture him.
X it was, difficult to deal with ... Or no. That was no
better. Rather diffident. Dextrous. Devoted to his mistress,
Dying, finally, when he stood up from his workbench.
Colleague, recent acquaintance, friend of a distant cousin, tall
and athletic, philanderer. Traffic regulator, leader of the Free
World if worlds were free, concert violinist who had one day
played at Carnegie, meat inspector ...
There. Over and done with. Gloss X, id or cf. D. Not
complement (X/D). ...
And now the complexities. The very chemistry of
things.
It was such bad form, he thought, considering his
memories, to frame them in that simple and uncontested way,
like the annoying stanzas of the poets. Man woman blackbird.
And in this case, it was quite simply wrong.
Mrs. Z, then–cause, trigger, instigator, rival, admirer,
best-I-ever-had prevaricator, what you will, enmeshed in the
history of things. She had done it, and having done so (she that
is, the absolute construction here), you will not see her nor will
you see her like again. She too trails her secondaries, and you
may as well have descriptives: the grey dress, woven, clinging
to the form. She cared little for its revealing the slight weight at
her waist “It’s what happens,” she had said, amused. “You
think I’m ashamed? I’ll show you something to be shamed
about!” Studied hands, with veins defined, and melting, as it
were–there were no other words for this–at each alluring touch.
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Ms. Z or simply Z it may have been. 40, old by his standards,
but giving little sign of that as she brushed by him in the public
way, smiling as she felt his arm graze her breast, like some
sophisticated teenager in the varnished high school halls of old.
A catalyst and nothing more. D and X. That is the issue here.
The implied formula F ¹ DX, nothing more. No more. Unlike
F would come to be, Z is loved by no one mentioned here,
although “hotly pursued” as the case may quite well be. Unlike
F and unlike D and unlike X, she is of no real interest.
Comfortable in all her roles, public and private and wellpracticed at each, he sadly reminisced.
She placed her arm through his. It was not seduction
then, although doubtless meant to refer to a past one. “You’ve
forgotten,” she said, with no small irony. “You need to meet
your complement,” competitor, or rival, it may have been–a
grand dual in the offing. “Don’t be cross with me,” she said.
“He has many virtues other than those you may be imagining.
Amusing, among other things. Ignore his posturing.” She
pulled D’s arm publicly closer to her side. A conversation away,
X gestured in an unconvincing show of passion. Extravagant.
Over-determined, it might have been. “Come,” she pressed his
arm. “Come. Don’t be a child.”
And that was it. Just that. The End of Things as they
were once known to be, he thought. F(x) dx ...
X stood with his deep sunken eyes, born with them, he
said, but shadowed then with his black glasses frames–hornrims once they were called–deepening those eyes as if profound
caves in which parodic Northern bards and scalds sang their
mystic strains of old. So unlike his own, he thought, recalling
the norms of polity. Set, not sunken. Weak from indolence.
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He was in the midst of a story. “... and she had sexual
dreams of me, she said. That I had forced myself on her!
Imagine. But the strangeness was that she told her friends
indignantly of this, who passed the whole tale on to me. And
she clearly meant for them to sympathize and to dismiss me as
the bastard rapist of her dreams ... Oh ...”
“This ...”
“I believe we’ve met,” X said, as Z passed between
them, transferring her glance from D to X.
But he could not focus. X. X, he thought. Instead,
another fragment of history intruded ...
They exchanged mere pedantries, he and the woman his mentor’s
wife imagined a perfect match for him. Italian, small-breasted, eyes askew,
nothing but lust in them, he thought. They sat across from each other in the
conspiratorially arranged place-settings, knowing all in the room were
watching them. “How will it go?” they wondered. And one look between
them said, each to each: “How do you guess that is in the sack?” (Crude,
of course, but both had conceded it). And knowing that, only when they left
did they feel the need to speak, to set the preliminaries of the “torrid affair”
they would one day speak of to the mentor’s wife, laughing at her naiveté.
How could she not have noticed it! And not once, they knew, did the months
ahead so much as smack of passion or emotion, just laughing at the crowd
who sat shaking their heads in stupid unison, “Well, that didn’t take at
all, we guess.” ...
Z led X away. It was done. And an hour later the two
left separately, but with a punctual exactitude that D himself
could hardly miss.
“Jealous?” Z had said, and laughed at him. “I won’t
even ask you not to be.”
How much had he not noticed? The common
cuckoldings of the day. Deceptions. Bland background for
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significant relations. “Our night,” the schoolchildren might
imagine, giddy and precious, and both of them bathed in stink,
while the adults nodded happily in oblivion. “Our night!” they
might one day think. A travesty of other nights. A triple
betrayal he thought in confusion. D F X.
Scandalous it was, if there were ever scandal then. Z,
the mature staid pillar of bourgeois stock, perfect guest or host
of a thousand gatherings. What concern is the patter of the
moralists? The priggish stuffy mumblers in the circle of the
bedmates she barely can distinguish? This is what she turned
him into, he imagined in confusion.
Bronze goddess, then. A Saint. How he loved her.
Modicum of sense. No, she is not at issue here. A plaything for
associates.
“Ah yes,” said W, now in his dual capacities — (1) the
short and toad-like administrator with the shoelaces flopping in
annoying disorder, and (2) the aging cynic in his bad suits who
shared D’s office space. “The best! You’d do well ... I saw you
talking. Glad you’ve finally met. You know his wife, I suspect?”
“I’m sorry. I wasn’t listening.”
“Well, not his wife precisely ... How should I say it?
Local girl, perhaps” he said.
“You’re talking ...”
“X. Of course. You thought I meant Z? Don’t be
ridiculous.” He shook his head in disbelief. “Glad he ... ” said
W, still in his dual capacities. “Glad he didn’t marry her, I
suppose. If that is in fact the case. One never knows.” It
sounded like sincerity. “And that’s just it, if you catch my
meaning. Local. What do you expect.” He sniffed. A local.
Finally nailed her man. In a coffin. On a cross. The terms he
might have used. And that then settled it.
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He drew D from the exit. They stood in a crowd of
associates. “I do know you,” W said suddenly. You’re D. The
new ... what do I say ...”
“Hire, you mean.”
“Exactly. I recall your field. Medieval, is it not? But I
keep wanting to say med- for medical, mid- for midwife. I know
one is wrong. Lesser of two ‘evils’ if you catch my drift. Prefer
moderns myself. Did you know I knew your family?” Unlikely.
“Your mother, that is. Fine old girl, that one. ...”
She was alive, D said.
“Yes. That was exactly it. I saw that name. Yours, I
mean. Do you remember?”
“No. How could I?”
“Well, no matter. Official voices tend to sound the
same. ‘Do you suppose’, I asked a passing classicist, ‘do you
suppose ...’ Well Good God the ages seemed to match. It was
not impossible after all. One way to find out, I told myself. Hire
the bloke, or bastard if you will (in the figurative sense of
course). Simple as that. Ha! Not to imply of course ...”
“Of course.”
Once tall and lean and cynical, the toad-man gurgled
obscenely, now in his single role at last. Flabby, aged, and
impotent. D turned away in disgust at all of them.
So there it is.
Done with.
Out with.
On the table.
Straight from the shoulder.
The entire wanton cast, principals, a few supernumeraries, assembled here at last.
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Except perhaps ... Well, you know who. The blond
one. (Vulgar!) The one with the big ... (worse, I fear, puerile and
obscene to boot). Has she no distinctive features, or are they too
“all the same,” which any pubescent could assure you is
nonsense. Is not that the ultimate vulgarity? Ill-formed,
perhaps, and blurred, but the one ... Oh out with that as well!
... The one Fulfillment Of His Life-Long Dreams (and now he’s
quoting lyrics!) How could he not be stunned to learn that X
had failed to see it. Somehow he (that is X) despite his
unrestrained flights of romantic fancy (as they called it then)
had not realized that here was the One to Clutch to his
Emotioned Breast. Here was one Who Could Have Made It
All Worth While.
My God! he thought. Could anything be quite so illexpressed! But it was simply inescapable.
So there now. Getting there. Betrayed. Foiled. Done
for. no point in going further. Busted, by crackers.
Oh you know the one. The wine-glass? Have I not
mentioned that? Ah you’ve guessed it. Here’s a picture framing
all the three of them, D, X, and as you surely know by now, F
herself.
So here we go at last. F, the focus of these visions. The
adolescent’s queen, duchess, baroness, all rôled in one — all
that ever was or was then meant to be. F, petite, grace in her
muscled hands, the slight overbite of the French, perhaps, a
smile formed even then, the corners of her lips in serif-like
ambivalence. A hue more telling then than now, these later
days when self-indulgences made even the best of tones
preposterous. Skating star, activist for the down-trodden.
Schoolmarm, a student of ballet. Or was it simply dk hr,
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smhnds, oo for the perfect breasts and the like. Local girl, a
distant relation, former ... former ... and the like.
That should do it.
And now the three of them. Man, woman, blackbird,
as it were. Now look there. No, not there. Not at the long, lean,
wiry one with the sunken profundity of his sunken eyes,
distorted in the curved glass of the wineglass stem. That one.
The other. The one directly opposite from my point of view,
obscured by the back of the former’s head and by his shoulders,
but from your vantage quite clearly visible in full relief to the
right. In the red cotton shirt ... You did not know I meant the
woman? Why else would this be mentioned here? Now unless
the man moves unexpectedly, I will be unable to see the
wineglass itself, passed between them.
A pitiable sight, this is. The betrayal despicable and
churlish. Tell me just the same, before the wine-glass slips
irrevocably. I cannot see, blocked by a dark silhouette, to whom
the wine-glass falls.
And once more. Done with it. Should I be proud? No
need for it, the mentor said. Let it go, he meant. The types just
write themselves. The rest are supernumeraries.
“You must be introduced,” she said.
D breathed deeply and sat back. The illusion of sleep
streng verboten! He looked for a cigarette on the desk. He could
not find the pack he was certain he had bought earlier. He tried
to yawn but that too was useless. He would:
(1) forget entirely about old men and women;
(2) enter grades and complete the semester;
(3) relieve the sickness consequent on thinking of
relations;
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(4) complete his note on the Genre Called Madness;
(5) muse over a once-projected leave ...
Too cluttered it seemed for one evening. He would omit (1). (2)
was mechanical. Nothing simpler. Baking soda for (3), the
Great Neutralizer. Bottom drawer. Left. Back. No. 4?–he was
a professional and would prove his competence. (5) a reward ...
Calm now, he flipped through the grade book, then
tossed it onto the desk where the other lay half-opened.
Battered. Ring-bound. Genuine mock leather, was it?
Children. How he loved them. Modica of sense?
Where are their records and their histories? Who will
be notified when you find them drug-dazed and enamorate? if
one dies of plenitudes or like Spenser’s Beast in a bulimic fit?
He opened the notebook, inadvertently turning to the
final page. Intrusive, misplaced, and desperately filed there was
a list of insults and idiocies he had compiled, the work of sharptongued colleagues and competitors. Oh those were the days,
he thought. The days of rapier-like wit, when a man killed five
with a single thrust, forced six colleagues into retirement, and
humiliated a dozen students into de-matriculation before noon,
fathering eight children on the way.
“Yes,” in the Anglophilic undertone. “Congratulations on your
article! I have always felt that it’s not where one publishes, but that one
does ...”
“My early work, of course. I’m moved quite beyond it. But you
will perhaps still be interested ...”
“Just the journal name, not the text itself, thanks. So I know
where to submit my own juvenalia ...”
“And what would you [pointing to the list of research grants] need
with that?”
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“Why that was wonderful! Just brilliant! It reminds me so much
of my own work ...”
“And now, those of you with a little Latin might wish to pause
and collect your thoughts ...”
He turned back to the beginning.
Simple. Grit your damn teeth like the Great
Pedagogues of Old and do your job. Don’t think about it. Mere
characters in an as yet unwritten play.
He stared at the scrawled notes and notecards to the
left. Contingencies. Unreal in and of themselves. He had only
imagined himself grandly standing in the center of the room,
bathed in the light from the trinity above, holding the stack of
notecards in his right hand, while tapping it, as if caught in the
camera lens itself, on his left palm. Do not think about such
things ...
A.Jhn. bld glsss. brthmk He had worn a white shirt
buttoned by single buttons at his wrist. Clr unbtd. Btn mssg
“Have I got that right?”
“Jhn... Yeah, that’s right.”
“Again?”
“Algi...”
No precedent. First in line. Must be used to it. AJhn
73, 64, B, x ... His promise and his pointillistic prose. Not
without, he noted once, a certain coarse vitality. D scratched
an ambiguous cipher in the right hand margin.
SBnds fashion, whatever that had meant. Something
crossed out, eradicated from the great book of things. SBnds
had studied A.Jhn’s answer carefully. “Here,” he said, somewhat more steadily. SBnds 74, A, checkmarks, question ... 6-...
Unreadable.
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CSsnd ... something missing. blhr scrf lgs crssed tpping.
x, same same rev. ... The same paper, must have been, or a
close variant for weeks. Each constructed with care, each
sentence honed to perfection, or so it might be thought. All
calculated. A critique had it been? of the student’s style who sat
barely within hearing distance? ... “Intriguing” D had said
equivocally. He made four quick slashes to the right. He circled
a letter in red.
JlL vcnt dk hr. Arms akmbo. He leaned back. “But I
...” “What?” “... don’t understand ... You say....” “You have
comments?” “I just mean ... I just don’t know ...” The room
was empty. “It’s not fair... I don’t think it’s fair ....” “I don’t
claim,” the Grand Pedant of his Dreams intoned, “to be fair. I
merely ...” Like his aging mentor himself, the arch-professional,
reaching for his old-fashioned fedora, seconds before the bell
rang, and exiting to the awed silence of his listeners.
“I just followed what you said.” I said ... “A few days
ago.” “No, I meant ...” “I don’t know what you meant.” “But I
can’t ...” “No. Don’t assume. You have no idea what I know.
You describe a factory. With workers. In a town where humans
live and die. Do you see no connections ...?”
He turned to the next name in the list, working now
efficiently.
AlbrneP frnd k bl ey hr rdshrt ns askw Animals. Like
animals 98 B+ x ? dksl pa ... 0
PdJ gnd rht of talld wondsh f Rllrsk 85 B __ 68 late hr
...
MrcDr sht,sxy, ovbt,hps tgh sh acct 88,bbs, C __ offc
lke, ext cd ...
BEC, pt, eys like the paintings of sentimental children,
smt,skts lss ftt A, A ___ prfct, bst I evhd ...
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AndRb flt-chst dk sd ey umbrella for the sun! hps rthm
fst 2mn/yr ... B __ wrtr x ...
SF wf Gm strdy rbbt cvs brs sck chd tw pwfl og A B mss
xxx ...
N.G eccr dk hr prtd bl shr rng. One day N.G
attempted to withhold a sneeze. Apparently, he had
compressed his lips and nostrils, but misjudged the intensity of
the coming spasm. He had produced instead a sharp and
unexpected petulance of farting through his tightly bound lips.
An audible, inadequately repressed, laughter filled the room. D
determined to ignore it. Like cracked knuckles, footsteps or a
voice in the hall. Poor N.G The fart or its inadvertent parody.
We all get screwed in the end ...
He worked more swiftly and with fewer distractions.
Less sympathy. Fewer shades and nuances. Less praise and
blame. Guiltless. Distant. Calculus. It all averaged out in the
end. Credit for good guesses? Plainer surfaces.
AR oo! flrt wt bts Brllnt A, 95, A __ A Ths thwrstidea!
EC ct. A momManh J..79 B fnl ...
“Once upon a time, a middle-aged, dark-haired,
pedagogue named X, X, that is, make no mistake about it, a
credit to his race and profession, sat before his students with his
deep set eyes. His jacket hung on the back of his chair. Tie
loosened, hanging from his neck. White sleeves unbuttoned so
rakishly and the cuffs rolled once, tight on his forearms when
he raised his hands over the desktop. He clutched his chest. He
rose unsteadily. He dropped dead before his workbench ...
“Years later, a man named D, his complement,
middle-aged or less so, bald haired, master of a thousand
professional positions, took up reigns pinch-hitting irregardless
...
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“A local girl, F, listless as it were. Local Student.
Stranger. H, bbs, tll, Horse-back rider. Dressage and the like.
Unitarian. Poor but of good stock. Grocer. Maker of collage.
Slept with both, and lived with one and known thus to live that
old canard of keeping all her ducks in a row, of using her
faculties. Ironically, in this age, such as ... such as ...”
The poor student argued obstinately and feebly.
England could not keep America. Who had lost China after all?
I can’t explain everything. “Assume then I’m an idiot. And
here, who is this ‘one’ character? ‘One can’t say, ...” “But I
cannot use ‘you’, so ‘one ...’” “Forget your hags of history. The
great schoolmarms, the noted pedophiles of old. Are you still
listening? Mean ‘me’ ...” “I don’t under- ...”
A start.
He woke with a start.
He Found Himself Still Working. Working, he still
found himself. Working still, he himself found ... The dimwit in
Judgment at Nuremberg, struggling with his syntax. Hare.
Hunter. Field ...
Names and figures. He worked more diligently. The
margin filled with small red circles and ciphers and he sat back
proudly. Like brands of cattle in the old Westerns, he thought.
The cycle was nearly over. The hours would expand
before him. Wound down. Wound up. What was the
difference? Leaving for him, prior to a vacancy, the hours ...
Earlier. When had it been?
He had walked, as he always walked after dinner,
although tonight, he could not remember what he had eaten.
He had met a man, a mere secondary, distant relation to the
central matters here. The man was tall, slightly older. It could
have been W, with his floppy shoelaces, W, his office mate, in
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his best bad suit. Or a near contemporary. Like them, he was
unusual. They had tried to talk, remarking on the traffic. The
sounds, how they had grown worse.
“This despite the legislation ...”
He had been too distracted by his work to realize that
his innocent “Legislation?” intended as encouragement was
taken as an interruption.
“You ... You didn’t hear? You missed ...”
“The news? I don’t watch the news. Or ...
“Not this evening, no.” The old man walked more
slowly, heavily shadowed. They faced away from the setting
sun. “I don’t believe so, though possible. Why? Did you hear
...?”
D shrugged. “I don’t know.”
“Well it’s no law, to be precise. An ordinance? Perhaps
just a statement ... I forget the words for it. I forget ...” He
laughed an old man’s laugh. It was a joke he had made too
many times to need repeating now. “Not my province. I’m
talking about noise levels. Backgrounds. That’s all.”
He had to respond. He repeated the old man’s words,
with rising inflection.
“Yes, noise levels. Much worse, they say,” the old man
said. “I wouldn’t know. What grounds would I have for
comparison? I have no figures. I don’t suppose they would do
much good if I had. There are no absolutes, particulars as the
hearing goes, as it does today. What would a wartime silence
be?”
“Painful? I guess.”
“No. You misunderstand me.” The old man paused
and looked at D, insisting that their eyes meet, however
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uncomfortably. “No. Not that. Only an explosion or two? A
litter or two of ...”
“I see now. Yes. I ...”
“Like this. Tonight. Do you hear? Perhaps you don’t.
But you’re a young man and I suppose things are less vexing.
‘The quick brown fox’ and all. What do you call those
measures? Standards? In the glass cases of ...”
“Paris?”
“Yes, Paris. Weights and Measures. Well I’ll have none
of it. What use is a meter rod you cannot feel? And how would
one encase the silences in glass cases to begin with? That
background hum, you’d say, of the unnoted crowd. How can
one grow deaf to it?”
They walked without speaking. ‘Strolled’, the old
Victorianist might find himself describing it. D feared the old
man would take it all as contemplative. “Is that ... Are you
complaining ...”
“No. Laws, cars, planes, the injunctions of traffic
signals ...”
“You don’t drive?”
“I gave that up five years ago. They changed the ...
Crossway is it? Walkway? Do you remember it? Just ...” He had
turned at the Y intersection to the right and was gesturing with
what seemed like vigor to a lawn, walk, or group of buildings
behind them.
“I’ve only been here a short time ...”
“Oh. Well that’s convenient. For you, that is. It’s not
there anymore. Do you understand? The crosswalk is no longer
there! Doesn’t exist at all, as far as I know. And I might add, it’s
quite possible it wasn’t there then, either.” The old man’s face
brightened. “That is, I was confused. What with all that
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construction. You remember. The crossway ... -walk I guess it
is, had been replaced with a concrete ... piling? fixture? ... and
I ran right into it. I stopped driving then. What was the point?
What was the need? I began to get lost. Confused. A friend
would say ‘Six-thirty! Six-thirty!’ and you could hear his
annoyance. And I would ask if that was fifteen minutes worth
of driving, and then there was ... I can’t ... the gas, I mean, the
gauges ... run out of ... new road. Worse than blind I became.
I could never read the road-directions, the public arrowage, I’d
say. Or the unglossed conventions of the map sketch my friend
would offer me. The lines, x’s, and mysterious trinities of circles
that I later learned meant stop-lights. Nothing like the stone
path through the windshield. ...”
“Periplus, you mean.”
“ ... unlike those hatched scrawls on the map sketch,
however well-intentioned. The categoricals and dictates. I
needed rather the conditional: ‘should you turn, you may
perhaps be late’. ...”
Past the Y, they continued and D turned quickly to the
path leading to his office, no longer on the roadway. He had
meant no offence. The man was no longer with him.
So here we are. The Y. Four walls. A ceiling and a
floor. He could easily recall the rest. Not without bias. He sat
at his desk in silence.
That was daylight. Perhaps six-thirty? The angularity
of parting? Clear enough. He closed his eyes, and resketched
his day. He was both cheered and surprised at how easy it all
seemed. How each detail was clear to him and how so much
was benevolently blank. Merely essential. The grand
requirements of things and all mere absolutes. What did he
finally care? he thought, raising his head in defiance, as his eyes
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finally shut for good—all this po-mo balderdash, all those
destinies: screwed in the end.
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II. (Subtitle): Distant Relations
f(x) = dx/dz
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Major Themes:
Animism
Bucephalic
Charivaresque
Don’t
Extemporaneously
Feign
Garrulity
Hereafter
Island-dwellers
Judiciously
Knife-wielding
Mercurially
Notably
OutPassion
Querulous
Randomized
Selections
Tending in and of themselves
UnderValued
Wheelwrights
X-Rated
Yearnings of the
Zygote
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Oral Recitations

Sign up sheet:

T:

9:30-10:00 ________
9:45-11:00 ________
1:00-1:30 _________
2:00-1:45 _________

W:

7:30-8:15 _________
9:17-10:67 ________
noon ________

...
Th: dawn to dusk
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
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i
But enough of all this X business. Let us call him Jn
since that is how his intimates addressed him.1 F can remain F.
And D as D, a constant, the locus of perception, the light at the
end of the myopic tunnel, if that appeals to you.
He spread the papers before him, now, with that, at
ease. Abbreviations. Mrc gtr oo ycn’ttk ... The jargon of the
endnotes. Evaluations. He would need to stay alert.
“That’s the way it is. No questions. The fedora awaits
on the hat-rack. Tomorrow, I will explain everything. All will
be clear to you.”
“Past due,” he overheard. Then the louder voice
addressed him. “On time, thanks. On time. As usual. Much
appreciated.”
W, now the squat administrator with his toad’s thighs
and floppy shoelaces. Or was it W himself? The lean and lanky
fire-baller of old, now an aging colleague? In high reprimand,
not for me, D thought. Dilatoriness—not worth the effort, the
game not worth the candle as the old French dramatist had
said. His colleagues wilted under the old toad’s high dudgeon
disdain.
“... I’m just ... I’m just ...”
“It’s good for you,” D had told them once. Those
children! “Good for the soul. If a soul. Who knows. It is good
for my soul, then, such as it likely is, that you know what a
sentence fragment is, or what” he added “it is thought or said
“In truth, Kt, not Jn, but that won’t do, since any reader seeing the
uppercase will immediately think of Kafka’s Josef K, an everyman,
Chacun, or type, whereas the exact reverse is here intended”–
Author’s note; early draft, we suspect (–eds).
1
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to be.” And then, in fear of losing them “Write what you
know,” he said, and lost them once again for good.
They were not ... into that, they said. IN-to that. Inn 2
that. Rather Inn-Two fantasies, speculation as they called it,
the evasions of personal expression (conflating objective and
subjective genitives, he proudly thought). That’s what they
have heads for, in the metaphoric sense of course. Lyrics you
can’t sing and stories with no histories or overburdened by the
ones at their origins. Sex as alien as the cinematic aliens
themselves.
Like shadows. Words. Like the image-making, datastoring, cost-productive, word-emitting modular-componentsystem turning out (they told him) an unbroken band of
characters. Jn,1 blk hr, brn eyes, glasss, wry, flame-thrower sixfooter that he was. F, bl hr bn eyes ... the cliches fell apart.
He leaned back with an unwitnessed gesture of
determination, which can only be imagined. He would see that
soon in others. All wrapped up or soon to be. He would tell the
story once and this time he would tell it right. No dark allegories
or plot divagations. No breaks in sequences, logic, or threads of
narratives lost in ouroboric circlings. No ill-handled
commentary lopped from the worm-eaten bones.
Large caps. TITLE, in that peculiar script of the
PlayBills.
We find here (but not in the paragraph above!) the marginal cipher
JN118M23, and it may be purposeless to note that this is apparently
a call number, to Maitland’s Constitutional History, not in DeJohn’s
area at all, but perhaps the origin of the name, despite au’s and D’s
self-styling as litterateurs, all PQs and PRs in the end. The origin too
of the name change from I to II, Maitland’s being in its most
popular editions a multi-volume work. (–eds.)
1
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X, his mistress, Z (appositive!). Oh, do not be disturbed by these repeated or unmentioned names, as yet
unheralded, as it were. The characters are familiar. The sorts
in the typecase. Form and decorum demand that both list and
sketched intrigue dance about the sur- and family names, titles
and relations, alias and disguise, introducing basic facts of
things as if dropped by the wayside. Yet nothing seems to work
in the idiolect of the librettist, he once had thought. The foxed
vexations of entitled society. Just what is the damn Countess
called by peers? How much weight has she gained in the last
two years? That too was good for the soul, he now supposed.
X, his mistress, Z, the countess (now four characters), a
distant relation, a first generation, an incessant and incestuous
relationship, two colleagues or was it three, joined by wavy
brackets. Guide, Summary, Synopsis, Hypothesis ... The
Protocols of thought ...
After years of living together, Jn and F invite him to
dinner. Seated at a table, numerous allusions are made to
events of the past (the point is critical!). An old passion revived,
D discovers the revival of an old passion. Following a long aside
(key words: cuore, amore, morte, io stesso — conjunction and
decline), confessing to himself, listening, F, thought to be a
broad, is undetected behind the arras of Picardy. Crying out,
D comforts her sudden swoon. Ex-changing promises to meet
by the seashore, Jn enters and the curtain falls. Tell her you
love her and meet me in the woods.
He lit a cigarette, but remained seated, recalling the
program notes to the early sonatas of Beethoven: “Yet soon,
these guinea pigs emerged from their cocoons to become
beautiful swans ...” Silence. The rhythmic exhalations in the
room. The following question comes from a listener in Orange
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County, Minnesota. Who was it who sang from a High Sea to
a Bee minus by God, ha, ha, hee, hee, please, she said,
answering the polite applause in the lecture room, “But I’m not
finished!” Before our time is up I’ll give you a hint. Ha, ha, hee
hee. That’s a tough one. Why dear, the turntable is playing at
quarter-speed (Those were the days indeed!) Let me take a wild
guess for the diligent listener in Minnesota County, Orange.
Ah. Ooo. Clap. Clap. Tough luck for Calloway Osborne, that.
Thought he had stumped you. Ah, ya ken’t fool the wool over
the ayes of the old queasers all the time, by Texaco!
Act II takes place several months later on the Island of
Bradamante. D is at his desk. The guinea pigs sleep in their
cocoons. He is thinking of F, we must assume (dramatic irony?
or the reverse?), as he labors to complete the painting commissioned for X, the notorious police chief (quel abhore and the
like). The crowd goes wild. Unable to refuse due to poverty,
love, and a secret plan to elope with F, he is torn between
poverty, love, and a secret plan to elope with F. He is met by
Jn disguised as X, recently wounded in an attempt to blow up
the monument erected to the alluring curves of the Countess.
Now is the time ... With impassioned indifference, D renounces
the plan as unseemly, and with calm insistence, touching his
malignant brow, condemns and fails the revolution. Jn vows
revenge. The countess, virginal gelosa!, revealed as the bastard
mother of D, now a gypsy prophetess, swoons.
Oh piss on it. Stumped again on the matter of those
early sonatas of Beethoven. This time by an avid listener in East
Paris, Maine. As far from Swan’s Island, either of the damn
things, as he could be. Hee hee, ha ha, ho ho. Highlander!
What does he know of the High Seas in the feldspar quarries of
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Oxford County? Dirty, vulgar, common, with your hands cut
by the mica. Shut up, you washed up old cur!
Act III, following intermission. He is with F on the
seashore. The countess stands guard, swinging a bassinet. She
omits the expected pastoral aria. The attempt to blow up the
monument has left Jn dead, X seriously wounded, both heaped
on the piano bench. F, torn between hunger, love, and loyalty
to revolutionary sexual practices, hungers for love in ...
He is with F on the seashore. Jn has been assassinated.
W is seriously wounded, like the lions of the Serengeti. Mother
tends her sheep. Torn between hunger, passion, loyalty and
now fear of impending pilgrimage, F and D, hunger for ...
He is with F on the seashore. The monument is
destroyed. His anarchist mother is dead, the countess, and he,
or him?, and F stand before the channel. Jn bears the base
burden of ...
He is with F on the seashore. There has been no
revolution. Where did you ever get that idea? Jn is a servant,
civil to the core, in the employ of X. Mother dies at her piano
bench. F is coronated. D reveals himself as her, jest her. A page
falls from a tender scene to a distant shepherd’s pipe as the
curtain ...
He is with ...
There it was. Repose. Self-laudation. The ball rolls
along the rows of corn.
Call it all tranquility.
Vacancies.
Only when the paintbrush erred, was it called a
holiday.
Spring had come in the interim. But all was gone now:
planning, the complications of travel, plane tickets. There was
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no seashore in New England to begin with, and in New
Orleans, just the endless weeds and stagnant waste of Lake
Pontchartrain. All that so-called Southing, reservations and the
like? The stiff stewardess, or attendants as they were now
known? The superfluous food? No sports instruments aboard.
No costumes abroad. ... “That was fun,” she said, murmuring
in post-coital bliss. Then repeated it with emphasis: “Fun!”
Meaning sadly ‘extraordinary’, in the worst of possible senses.
Nothing had come of it. Money, he obliquely explained
it to a friend, if he had one then, maybe W himself, the to- ...
or Z it was, the caty- ... Why had he lied so guiltily? What had
he to hide? The death, say, of a near relation? Or only of his
cuckold friend or rival, as it were. A distant relation.
The calculations were self-contradictory. QED indeed, when nothing works out as it should. He returned to
greater urgencies.
Next.
Next.
Ah, indolent, half-thinking, fixed in the second act, he
was. There was work to be done and the librettist had been
neglectful, down with the flu or caught staring at the photos of
Verdi and Boito. All was without conviction, even his excuses.
Buy coffee, move one’s bowels (too scatological!) trumpet (more
of the same — see above!) ... Ah indolent, half-thinking,
carefully gradating and discriminating in the grand nuances of
life itself, he traced curved lines on a sheet before him, now
defaced on each surface, recto and verso. What formed was the
arc coincident with the conclusion to the first—a great cleavage
or a second pass at the Bad Pipsisewah.
Entrance.
General Description.
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Her hair was blond, or close enough to be styled as
that. She had made no obvious effort to dye it lighter than it
was “What the fuck do you care?” she sweetly said. Men, alike
as they all were in all senses (ha!), rarely if ever note or know
the difference. He was confused when ... was it a brother? ...
asked if “that” were natural. And of course he had misconstrued the whole thing, arching his brows in the amazement
of offence. “Her hair, I mean” the brother (was it?) leered.
She was no ironist. The hair could not be dark to any
sense.
“Here. A half glass. Just for me.” The three sat
together. Jn was likely drunk or close enough to that to be
conveniently oblivious to the course of things. His scowl was
distorted in the doubled curves of the wine-glass, held before
his face.
D took the glass without comment. In the transfer of
the half-filled glass from her hand to his, their hands may well
have met. Jn’s features slid in distortion past the glass. Too long,
it seemed. “F you,” she mimed, haughtily appealingly, smiling,
but Jn’s eyes remained warped in the doubled glass. The taste
of fermented grapes on F’s lips, now on the rim. Smooth.
Yielding, or unyielding it would perhaps be said in a different
context. Her face too was light, like her flesh was light, tinted
or was it flushed with wine, and lips parted or half-parted it
would be said. “F you,” her eyes said to him. No glasses, no
blemish or recent wound, however small, bruise, no defect, her
eyes unclosed focused on his, possible, a nose unnoticed,
forehead cut unnaturally over its topmost edge by hair, the hair
line askew, as if jarred, by nodding, laughing, however such
things are best described, or in the un-articulated words she
said to him. No longer fixed in the ordered symmetry of public
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taste, but rather as if from a brushstroke of an Old Master or
young contemporary.
There.
That does it, he thought with no small satisfaction.
That was progress. He leaned far back in his chair. Was there
a line forming in the corridor?
Yes. That was it. He held her in the most desperate of
winters. Marguerite it was. Or Guinevere herself. Why not? His
line and the line in the corridor and the line on his contract,
awaiting his signature. “A damn fine job!” W might have said,
a ten-yeared veteran of old hiring policies.
That too was progress. What more could be ex-pected?
The rest was vetting, as they called it, but he knew better.
Whetting. Merely whetting.
F’s utterance (casual and banal in the best sense), hair
(disordered, the errant petticoat or lace), late-night ... (private!
“We really had it down!”) ... none was privileged; none had the
status of a Symbol, as the hag-driven students insisted all things
must. Her bumbled anarchy! These things simply were. That
is to say ... That is to say ... Like emotions, like facts, events in
the percepted world in which we live. Like love in the most
desperate of winters. The words tags for the sum of
unnameable things. Oh this is not to say ...
“Fine. Then read in. Read into. Read between,
around, whatever you will. Just forget your newly bearded
instructor fresh from grad school or advanced study in the
Unpublished Novel. And forget, if you can, that each word or
sound is just a conventional way of saying ‘good’ or ‘evil’ or
‘great in bed’, whatever that could possibly mean in these fallen
times ...”
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Tedious. It was all so tedious. Over and over he had
explained it all to them. Year after year, and they never
learned, repeating the same errors they made the first year,
years ago. But this was not to say ... Not to say we are
trivializing things, the world, that is, nor her, for God’s sake.
Far from it! Nor, he reasoned, now astutely, do we take the
position that all comparatives, superlatives, adjectival or
nominal back-formations ought to be ... ought to be ... “Fuck
it!” as she so adroitly said. Ought to be at all! then. There are,
he concluded gracefully, no absolutes in this room.
But this is not to say ... Not to say, of course, there are
no ... values, let us say. Like hues–the bizarrerie of nominals:
Naples yellow, Venetian red–superfice and history.
The value of F to him? What she would ‘mean’ to him
in the metaphoric sense? What would you say to that? Cocking
her head, when Jn turned away, and mouthing her alluring
obscenities. After, that is, the world, his world, as he had known
it, as he had claimed (in the metaphoric sense alone, of course)
had changed forever? He couldn’t say. There were no indices
of that. For when he wrote, it was merely words and he had no
feeling for their referents. It would take a genius to explain, and
a mere child to follow it. “Smart people?” the spouse of the
detested colleague once had said. They were everywhere.
“They’re a dime a fucking dozen.”1
There. That was better. That was close.
What was the point of certitude? The impossible
exactness of one’s dreams? The words’ perfect reference to
We believe the same colleague referred to in I.ii above, failing to
notice the success of the blind date for which she and her husband
themselves were responsible. (–eds.)
1
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things — like the bos’n’s cries on the sailing ships of old? What
was the sum of things if not cliches? “All of it,” he said, as any
fool might say. “All I possess and am likely to. And she had
laughed. “You can’t be serious,” she said. That was truly it.
Better to break a world into fragments, the man himself into a
heap of hyperboles, than to make the world a lexicon.
f(x). d(f[x]) Facts. Events.
He shook his head.
They sat or once did in fixed rows, stifling their yawns.
It was still early.
Green and yellow splotches.
His dear children! How he loved them! Forma manent
in the end.
He shook his head again to clear it.
Jn. Is that you? Are you done with your old mask of X?
Are you here and now persona for the personnage?
His hair was dark, sparse and free, with only a hint of
the wildness it had known, blown in the wind as he posed in
contraposto on the pitcher’s mound and leered at the
photographers. His shoulders aslant, as the classic pose
requires, and his unshaven cheeks darkening the menace in his
eyes.
And yes, he thought. The bridge to the subdominant.
But as he listened to the orator, W again it must have
been, colleague or administrator in his untied shoes, jabbing
and feinting, so it seemed, looking for an opening–the moment
or the ray of truth in the funereal cant of his discoursing–he
realized now it was too late.
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“You two must meet,” Z had once said. He could feel
the sudden loss of her shoulder’s warmth as she turned
alluringly away ...
He scowled to concentrate. Even the fraud of grief
might help construe the old man’s sentences. But the
peroration fell apart, leaving only an embarrassment of truth,
like the high eloquence of teenagers. The eulogy for the recent
dead. The gifted virtues of the well-heeled well-to-do,
privileged to feel nothing. The old man in his best bad suit
delivered it as if long practiced in the rite, his sotto voce artifice
barely audible in the fifth row D had decorously assigned
himself.
Dead before he lived at all, or so it was absurdly typed.
The whole lot of them, D sneered in all the forced contempt he
was able to master then. The honeyed prose — bees the final
lees of seam ... “Abuse his memory ...” he heard. Objective
genitives, by God! Who would have thunk it? Or was it just the
gendered pronoun, mark of a man locked in the Silver Age of
things?
Impossible. He had not heard it. Something grander or
quieter, it must have been, distorted in the bad acoustics of the
place. One death, two. Like men, she said, they were finally all
the same. The vagina is so, they say, ‘accomodating’ in the most
suggestive sense. And of course he knew exactly what she meant
by that and what she meant to say. How simply it must be for
all of them, he rudely and unfairly thought.
“... strolling in the noonday sun it was ...”
It was ridiculous. Something old men in their strained
Victoratory tried to pass as poetry. Before the Writing Schools
buried all their eloquence. Words and blasphemy, as D tried to
reduce the words to sounds and strip away their halting
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rhythms too. Like all past and future variants. All that crap
about flowers and the delicacies of arranging them. When he
knew and everyone would know that the old lady–bless her!
bless her memory!–she had detested flowers and their annoying
stench, and put up with them only for the sake of obligatory
guests, the vases kept in neat array and disarray on the topmost
shelf. Delicacies of arrangement! Practiced hands, he obscenely
thought. Like fingers, folded over withered ...
He was crying. Crying in public, or was it just pretending to? The speech ended precisely at the scheduled time.
Like his mentor, reaching for his fedora as the bell rang. The
orderly memorial. At least the box was gone. Its flesh sucked
out of it by the fires.
You must meet. You too must meet, Z said, pressing
him. And it must have finally been (that is to say, have once
been) the most clichéd of place–coffee shop, lunch counter, the
diner with the bad food and surfaces, the “favorite breakfast
spot” of fiction, coffee house, it would have one day been, or
better “greasy spoon,” as in the comics from the old Mad
Magazine, which provincial kids read awestruck in the fifties.
It was difficult to keep these moments straight in the
lies of the peroration entangling the threads of history and the
set-pieces stolen from the manuals of speech. The cuckold,
safely packed away at last, then seated in the cold vinyl before
a worn formica surface. Nothing grand at all.
“House.” “Diner.” A string of misnomers. A familial
gathering it may have been. Or more Ciceronian perhaps–
one’s Offices. The cuckold, mastered, or soon-to-be, the coffee
steaming in his face, fogging his lenses. Was that it?
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“Mutual interest,” so Jn had said and leered at him.
But it was Z, brushing his arm and squeezing his hand so
slightly only he could sense it. “Art,” J added. “Art, I see, is not
our only mutual concern,” he said, angling the glossy menu to
the surface, pushing aside the plate and crumbs. He stared at
D. What could he possibly have known or sensed?
House Coffee Spoon. Construct a sentence of those
words. They drank house coffee in the greasy spoon. They asked for a
spoon in the coffee house. Like the feeble-minded witness in
Judgment at Nuremberg. Poor schmuck. How was he to know,
shaking on the witness stand, sterilized and issue-less, he could
add other words as well? The spelling words today you told me to use
in a sentence are the following: ... “Art,” he called it. The sale of
trinkets to tasteless travelers.
House Coffee Spoon. The menus were waxed so that
they could be more easily washed and re-used, and the fickle
prices taped firmly in. They were creased and folded. There
were gaudy pictures of gaudy food, the food depicted
everywhere in the same conventions. Forma manent. The
glossy menus glossed the glossy food ...
So much for house and home.
So much for setting and establishment.
He was getting there. Somewhere. There. It was a
house, at least, in the metaphoric sense. And then it all began.
It all came out. For D, after all, was no down-trodden, floorsweeping penny-pinching, five-mouths-to-feed-and-the-wholebit purchaser of daily bread here. No none of it ...
Now there! This is how the Old Days truly were! Or at
least, how we imagine them.
... No. He was rather earthy, well-to-do, a thrifty-butnot-mean, mores-flaunting eccentric who just, damn it, liked
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the drip-pressed coffee of the place and the vinyl-covered
benches of the place, and the brilliant eye-assuaging lighting of
the place, and the raucous roving repartee and rhetoric of the
place that constituted, but only rarely smacked of culture. (And
there it was! Slumming! That was it.) He paid for three cups [...
insert prices here ...] and left, of course, a generous tip, more
than was expected.
Now there is a setting. True, just as Melville said,
despite the hectoring of young literati.
And where is Jn in all this? Still leering in his artful
dodge? Merely real as well? Here in the real place, so unlike
those dim-lit watering holes of the artists, the painters, writers,
craftsmen and philosophers, beggars, leftists and the occasional pimp, I guess, those we used to hear so much about (the
places, I mean) in the French existentialists of days that were
truly gone, even then. “Le Dôme,” I think it was, now
untimbered in the touristing.
And where too, those high-vaulted, beam-exposed,
smoke-encircled banquet-halls of old? The high-strung, worldflung, widely-sung, loose-bunged honey-tongued heroes of the
days we used to hear so much about as well? Nothing today but
their servants and their narrow fasted hips.
The old man continued, droning in his monotonal
cant, still limber in his best bad suit. “... each of us his ...” D
then turned his head. He feels her flesh against his upper arm
again. It is like walking the hallways in high school. ... Reticent
... Reserved ... Pure listener, he styled himself. Jn, in contrast
and in contrast with the orator himself, then grandiloquent,
now patient, gracious and by turns persuasive, in the best of
sense, graceless too, when civility demanded it, now piqued,
now sadly dull. Exuberant. A damn dynamo, straight from
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Henry Adams himself, perhaps. Oh yes. This was no softspoken, mild-mannered, self-effacing, chin-scratching,
knuckle-cracking, throat-clearing, foot-shuffling stammerer.
Not a whit. No, none of that ... Now there! He could bawl out
absurdities and insults, trash-talk his opponents, with such
vehemence one quite forgot the very grounds of disagreement.
Even D himself, inclined to classical simplicity, might fall
helpless with his insight, his dis-criminations, distinctions,
discernment and nuanced views of things — all now in
abeyance and obeisance too. Yet even he, slinking away in
humiliation, as it were, tail between his legs, even he knew
better than to blow his brains out on a whim, or drop dead in
an annoying fit, to leave his boots unfilled, as it were, unpaired
with all the rest.
Dull romantics! So hopelessly Wertherian. Don’t
blame me, for God’s sake. It wasn’t me who ordered the bad
food, the flaccidifying surgery. Jn, decadent reveller, with both
hands free from his bicycle and the eyes of fawning admirers
fixed upon him.
“... cycle winds down, no?” Jn drawled over the plate
of food, carefully contemned.
“Excuse me?”
“A joke. A weak one.”
“Sorry.”
“I say I’m tired. Exhausted. It happens each spring. I
feel ...”
The green and yellow splotches.
“... the life in the air and my own now drained away.”
To which one was ... “Sorry,” he repeated.
To which one was ... expected to respond ... expected
to praise his physical condition, agelessness, the robust frame,
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the hard-muscled forms, lean build, some compliment on dress
and the shadows angled on the jawline.
“Are you no longer listening?”
So when D nodded, it was as if to say “Of course” or
“Have you only now determined this? Has this just now
occurred to you?”
“Perhaps we should take this up again. Let’s not discuss
it.”
“Who gives a crap,” he could hear F say.
F, now silent, veiled in silence, as aptly would be said,
sobs in the first row where one can sense only the slight shaking
of the opaque veil. The orator looks down on her in public
sympathy. “Each ... his ... to himself alone ...”; the young
women squirm in discomfort. I called three times. I only now
got through. “And what’s the point?” he thinks. I called. I
called. And only now got through.
So let the orator affile his tongue, his dated sentiments
released and finally free. For there we are. The two of them.
The three of them. The whole damn pack of them at last.
Typed and catalogued, housed in the patron’s private room. A
well-veiled F and Jn with his sad sunken eyes, now listless in this
place for good. He had heard of an artist, draftsman,
shearsman of sorts, as Stevens said, praised for “catching” as it
were a life or profile in a mere two lines or so. But to him, it
was nothing like that. To him, it was a confusion of vectors —
one-liners, ocean-liners, life-lines and safety lines, dead-lines
and line drives to the fleet second-sacker. Looking at F, he
thought of the embarrassing soap opera that had once caught
even Mother herself in the banality of its tentacles. Even her,
despite her much trumpeted perspicacity. Days of Our Lives, it
was. And to him, the hourglass in the speaker’s practiced drone
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became lewd hemispheres alone. And looking now at F, he saw
two helium balloons (the poets hired for the occasion had yet to
think of that!) tied by a slight and gaudy bit of string, or ...
“Good morning.”
“Hmm?”
“Good morning.”
“Good morning? You make it sound so deliciously
obscene.”
“I know. What other point do you imagine there might
be?”
“Don’t speak to me ...”
...
Unlikely that. But not impossible.
Instead, Jn and F talk quietly in the adjoining room.
Too much wine, he thought, shifting in the make-shift bed,
formed by the couch where he had sat while drifting in and out
of sleep.
“Did you get the light?”
“Did I see the light?”
“Ha! Get it, you imbecilic ...”
“What light?”
“In the living room. Did you get the light? The dolt.
The drunken bumbler. He’ll be fumbling with the switch for
hours. Till the sun itself ...”
“Do I just barge in? What if he’s ...”
“Don’t flatter yourself. Don’t flatter him! He couldn’t
do much in his condition, even for himself.”
“We’ll see about that.”
“What does that mean? Wanton h- ...”
“Jealous?”
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“Of him? Be serious. A family friend. Hardly a familiar
... Over ... Damn!”
A car passed. Squalling infant strapped in the back
seat, likely. A parent desperate to make it sleep. Wind in the
window-glass. A real howler that ...
“Here ...”
“Can’t find ...”
“What?”
“Nothing. Undo this b-...”
“Lear! Stop!”
Billings and Cooings. The drivel of l- ... Tissue of
clichés. A chorus of booze.
It was unnerving, I tell you. The whole evening. It was
like standing in a dim-lit street in spring and staring upward
into the cold configured stars and not knowing what name to
call the unrelenting shapes. Not knowing what the others
named or saw at all. Or whether those were stars at all, or the
patterns mere ephemera traced in the planetary tracks.
All the same indeed! he thought. Men are the same,
but not their acts. Their inamorate embrace, the professional
caress, the rhythmic moves of the core, merely habitual. Even
a near intimate could type and sort them easily.
“What was that you said? Were you serious?”
“Serious? Of course. Why not? I was serious.”
“Ha! Don’t forget the bankbook. I’ll charge ...”
It was disgusting. Jn was no eccentric. No natural. A
sham twaddler, he was. Perhaps he sat bolt upright and he
would stretch stretch stretch until the very flesh trembled in the
strain. “Pecs ...” Pex. Pecs. Like an extinct bird, one of them
had laughed. A well scaled reptile, it might be, with flimsy
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wings. They flew straight into cliff-sides to be preserved in the
mud for the scientists.
A cautious man as well. Fastidious, it might be said.
One had to be careful with him. Difficult-to-deal-with, a phrase
more ominous in the Nordic bard’s original.
“Does he know all this?”
“This? What ‘this’?” she said, in clear contempt.
“Well, I mean ...”
“You’re an asshole.”
I defy you then, you bastard! De Fide! De Fide! How
about a gloss on this petty jealousy? Id est! Id est! That would
do. That would show the old geloso and send him steaming
toward the wings. Pecs indeed! There are only two things my
unlearned woppish tongue can do, he said: swear eternal
devotion, or challenge you to a duel. Take your pick. Now
dammi la spada!
Star-gazing Jn. That was it. Head in the sand. Ass in
the clouds. It made no difference. Oh sure, let the
metaphysicians gloss it all for us. Philosophers, moralists and
Great Thinkers of past and modern cultures alike tell us that
our universe is both an All and totally devoid of things. Let
them prove the negative: that all that totality of things makes
no damn difference in the end. Who will believe a word of it?
How could Jn in his Grand Civil Innocence pretend that that
crucial act he had most surely witnessed–my God! his lover’s
hand in another’s hand!–who was he, the liberated star-gazing
hypocrite!, to pretend that that made no difference? Who was
Jn to exist in the world upheaved or unheaved by that touch,
however private!, and carry on as usual as if the entire
configuration of the heavens had not drastically and
irreversibly altered by that butterfly alighting continents away?
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How could he sit there, indifferent to the trivia of surfaces? His
own and theirs, the failures, a half-erection or no attempt to
attain one–handful of peanuts, stale cold-cuts from the cold-cut
drawer, fragments of question and response–the rending of the
seams. He flips the page of a magazine and reads a column six
weeks out of date. He frowns in dis-approval. He is touched to
the core. Something ought to be done! Rain steady on the
windowpanes.
“Would you go if he asked directly?”
Perhaps for an instant, Jn betrayed himself. Perhaps for
an instant, he had suggested that he cared, or so one might
imagine it. And not that he felt no guilt over what he did not
feel. But was she sleeping now, and thus oblivious? She
mumbled something. It told him merely she was still awake. To
D, by contrast, she had said, weeks ago it was ... to D she had
merely said “Screw you, you shit” and bit his neck.
Madness, it must have been. Someone, one of them,
alluded to an esoteric joke. Movement. Large muscles of the
arms; sculpted contours of the chest, like the best of prose, he
thought. Pex Pax.
“Did you get the car windows?”
She rolls up to one elbow. She squints toward a lamplit window; she can surely see no more than the reflecting pane.
She listens and hears nothing. In the light, her flesh is cut with
an angular slash from her shoulder to her waist. He does not
move. He feels only the shock from the mattress when she lies
down heavily.
And this was it? This was it? What is an All or a Void
to him? What does he care about history, after all? Or the
public aetiology for an odd configuration of the stars, visible
only here?
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“You didn’t answer me.”
She makes a sound. It cannot be interpreted. Rustling
on the mattress. “You mean my going? My going?”
“He actually asked? What a ...” She answers nothing.
“I suppose you must be fair. To him, I mean. I suppose ...”
“What?”
“You ... We owe him that? Is that ...”
Her eyes are fully open. She looks up at him, but he
must seem no more than a silhouette in the unlit room. She
laughs as she considers it. “Is that what you want?”
“It’s not ...” Interference. Rain. Traffic. He hears
nothing.
“Still jealous?”
Jn’s laugh cannot be misinterpreted. But much has
changed in it. “And? If I ...”
“You’re saying?”
“Don’t be ridiculous.” Fool’s talk.
“Perhaps you should be.”
“For your sake? Hush. For God’s sake hold your
tongue and ...”
To D, she hisses an obscenity, daring him to take
offence. “Think of something hideous,” she says, holding his
face.
“Foolishness. Go back ...”
She pulls his face to her face and she laughs at him
again.
“The dogs? Cats? Children to feed? Days with no maid
service?”
“I’ll service the maids myself, and eat the dogs ...”
“The kids ...”
“Besides, we don’t have cats ...”
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“I ... Ouch!”
“One scratch you?”
“Just alleggries.”
Vien ...
“It’s late.”
Venere splende.
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ii
So is that it? The evening when all changed for him, as
he put it so succinctly, so haltingly, face down in embarrassment? Dozing drunk on a neighbor’s couch? No more than
just ... a sketch of it? An allusion, dragged right out of his
reluctant and unwilling soul?
D raised his head. He was Poseidon, shaking off the
weeds in early dawn: “Those were the Days of Innocence,” he
cried in his pelagic bass, “before fiction grew professional.
Before the bombs began to fall, the fires burned, and politics
ruined everything.” His echo unreflected, lost in the unfeatured
sea.
Bird in the hand. Une trompe et demi. Poor feathered
thing, fluttering to the bait. You could attract them to your
palm, if for example, you would approach the bush, seed in
hand such as squirrels steal relentlessly, and wait there with the
patience of Job, who showed damn little of that if what the story
says is true, the birds scattering in a whirl–“Aim at individuals,”
the marksman said. “In the middle of the flock.” Shrubbery and
vine, once cover, leaves now stripped in mid-winter ...
But that was Mother’s interference once again. Not
quite “bird in hand, dear,” as she might have said. “Sit down!”
is all she said. “Sit down, for heaven’s sake!” The words of an
older generation, or of his sole gay friend in middle school, it
was, in the near mid-century. “Sit down,” she said insistently.
And by that she meant, amateur ornithologist that she was, that
he must be more patient, waiting, freezing there with a mind of
winter in the snow, his back to the kitchen feeder, with his hand
extended like a beggar of the Old Régime, a few seeds centered
in his palm. She could identify none but her half-dozen
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favorites, grosbeaks, chickadees, a crossbills of all damn things,
the esoterica of finding guides.
T-ta-tap.
It was a rat sneaking up his insulated clothing, tap, eyes
fixed on the seeds near his fingers, defying the maternal glare.
Yet the winter had passed. ... One moment.
Past. It was spring. One moment. Mo-ment, as Sylvie
of the very Woods might say. A lewd pun for one last allusion.
But no. This time, there will be no betrayal.
He sat back and tried to make it work. Her touch was
the single point of coherence that linked all other points: the
spider in the web of things, or the fly caught in the focus.
The touch when she had touched him, as he lay with
her in the most desolate of winters, her young silence her last
gift to him. Yet when F had called, he was done with it and sent
her home.
February. Late winter. Two or three years earlier,
perhaps? The terminus post quem of his arrival here and the
public spectacle of his signing the contract.
“Would you like a glass? Half a glass? Don’t be like old
...” Don’t be like old Jn here. But she voiced a better colored
appellating phrase.
The point was–he knew it!–the point was to reify that
point of coherence (as once it was grandly said in the
academies!). It was an event. It took place. It filled the discrete
quantity of time during which he had experienced it ...
“Would you like ... Would you like ...”
But it was now May or maybe June. Three months
from a different winter. The end of the half-cycle, falling into
the Great Cleavage of Time, it was. The last few days of a
quarter. One slid along the curve into the planar surface that
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marked the respite from time itself. “Stasis,” as he once had put
it so eloquently.
Ha. Simple routine. No more than that. It was May or
it was June and each or both were related to winter across a
half-hump in the cycle–50 mph on the speedometer. Tangents
at half-right angles. Eight weeks? Six? The dial rose
paradoxically in the deceleration. An angular Cartesian-esque
coherence slowly formed. It would work, he thought. This time
it would work.
Have you heard the one about the whiz-kid horse? The
fast-adding,
calculating,
long-dividing,
two-orderdifferentiating, wonder-at-math, unjockeyed stallion? Mastering it all–matrices, topology, linear algebra, whatever that is.
But don’t put a graph before him ... Oh no! Oh hell, to make a
long story short, that is tantamount to putting Descartes before
the ...
Ha ha! That’s rich, that one. Bird in the hand. And
here’s another: the exception, she was, that proved all rules to
him. So he had explained it. She was the exception that proved
all rules. Get it now? Not proved in the ordinary, vulgar sense,
of course. Was she the moon in the field of lesser stars? Is she
the axiom? or deviant? Or was it rather that she proved and
probed the rule, as it were, as in prose epics of the past.
The doctor probes the wound and for the patient, that
is good, bad for the wound, as in “searched the wound,” in the
bad unreadable chivalric stuff of old, stolen from the French,
and who cared what they had writ? Or was it all more complex
and intricate? Like the ouroboric plot, turning back on itself?
or Milton’s snake himself? “Ere long back on itself ...” was it?
“All dogs are black,” for instance. “The white dog proves the
rule.” In those days, he guessed, the more white dogs you saw
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the more certain you could be that all dogs in the world were
in fact black, just as supposed by hordes of vulgarians. QEfucking-D! Ole Spot did not “prove” that is “test” (proofing as
in bread?) as in “search” (as in wounds?) the rule, or limit those
black Labs in any way, or call their dominance into question or
toss the whole damn speculation out, baby and bathwater alike.
All these reigning dicta in the Great Storm of Things
raining down themselves below the focal point. If you wait long
enough, he reasoned, all will blow over. Each school and
hypothesis, each “take” on things. The bodies, as it were, of all
your enemies will eventually float past.
Because finally, all men are shits. QED, again. F, that
is, of x.
He rubbed his eyes again. Le Temps se passe. The
eager faces looked up for him. Those green and yellow
splotches. Would it all be on the test? Did they really know
nothing? Had they heard no rumors from their friends brushing
past them in the hallways? Copping a feel, it might be known
in the old days. Was it all simply procedural? or were they too
young to know what such things were? And still, he had stood
before them all, their chairs fixed to the floor, unstolen and
unmoved, and babbled on to them as if he were the very Ivory
Tower Incarnate, who brooked no argument, pocked, as he
was, by age and winters, dulled by the palms of the curious. Le
Temps se passe. Encore!
It was disgusting!
Ah surely they had known. You know the old saw
(whatever that word meant in such a context): fool half or some
of the people all the time and all that? ... The stale jokes in the
notes. The topical allusions to events that took place two years
after the birth of the oldest listener. The naivetés of these new
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sophisticates! All so uncanny! Their grace and experience! Why
were the lovers of fiction so benighted? Always the victim?
Always the untutored youth? Wailing, as they waited and they
wrote, the errant passions of their once intended? F and Jn, and
now D himself–a mere ripple in the tide of things. A minor
indiscretion–how would those kids have known? He had no
business there to begin with. He would pick up his pathetic
papers from the lectern as the faces stared at him in bored
contempt, and he would “storm out” of the lecture hall
humiliated (the recurrent dream of every academic he had
known!), slamming the door behind him, in vain, it seemed, the
door slowed to silence by the dampener. as he stood fixed in
the hallway ... Only to recall the final due for a class he had
never attended ... Still dressed, why not?!, like W himself in his
best bad suit, frayed at the cuffs ...
Those Great Pedagogues of the Past. What was his own
studied shuffle and solemnity in comparison? His punctuality
against the Flamboyant Entrances of the Past? The legend from
film school, for example, introduced each day by his grad
student, as if the undergraduates had missed the last lecture or
were themselves part of re-runs of The Tonight Show. He
straightened his collar in the wings, and strode in while the
student drew back the curtain at his name.
They had known, hadn’t they? They had found him
out. Dear children! It is with great sadness we announce ...
They had known everything, from its very origin. Modica of
sense ...
Jn was dead or he had died or he had stood up gravely
from his workbench, or he had simply ended all himself, and
now D was in his place. F was in mourning and now (heh heh)
he was in her place (or his!) as well. He nodded, now satisfied,
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the Sole Witness for How It Was. He had done nothing. He
was blameless. ...
He stood before them. For Mg’s name he had written
in tiny characters “sft hnds rnd shdrs” nearly effacing the
official public name itself. Even now, he could not see her face.
All that was visible was a pair of hands, laid flat on the desk
surface, the right positioned at right angles to the left. Palms
down as if in mock caress. The flesh unblemished, unfleshed,
unveined, uncalloused. Her hands, he thought distractedly,
years ago, it might be. When she sat proudly wearing the
brooch he had bought for her in a shop in Chicago. Like other
hands, but not like other hands at all.
He raised his left; pronounced a name, overly
theatrical and eccentric. Before him, another hand at chin
level, perhaps in contact. His own right in slight contact with
the notebook. His index finger extended toward a name he
could easily have pronounced better than he now did. Others
twitched as he formed the halting syllables. Their mild laughter
could, but inexplicably did not, offend.
“Sir?”
“First sir of the morning,” he said gruffly, trying for the
juvenile sarcastic wit that in them seemed natural. Half a face
moved forward behind the larger face and shoulders still
between them. He could not see the features. He spoke
(thinking of course of Dante’s Vita Nuova, as every schoolchild
...) past the first face to the second ducking clumsily around the
unmoved hands fixed in his line of sight.
“A week, then. Two at most.”
“I don’t ...”
“When will I see you?”
“August? Fall? I’m not sure.”
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“You’re done in May. You’ll leave, and you’ll leave me
as well.”
“Earlier, I was thinking. Vacation. We can ...”
She held her right hand on his shoulder and placed her
head on her own hand lightly. She turned away with grace and
delicacy. “Practiced,” it could be thought, but certainly was
not. Her soft voice was barely audible. “No. I don’t think
spring. I don’t think spring would be possible. Not now. Not for
me.” But this was F speaking now, he thought. F in a disjointed
and disembodied voice.
“A festival,” he desperately continued. Est locus, he
now thought. “New England. Or better, New Orleans, away
from the weather.”
“There are no festivals. Unless you mean Mardi Gras,
of course. But no one wants to be there then.”
“Jazz Festival it was. I was there myself. New Orleans,
I mean. Yet of course we didn’t go. Instead we rode our bicycles
across town — from uptown near Napoleon, to what was called
Gentilly, talking all the way, discourse and poetry it was,
although how was all this possible above the traffic noise?”
She wore a cotton shirt. Chamois, it was called, but not that
‘One-Million Years B.C.’ animal hide Rachel Welch so floored us with in
the 60s. She as good as stole that shirt from me, packing it away when I
left the city and her for good. I then saw neither one again. Years later
another wore it or its surrogate — red, I think — tip-toeing out to me on
wet soles from the shower, “But it’s so soft, so soft.” And she was soft as
well, wrapped in my red shirt, still damp from the shower ...
Those were the days. He had not known F in those
days. And Jn had said nothing. He, with his dark-rimmed
glasses and broad grin just past boyishness. He, with his long
studied strides and caustic grace, the entourage of admirers,
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marching through the once-varnished hall, office to office–
some wild beast with his brood, he unkindly thought.
Interruptions. Diffidence. A lost reference, or forgotten
assignments. “I cannot read my notes,” the young thing said in
her tone learned from the bad soaps, sidling up to him as her
sisters doubtless taught. “I’ve forgotten what you said ...”
Maudlin and mawkish that. The fact is there had been
no scandals, even in the most desperate of winters. Jn and F.
There was no hidden subtlety in the whispered styling of their
coupling -- “not quite traditional.” Tax breaks, it may have
been. Living expenses. He could not recall who had told him
this, or who had let him overhear it. W perhaps. Or a resentful
colleague, one not here deserving of a name. Yes, even that was
possible. Jn and F. Pure convention. Nothing more.
He must be careful. Such were his surrogate wedding
vows. Cool to her. Ignore her. Let her be her own bait, as it
were, as she had been with him. There would be no problem.
No basis for rumor. No public reprimand.
And yet, through her, the world as he had known it
changed. Had changed. Would no longer change. That was the
sum of things. When he met F, the revolutions simply petered
out. Turned back on themselves. Or time itself, as the old cliché
would have it, stopped or ceased to be entirely. And for those
of you who have been that age and have experienced this (and
who has not?), there is no reason to describe it further. Forma
manent, as we all too well know. Details were mere details, each
to his own, like the swarm of things emanating from that
unchanging Plotinine trinity of lights above his office desk. A
lunch, dinner party. Meeting at a “greasy spoon,” as it might
still then be known in back-issues of Mad Magazine.
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He arrived at 6:30, punctual as he had learned to be.
The appointed hour, it might be characterized in contexts
grander than this one. The streets were unfamiliar. He could
not find the most efficient route. Dangers in the street? Walking
in early evening? The madman leaping from the hedge?
Another rumor, repeated word-for-word from cities more in
fashion or the news.
F greets him at the door. ... He has the wrong address.
She is not tall. Her chin is slightly elevated when she looks
directly into his eyes although their eyes, their eyes, their eyes
... they are preposterously on the same level as he stands
clumsily and unappealingly still in the entranceway. Her lips
part slightly (that is how he might himself depict it, “how it is
known,” he thought), and she turns her face to the profile. Her
eyes remain fixed on his.
You all known how this is.
“You’re expected. Whoever you are,” she said
maliciously. Eccentricity. A joke. That’s all. “A friend of Z, I
hear.” But he could not determine what she meant, or why it
should offend him. “Yes, of course this is the place.”
There was another couple there. But they, the supernumerary background to the whole damn thing, will not and
need not stay. A young man with sallow skin and a wife who
suffered in high ostentation when D lit his cigarettes. Those
were the days! A bore and his smoke-martyred wife!
The two left early, without a word of consequence. An
asthma attack. A kidney-stone. A call from home. It was a joy
to hold them in contempt.
“That face!” said F in mockery.
“Which one?” Jn said. “His? Hers?” Where was his
grandiloquence?
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“I miss them,” is all D said, stupidly, he knew. “It
makes smoking so much less pleasurable.” But he meant no
harm by it. With that he sat back uneasily, blistering with the
banality.
And then the topics and the years themselves rolled on.
Like rows, it was, like rows ...
An article no one had studied carefully. The creation
of infants. A report, perhaps written or referenced by a
colleague, something about the schemata of gene configurations.
“You can create a plan by following the pattern of
upper and lower case. The tangling of helices. Plural of helix, I
guess. What else could it be? Like cell structure itself ...”
“He’s the biologist ...”
“Oh? How nice he is no longer here ... Our
speculations unconstrained by the brake of expertise ...”
“Capitals and cursives in the end ...”
Jn had gone to the kitchen. There were glasses in
contact there, for which the word is clink–usable, I think, in no
context but this one.
“The biologist. Wasn’t Goethe writing about that? Or
was it chemistry in his case? These days, what could be the
difference? To the left, a pile of charts and graphs, and to the
right, plants, some dying, some with their roots intact. ...”
“Like words themselves!”
“ ... Yet only the scientist can see the variants. To us,
they are interchangeable. He places names on the carefully
columned sheet. Categories and types.”
“Rats must in fact be black or white.
“Or motley, like a fool. At least that’s what mine were:
two white rats left to reproduce and yielding a litter of four
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black, three white, and one bi-colored, which died when I
dropped the weight for cage door on it. So much for my career
in genetics, where things conform to their descriptors.”
He held up an imaginary fool’s staff. Then he stamped
the staff down rapidly — a herald with an impossible scowl as
in the opening scene of Lohengrin. Or Lully, less well
documented, breaking his foot conducting the crescendo and
dying of infection. “I proclaim thee straight,” he said, the worst
word he could have chosen. But at their nervous laugh, he
straightened the stem of the wine glass. Desperate for a
correction. “Consider.” He held the stem before her, her face
bisected in the glass. “Now anyone can see ...” He meant the
deformations of the glass, but no one was following him.
“Humanists are all alike,” she said, shaking her head in
derision, but he was unsure of the reference.
“What are you doing?”
“Discussing plants” she called out through the
doorway. “Mutation rates. Monstrosities of birth and death.”
No further question. “Oh for Crise sake,” she had once
said so wearily to him. “For Crise sake they really are all the
same. Men are all the same. Their parts are all the same. They
are all interchangeable.”
There was an answer muffled by a wall and corridor.
Then footsteps, like those heard in the soundtracks of the
cinema. Jn brought a wine bottle and in his left hand clean
glasses, or a pair or single one.
They considered plagiary: Accident victims, Benefaction. The life cycle of sharks. Metrics and prosody as well:
the value of the syllable, although it was difficult to follow that.
Word frequencies, and the consequent skeptical retractions of
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first hypotheses. All very civil and predictable. Calculations and
more graphs of lay biologists puzzling over the motley rats.
The minutes and the years ...
The wine glass was flawed, shamelessly cheap, with a
seam clearly showing in its stem. He took the glass and wisely
said nothing this time, as the world began to change, as he so
often said, and is so often referenced here.
He should leave. He might leave. He should have left.
All three were drunk, but only he remembered it that way.
Their three glasses once met before Jn’s face during a theatrical
vow they had made on impulse. She had challenged him by
calling him a fool, or dunce it was, leading him into that old
saw about Duns Scotus. Jn encouraged her. D merely flushed.
She had touched him once, heavily, it would be said, on the
back of his hand, compressing the very veins. No gentleness in
that touch. Thus inconsequential, but still of consequence. And
Jn in an mock oration, placed his hand on D’s shoulder and
leaned back in his chair while repeating a proverb at the ceiling
until his elbow locked between them. They laughed. Their
heads fell together in a trinity of reflected light.
In company, he suddenly regretted or recalled a recent
insult to a colleague. Her unschooled critique of an otherwise
unknown Teutonic, all in her flawlessly unwritten prose.
“Gesammelte Werke, you mean?” he asked in mock confusion.
The Nachlass she had never read? She flushed. An hour later
... what was the point of this, he wondered? ... a day it was ... A
friend? Hers? “Did you not known her history?” the young
defender said. The young infant tragically dead. How
inconvenient! At her stage in her career! A mere three years
ago? Could you not see ... “And what does that fucking child
have to do with you?” he snapped. “Or me? Tell her I’m glad
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...” or was it “sorry” in the irony of his acrobatic wit. But that
could not be how he described it then. “You don’t understand,”
she weakly said.
They talked of warplanes, barely noticing the interlude
of sense. Provincial wars and battles, big-booming, babyHueying, B-52 bunker busters ... Ah, no longer in fashion ...
Those were still the Days! Old photos too. The planar
silhouettes. Two classes, enemy/friendly. All so simple, like the
jejune categories of schoolchildren: cool opposing a-hole and
the like, false and true wit in the uncomprehended drama of the
eighteenth century. She was annoyed. These were not the
World-War-what—was-it shapes she or he remembered. They
had only recently gone into production, meaning (for the three
of them, he guessed) “since childhood.” “I’m sorry,” she said in
contempt. “A guy thing. They all look the same to me.” And
then he winced ... Was that what she had meant? Another
photograph. Vietnam, it must have been. Red lettering
obscuring the details of the silhouette, hasty scrawls by the
bored crew in tee-shirts. Clumsy phrasing. Dated ...
They examined other photos, and their own faded
lineage. The record and the proof (in the ordinary sense, of
course) of past holidays or days when there was no work to be
had at all. Between the picture that showed her half-nude in a
partially loosened swim-suit (her breasts tastefully obscured in
Jn’s chest; smoking a cigarette with no idea how in a decade all
would change). Another shot of a muscular Jn in younger years.
Alone. Clippings too with the small print of newsprint–too
difficult to interpret or explain in company.
A psychopath. He shuddered: even the memory was
unnerving, the racist implications of the thing. Call him black,
mid-Eastern, a red-neck from Alabama–it made no difference.
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The psycho (unnerved once again) tried and jailed after ten
years of freedom, “at large,” as it was called then. Another
fugitive. A trial detailed but inconclusive. What had the verdict
been, or was there one at all? The poor man had been
bewildered during the entire proceedings as they then were
known. Hunter ... hound ... field ... His testimony incoherent,
the very basis for defense, he must have thought, conflicting
with all details of prosecution and defense. For they, of course,
giddy in the fraud of forensics, did not want the truth at all, the
chaos of reality. They wanted a narrative, a logical sequence A
to B to C, such as could put the poor bastard away for
millennia, to die forgotten, in arrears from the county, or free
him instead to prey on the innocent.
D was silent in regard to less serious incidents and
topics: shootings and threats and suicides and the like. He
supposed it was fine for dozens to die in explosions that “ripped
through eight-story buildings two hours after closing time.”
They were not real victims, somehow–mere heralds of the
coming revolution–secretaries, late workers, janitors,
executives caught in sordid affairs, too cheap to rent hotel
rooms. And the more problematic tourists, perhaps
expandable, depending on the circumstance of death (time and
place), the constraints of context. “And what do you mean by
that?” the wise-ass kid had sneered. And he had cried out
adroitly something about a kid with rickets with his ass blown
away on the steps of the Day Care Center or something to that
effect. “Perhaps they got their times mixed up,” F said with a
shrug and only a trace of the set-jaw indifference with which
one excused such incidents in the old days. A dated look, but
somehow she had pulled it off. It was as if, standing amid the
bodies like the images of Victory on the French 100-franc notes,
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she had said “you know how difficult it is to get good help these
days.” With irony, of course! There were certain dicta history
made impossible to articulate ...
It was months ago. Years ago. ...
How tin was shipped. Institutional functions and
procedures. Declines of prices. They would boycott the
academies. How limestone smoldered in the unimmaculately
tended ship-holds of the nineteenth century, the fatal embers
paradoxically spurred on by the damp, and exploding into
flames as the crew chose fire or water for their deaths. They
laughed. The three would fall unconscious on the table top in
unison and their skulls would fracture. All the elderly would be
forced to retire and shipped away. There was a highway that D
had never once encountered. They had each left twice to
urinate.
Months. Years. It was all so long ago.
Now let us take the wine-glass. Its shape can be
described like other shapes: half-hour-glasses (or less
ambiguously, hour-glass halves, of course), broken light bulbs,
a glass cylinder cut straight or on the bias, then pinched at its
mid-point to form a pencil-shaped and no longer hollow
section, finally heated and flattened at the end. One could
consider implements of different material altogether: wooden
goblets, china flower vases (how she had hated the rigmarole of
it!), a plastic coffee cup with heavy base. And finally, objects
from nature herself, such as: an un-petaled flower with hollow
cavity for bees and stem that to the human eye leaves its hollow
core undetected.
Like the pencil, the wine-glass is expendable. There are
toasts to break expensive ones (dear things! Ma chère!), glass
cases to sequester those of the highest value, to exclude from
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use entirely. Vertical seams mark the cheapest, chipped in the
dishwasher with impunity. Of others, there are even-numbered
sets, opposed to the odd array of humans who may drink from
them. By some metonymic quirk, a single chip in the glass
constitutes “breaking of the set,” not the individual, which in
turn is grounds for the purchase of replacements, all the
remnant trucked off to the consignment store, I guess. And on
those sets, of course, all surfaces are filed and smooth like the
tongues of the greatest orators to neutralize the dangers of
transparent sand. Safe to play with. The glass that lost its
roughness. And let us say we all spit on the edges to see who
can produce the purest tone by circling the lip with a wet finger,
rather than cut one’s finger to the bone as could be otherwise
the tragic case.
Pencils differ. In shape. In material. In function.
Assuming, of course, the hexagonal cross-section bears no
relation to the circularity seen in the horizontals of the wineglass. And furthermore, that we exclude from consideration the
isolation of the stem, say, as grounds for comparison, and
exclude too, less easily, the relation of each to natural
substances (since one might just as easily say, for God’s sake,
that even the wood is the product of the land like all else in this
God-forsaken earth ...). Pencils, like glasses, tend to be lost and
broken and given away and stamped into sidewalks long before
completely used. The erasers too small, the lead too brittle,
each vulnerable in use. Ideally, of course, all would wear
evenly: the errors matched by their corrections. Yet such ideals
are rarely met — the erasers worn to the metal edge, the leads
all used up by the obsessed sharpener. There is no chimeric
telos of things, he thought. Or none worth the effort to attain.
What of the idealists of old? Wearing the pencil to nothingness
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from each end? Tuning the sequestered set of glass in perfect
fourths and fifths? Or simply smashing them in crazed and final
dissonance? In neither case is there much consequence. No
blood, it might be said, to be washed from the sidewalk.
They walked. A roadway or a seaside, or a path on the
beachfront. His jacket cuffs rubbed his wrists, the sheen of her
hair exposed over a scarf reflecting in its thread the unnatural
light from the streetlight. The stars they perhaps discussed or
merely observed that day and the designs and myths each may
have well learned from the other or pretended to. The
unfamiliarity of once familiar streets.
She had said “What time is it? Do you know?”
He removed his hand from his pants pocket. He had
been holding her hand with his elbow pressed against his ribs.
His heavy cuff and coarse material now a source of friction. “I
doubt I can see it in this light. Without my glasses ...” And
before he tried, she said she didn’t care. “No matter. It’s late. I
feel it’s late. That’s all. What your watch says hardly matters.
We can turn at the next block. There. Where the pathway
breaks.”
The banality confounded him.
He put his hand on the young girl’s arm. “I’m roundshouldered,” she said desperately and clumsily. He persisted, now holding
her. For weeks, they laughed at her youthful stupidity, as she threatened to
debauch him “fifty times” or more. But that was a different winter. March,
it was. Or one of them ...
They turned right on the roadway ...
He sat back in his chair again.
He stared at the highest point on the ceiling.
He stared at the highest horizontal he had reached on
the wall.
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He ignored his papers, and the notes of history taped
to the wall.
“He’s fine.”
“Excellent. Or at least, I’m glad to hear that.
“As long as you don’t mind not getting laid for months.
I guess we’re doing well.”
He had said nothing.
Distracting, it all was. Grounds for digression.
His dear children. How he ...
But it was wrong. He had lost his objectivity. He had
believed too zealously in the privileged points of memory. In
the silent confidence of the trinity of lights fixed to his ceiling.
As if! -- (1) as if each event were itself real and objective to begin
with. Perceivable, that is, to anyone other than its participants;
(2) as if the illusion of objectivity could be maintained in a single
viewpoint to begin with; (3) as if the centers, images, symbols,
synechdoches were not duplicitous in their origins.
No. He had been wrong to take everything so
personally.
“He’s fine. Just fine. And why do you give a fuck to
begin with?”
They turned right, perhaps. Perhaps there had been no
walkway on the shore and they were merely strolling, as the old
man might have put it, through the city streets.
“You know he didn’t do it,” she hissed at him.
“Do what? ... Oh. You mean ...”
“You know damn well what I mean.”
“But he ...”
“Stop your fucking whining. No. He died. He stood up
from the workbench. He grabbed his chest. I found him lying
there when I got home from work.”
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“But ...”
“I thought it would amuse you. You and your maudlin
crowd of John’s and Richard’s, even ‘Rene, as you call her, like
your Karen too, the first older woman you ever had, their wrists
barely healed from the slashes of childhood.”
“David too. His kids found him passed out by the gasstove, arriving punctually, of course, as he had trained them all
to be ...”
“Fuck you, by the way.”
“They washed the blood from the walkway. In three
days, there was no trace of him ...”
“There was no blood on the sidewalk. You’re an ass.
It’s a good thing we have hormones. Otherwise, you’d be
nothing at all to me.”
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iii
And now, he would take it all back. Take back the insults, the
breaches of decorum, the indelicacies of seafood. You cannot have a life with
a couple billing and cooing (like birds, I guess, whatever that might mean
for us) in the adjoining room, and proudly think how one day, you will
“have it down,” or “really have it down,” as she might flatter you ...
But no. Not that.
They rather are alone, F and D, Jn speaking in his persuasive
best before the School Board, it may as well be. F, the fantastica, not unlike
the black-clad Goths of the future or even of today. The fag-end, as it were,
of the revolutionary fervored type one heard so much of in the sixties, and ...
But no. No. It wouldn’t do. It was bad. The whole
thing (and life itself, he rued) would need to be done again. He
sat back, as Paul N. had once advised his followers, in the heat
of polemical glee “And now, those with a little Latin might wish
to pause and collect their thoughts” ...
It all started innocently enough ...
Yes there. That ...
It all started innocently enough ...
Finally, that would do.
It all started innocently enough: “Let’s blow the fuckers
up,” she said, like the black-vested indigents of old. Nothing
more than that, gesturing, she was, to the crowd scenes on the
much neglected screen. And that was it. The National Sport
inspired her–our very Heritage. What, he had thought–and he
had thought that even then–what could be more apt than that?
“Blow the fuckers up. Call in the fucking fire-trucks,
the sad sirens of the ambulance.”
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Blow it up and by God Jn too with his obstrusive self,
if that were possible — the aging health-nut with his bad
prostate and fire-balling past. Life would then be possible!
But things all took an unexpected turn. It seems there
was no revolution after all, nor destined to be one. No young
mothers or their daughters wailing in the street amid the
homilies of newscasters.
Socrates currens currit. Le Temps aussi!
A game.
A gathering.
The roar of the crowd.
The thrill of competition.
The spectacle.
The wagers placed down in intricate calculations.
Odds and push “Keep punching. Just keep punching ...”
The lanky left-hander, a real dirt dog, that, a
throwback from the fifties.
What could be easier?
What could be more apt than that?
The Revolution has come to Milwaukee. You have ten
minutes to leave the stadium.
The simplest vectors of the plot. Even a child could
follow it.
“Let’s blow the fuckers up.”
Note how the entire system of reference groans in the
stress and finally vanishes. Not words to things, these threats,
but the reverse, in some way, as sport (hardly “real” in the
strictest sense) becomes a grand metaphor for ... a grand symbol
of ... a sign, that is ... of its very self! Its being, as it were, the
essence of its praxis. The very language of ... the very selfvalidating utterance ... (“batter up!” indeed!) ... all shaped in
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accord with newspaper sections and the trite moralism of ghostwritten sports memoirs.
A game. A pseudo-game, in the Wittgensteinian sense,
he guessed.
Like all plots and intrigues, this too was highly artificial,
and not thus inappropriate. Fiction, it was, and not the truth in
any sense. How, he wondered, had he once been (apparently!)
so blind to that, manipulating these tokens and counters, as if
their very moves, Q x P, a hotel on St. James Avenue, the turn
at the Bad Pipsisewah–as if each were anything but a ruse. No
wonder he couldn’t keep a straight face in the midst of it. No
wonder the gambits of even standard openings were lost on
him.
“Let’s do it ...”
“Don’t tell me you care about this crap?”
“No one cares about this crap. That’s the point.
Nothing matters. It’s just ...”
“Flashes on a screen? Electrons from the cathode
tubes, you think?”
“We never watch. We keep it on for background noise.
I had a friend–Rubin, it was–in Berkeley, living with his hippie
friends. They brought the tv–black-and-white with rabbit ears–
the whole as cheap as you could purchase then–they brought it
to the table to join them for dinner. It was the right thing to do,
they said.”
“Let’s make it interesting, then.”
“Let’s blow the fuckers up.”
What could be easier?
He sat slumped over the desk, drifting once more out
of sleep. Augustine, Bishop of Hippo, 396-430A.D. Things had
gone quite well for the old boy apparently. All those fuckings
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and demises in his past at last. John Bale, his Itinerary. The
Hundred Years War or wars that never quite saw an end. As if,
he thought in self-derision and contempt, the world had gone
that way at all–following the script in the encyclopedic
bulletins. The ordered entries, A to Zed. And he thought of
walking through the streets of London, which he likely could
describe with greater accuracy than those in the provincial
town in which he walked today ...
So the threads of things finally came together in a
weave. All coalesced in the political and emotional complexities
that knocked the stuffing out of things, he thought. The youth
deserved no blame (see above [of course]), though they, alas,
grew into those who did. To blow the fuckers up, the whole
damn kit and kaboodle of them with all their paraphernalia in
tow, as Mother might have said–that, that was the stuff of
adolescent fictions, aimed at readers of sports columns and
moral tales extolling sticking it all out until the end, families of
working men and their fat indolent brood, he added unkindly,
but quickly caught himself. “The very idea!” Mother would
have scoffed at him.
No. The task was not simply to act. But something far
more sophisticated, some po-mo machinations of inaction, he
concluded in his arrogance. All based on the most known and
the most Western norms of artifice. Good Gay Nineties stuff at
the very heart of things, it would be–the glories of America that
was in fact all poverty and blood. The language never changed,
he thought, if one could trust the stuff one read in middle
school. “Hey Batta batta batta no batta heee-ah ... Get yur IceCold Peanuts heeeee-ah ... Steeeeeeeriiiii and Yrrrrrrrrr OUT
... Got him on a slider, by crackie! Painting the outside corner
...” Pin-stripes and bag-swipes and trousers decades out of
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fashion, only now slimmed down to show the muscular thighs
of the athletes, all beefed up on steroids, it turned out. So she
abominated baseball! What of it? It’s an ole ball game and take
me out to it. How bad could it be? he thought.
These were the days, of course, before WAR and OPS
and pimply polemicists of the internet ruined everything, even
the revolution itself. The days before the final days of
innocence, when the real bombs and the buildings fell. The
days of bowling or the bad food at Fat Boy’s or Jim’s or Ernie’s
or Lakeside. Petting on the first date. Or as in Haneke’s
Pianiste, peering in on the couple screwing in the back seat at
the drive-in, placing one’s hand on the fender and feeling the
piss run down your leg into the sand.
Then Jn made his still remembered entrance. “One of
those damn days!” he had said, slamming the undampened
door behind him. “Just one of those damn days, and I somehow
can’t picture myself going to meetings, extolling the virtues of
education, children, arts, sports or anything ...” In short “I’m
staying the fuck home.” And one of those damn days it would
remain, despite his efforts. A shit-storm, it would be.
It was not so uncommon then, after all. And hardly
taken with the high seriousness that would make the whole
thing less feasible today. Just the bad student (Forma manent!
they were everywhere!) late for class, or up all night before the
exam, and in despair or on a whim or a dare from his
classmates, calling in the bomb threat for the scheduled midterm. They do this, or once did, in high schools as well, he
thought, but now, professional educators may well have a
better handle on the conventional nature of it all, and
consequently, these are things one rarely hears a word about
today.
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The players in their greys and pin-stripes bulked over
the heavy sweatshirts worn in spring ambled over the warped
screen, bantering with opponents and umpires. 10,000
Milwaukeeans and visitors in for the evening, seated chilled in
the sea-breeze (if such things were possible in that land-locked
place), determined, as the announcer said, to stick it out
regardless. Or was it fall? Before the calamities of spring? It may
have been the evening of the night walk itself, in the light from
the streetlights and the airs of the idling cars.
So what were the two or three of them to do?
“You can’t be serious!”
Concoct a plot, that is (one as worthy of the name as
would be possible) not to enhance but to stop that spectacle, or
“game,” it soon would be, mere game, perhaps mere exhibition
of a game, not by running onto the field, as the father and son
would do in Chicago to attack the umpire years later, but by
calling in that idle threat, allowing all to evolve into a “scare,”
or “Scare” as they would know it, absurdly, of course, since in
those days no one was the slightest bit afraid of any damn such
thing.
The Great Milwaukee Bomb Scare, this would come
to be known, at least to them, lying in bed with smirks on their
faces, bathed in their own stench. It took place. The things they
did! And maybe Jn himself had missed it, returning (from
where?) to find all a fait accompli, perfectly documented,
proved, as it were, in the records of his own damn phone. Or
perhaps that was the evening of the wine-glass and the uneasy
sleep on the fold-out couch–a night so crucial in his memories.
And then, after the ball began to roll, all was preparation,
exposition, development and consequence, meaning i.e., id,
viz, they had done it.
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Muffled applause.
The obligatory praise.
A chorus of boos ...
Shortly or suddenly all that Old Time Exuberance
changed to a different register. and “Hey batta batta no batta
heee-ahh ... Oh, got him on a change-up in the dirt! Borderline,
let’s have a look at that again ...” all that turned into a grotesque
parody of itself.
“Doan know, I ... well, whadya know. Now whadwe
do, you spose?” Waaaaaawelll, you woan believe this, but you
may believe uz I guess by golly the ole ball game’s gwine be
held up a bit. Now I doan know Bill but I guess ‘at means we
git our own butts down to the ole diamond with the rest of ‘em,
mehbee... And then there was something entirely predictable
about “nuts” “cranks” and “keeping calm” and how by golly
the ole game would go on regardless, and we’ll be back with
you in a minute, by God once the proper authorities ain’t it
awful ...
Today, of course, things are different, and on the
slightest provocation you’d probably have a stadium full of fans
and players paying tribute to Our Heroes the Fire-fighters,
Police, and of course the Camo-Clad Warriors Keeping Our
Freedoms Safe from ... Thank God the old days weren’t like
that at all. And somewhere on the field, amid the uniforms and
windbreakers of the spectators, a commentator and his partner
sat in safety, talking of crazies, and you know–(young people,
and you all know what that meant in those days) and how great
it was that the great people of great Milwaukee weren’t greatly
phased a fuckin’ (if yull pardon my French) bit.
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And you won’t believe it, but you may. It’s gospel (or
so they thought). Check your record books and scorecards and
the archives of Milwaukee, Jn’s bill from Bell telephone itself!
Now you could not, in those days, simply “Google”
everything, any more than you would have to ask, as no one
did then, for an ashtray or, worse, permission to use one. And
here I’m talking not only about the process of documenting all
this, but their own execution as well. All this took doing, that is
to say, calls to Information, for example, which no one knows
about today, the acquisition of a telephone book, perhaps (those
that lit so many fires in the old days when the new versions
came out), endless queries, it seemed, all constructed in the
most innocent and unsuspicious tones. The whole thing
concocted, not on the basis of reason, but rather on the
precedents in bad tv shows, movies, and I suppose (if anyone
reads such things) the thrillers one might buy in line at the
supermarket. You needed phone numbers for the stadium, the
team, the broadcast crew, and finally (piqued by rage), the
Mayor’s office même, the Mayor’s child herself, who of course
had no phone herself, with those wide round eyes you used to
see in the sentimental portraits of the day. All that. Nothing you
could do on a mere whim ...
“My phone? My fucking phone, you ... “
“Fuck the phone.”
“What about ...
“Fuck the kids too.”
For now the order of the game had changed and there
were no players neatly aligned in their mysterious roles and
conventions (so much has changed since!) but players, officials,
fans (as they were known) all moving aimlessly,
undifferentiated, with no show of athletic grace, about the field,
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now a mere place, and the camera itself fixed on a single point
with no one to attend it. And then the objections reigned, and
there was something about “don’t call me an ass-corked, partypooping, whine-stuffed ...” that sort of thing, and F had finally
gone into the bedroom unattended, “stormed off,” more
precisely, leaving Jn on the sofa with his head in his hands and
D sprawled alone on the floor, tracing the patterns printed in
what must have been a fake Persian rug.
Like that. That was how it went. All that was possible
in the Days before the writing schools killed poetry. Their
words had finally consequence at last!
It was all so perfect.
And in the background, or foreground if you will (as in
the brief exchange above), you can hear Jn’s voice, as the others
talked, so often at cross-purposes. Or perhaps perorating, as
claimed in one version of the story, on a subject of political
import, perhaps, before the local PTA itself.
Yet Jn, in this very narrative, has been mischaracterized. All those allusions to his performance at the School
Board? Implausible at best. Jn was reticent, hesitant in speech,
purely musical, stammering, unable to get the words right,
caught in his own laughter at himself, the comedy of selfdenigration, sometimes drugged, sometimes just lost in
memories of the old days when all these friendships had
developed in their own peculiar ways. And then his heart gave
out and he too was gone in the banalities of life itself.
That was one problem with the narrative. There were
others too, and I am not now referring to the central one, which
earlier was known as F(x), that is, Jn in the arms of another (for
how could you account for his absence, if the notion of a public
space was rejected?). That affair (I assume now we are talking
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about Z?) was wrong as well. He was in no arms at all, at the
moment when all, it seemed, grew worse than it was ever
imagined that it could.
And the seasons were all wrong as well, and the loci
were all wrong, and nothing could possibly work out as it
should. Tedious as these details might be (and you may skip
them), they too had consequences. E.g., to bring the game into
March, coordinate with the projected “Vacances” of spring–
this requires that the game be an exhibition1 (the game
appropriately not a game at all, in the strict sense, but a preview
of sorts, that is, barely competitive). And this too, sadly, entails
a move far from the Milwaukee for the setting, to Florida, or
maybe Arizona (Grapefruit and Cactus Leagues, as the
cognoscenti of pre-seasons know). And in this case (the only
possible one), there is not the slightest chance in those days of
this pseudo-game being “televised,” and thus all systems,
narrative and semiotic alike, break down into a heap of tie rods
and king-pins and valve covers, rocker arms, camshafts, piston
rings and differential gears. And as for Jn’s sudden appearance,
was it? and F’s “storming off to the bedroom”? Why these
events seem almost ludicrous. F was there, for Crise sake. And
Jn too was a participant, not a mere bystander or old geloso in
the wings.
Note here the theme (wretched term though that is,
coined by lazy pedagogues)–the theme “running through all
this”: I won’t insist that it be called that, nor named at all. I will
simply note the words — the motifs, as it were, that lie at its
We assume the regular season began on April 1, as it does today;
and we assume too that au. had wrestled with (or perhaps reveled
in!) that amidst one of his many revisions. (–eds.)
1
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base. It is impossible to determine, for example (as it doubtless
was for Jn himself) the precise “cause” of his anger, very real,
that finally, well, “dampened down the entire evening,” “put a
lid on it,” (both in the register of fire, I suppose), “drained the
life right out of it” (blood? water?), “punctured the balloon”
(hardly requires comment), “shook to its foundations the entire
edifice” (earth).
I list only the most obvious and plausible of
motivations:
(1) alcohol–the convenient fix for all perplexities, in life
and in ...
(2) jealousy–oh that old song and dance! he worries, old
geloso now in fact ... But there is no need to go into it. These
are things we know too well.
(3) he believes the entire affair is grossly uncivil, for
reasons detailed obliquely in a speech or incoherent tirade at
the two1
(4) the conspiratorial-paranoid theory, as it might then
have been known. He believes he is somehow not included, that
by voicing reservations, however slight, he has become a rank
outsider, contemned by both ...
The bosn’s truth of things, as the old sailors might have
put it, was something else entirely: he realizes as the reader

See above (“call me ass-corked ...” etc.) The full-text is as follows:
“Forget that. I’m talking about waking up and finding some
crackpot has got some dumb-ass idea ... A joke, you think?
‘Milwaukee won’t win the pennant?’ Is that it ... I ... I’m not talking
about hot dog salesmen and groundkeepers and reporters and bat
boys losing their jobs and the wives and kids of millions growing up
with a vacancy in their hearts because some freak ...” It made no
sense. We have retained only a heavily curtailed version here. (–eds.)
1
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surely realizes, that the problems in the narrative sequence and
even those in the motivational speculations in the paragraph
above–these have become insurmountable. That actions could
not possibly have gone from A to B to C as sketched above,
with the series of phone calls placed on his home phone, and
that even the revolutionary ardor, once attached, but later
dropped from the character of F, is suspect in and of itself.
There simply is no action, no plot of any kind. No politics. No
conspiracy in any sense. Just the evisceration of the thing, like
a carcass in a late fall hunt, or perhaps one blooming in the sun
like that grotesque Baudelairian flower on the garden path.
In short, there is no bomb (well, that much was never
at issue), but further no threat of one. There is no consequent
scare, or for that matter baseball on tv. Even his own athletic
past, all those glories–all that is in question too. And thus he,
like those unviewing spectators imagined on the non-existent
screen, is a victim too, and the whole episode, known as The
Great Milwaukee Bomb Scare (and later eroticized as such by
F and D, although he could have had no way of knowing that)1
is itself a hoax, there being no spring baseball in Milwaukee,
thus no Grand Cuckolding between innings, and no “jes’ folks”
narration on the airways, and finally, circling back to the origin
of things, no teeth-gnashing, face-spitting, heart-rending
confrontation at all. But just the three of them, caught in
another banality, she as has been noted already, “storming off”
(there is no other way to describe it) in her own rage and
frustration, with its own set of motivations no more clear than
Perhaps through some crude analogy? A pulse of genitalia, at the
shudder of dread? “You just wait,” she had warned or promised
him. “I guarantee. We’ll warm up to it ...” To each his own in such
cases. (au’s note.)
1
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his: anger at being caught? exposed? and exactly for what? has
their plot been revealed? or not hatched at all? Or is everything
far simpler: “Red Devils, you call yourselves?” Jn fulminates,
although the way he inflected that obscured his sentiments.
“Some radical schtick you got! Some cell of terrorists. It’s a
freaking fishing lure, for Crise sake. And not even food-like to
begin with. The trout are said to run at it, not lured at all! Quite
frankly, it just pisses them off ...” The jig, in short, was up. And
F’s response? “It’s fucking late!” is all she said.1
And that was it.
It all fizzled out. It was as if the team had lost by a balk
in extra innings. Or took a forfeit in a rain delay. Opening triple
in the tenth. Cool-handed, lightning-quick, sly-old-fox-of-askipper gives two intentional passes (IP!) to put the ducks on the
pond. Bull-pen ace of a fireman, grazes no-stick second-sacker
in the chin and knocks in the winning run ... QED.
There was really nothing to be done.
And D then found himself coming back to the main
theme (such words! she once had said), not the Great Milwaukee
Bomb Scare itself, which was to be the action tying all these
social threads together, but rather the motif almost suppressed
entirely, that of “holding her in the most desperate/cold/
miserable of winters.” It was she who upstaged and finally
DeJohns’ notes provide detail that appears more crucial than it
may be. “Milwaukee” was a screen for Los Angeles, apparently,
where the actual incident took place–easy enough to document
through a judicious search on the internet. The references to the
LATimes and even the Herald Examiner (then still in business) do
not, however, seem quite accurate. We are frankly uncertain
whether he intended this discrepancy or simply mis-read what he
had copied in an earlier note. Both seem in keeping with his obvious
intentions here. (–eds.)
1
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ruined these plots for him, and with that, the whole system of
screens and parrying, of motivations, Cause and the workings
of that old hag Chance herself -- all collapsed on top of him.
F. a “local” girl. That worked, but the rest of it was
nonsense. She was never held in the most desperate of winters.
You may as well come right out with it ... Never a student ...
Never even “half his age, for God’s sake” nor appearing so. And
you can see from that, all the repressed guilt and fear and all
that he “projected” (in the psychologist’s cliche) onto Jn’s
relation to her (“a local girl, former student, ballet ...”). For that
was the only way to imagine it, using F as a surrogate (the girl
he had once truly loved) and bringing Jn into close association
with ... well, not her, perhaps, but himself ... even imagining or
constructing that introduction (not easy to arrange, even in
those days) with the alluring “Mrs. Z” (“bedded by the both of
them,” he said), and I can still see her grey knit dress clinging
to her form, in a look that would have been quite in fashion
then, real as can be! The heat felt right through the close-knit
of the fabric. Mrs. Z, or simply “Z” as she came to be known,
of course as fantastical as the whole pack of them, even with the
practiced tempi of her breaths building to climax.
It allowed the two of them (and by this I am referring
now to F and D, although any pair might do in a pinch) to
“couple up” or “coalesce” or “interact” in a way. Thus the
plans alluded to in previous dialogues–a trip to the Bahamas,
perhaps, New Orleans, or some beach on Lake Michigan–
“Vacances” as it would be known–plans which would never
“come to fruition” in the old cliché. All of it, very neat and
manageable. All to be combined with ancillary narratives, even
bits of local color in the most Zola-esque of ways ...
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It had been years since he had seen her, cold and beautiful in the
photos he showed to friends, not perfect for him then (a fool at 25) but
astounding as he grew, with her lean chest and what might be known as
ample thighs, still muscular and gently arced as well before the much-feared
“cellulite” (as she explained) got to them. Astonishing! She turned heads in
the street (and to think he had thought that a mere cliche as well), and it
was only by the peculiarity of her naive upbringing–a rube from Little
Rock!–that he was to end up walking with her through the intersection as
she pulled him half-drunk from the traffic. It was not that she wanted him–
she “could have had any man she wanted” (a line he used with all the
women he had known)–No. Not that at all, however flattering. She wanted
not him in the simple sense, but rather to be him, something entirely
different–rusticating, as it were, and impoverished in what she felt was an
artist’s garret–in truth, the attic level, hot and stifling, of a porch-encircled
house from the twenties, while he wrote this very narrative.
He had called her from the Great Plains of America and yes they
would meet, it was decided, in the place they had met originally–New
Orleans, no mere vacation spot in those days!, at the Cafe du Monde itself,
where they had lingered years earlier, eating the doughnuts left by the
tourists. Even then, he guiltlessly conceded the interference–nothing in life is
simple–of Sherry, her cool breast free as they walked on the deserted levee in
the spring breeze. His breath came short, as the cliche would have it, and
he fell in love with her and all of them.
He took for this excursion a room at the Hotel Toulouse,
$7/night, in the Quarter, of course, slumming it with hookers, real ones,
with cream plastered on their faces, so astonished at his mere presence they
were kind to him, as maternal as the poor girls could get, he imagined. And
in that proletarian grandeur, he waited in the Cafe du Monde at the
appointed hour to no avail.
He noticed finally a young girl–blond as she of the grand
assignation was blond–but plain, plain as day, plainer than F herself
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would ever be. And he thought, in his humiliation, that he might well have
imagined the entire thing: the astonishing car-stopping beauty of Carol from
Little Rock–perhaps not that at all. Just a plain, sullen girl from Arkansas
with bad skin, ending up in this city of imagination for no apparent reason
and falling in love with him!
Ah, those were truly the days. And thinking that, he finally walked
up to her (“sidled” would be too strong!), still seeing in that face the
surrogate of his own mis-imaginings. Her. It might be her. And it took all
the courage he could muster (for an introvert such as himself, the resource
was not deep) to approach her and ask with timidity he had no need to feign
“Are you waiting for me? I’m sorry. Is it possible you are waiting for me?”
And God knows what she might have thought about that!
Was this a love story? Was she “waiting for him” in the
metaphoric sense? That proverbial White Knight who would recognize her
virtues–her “true worth” as ole Gertie Macdowell might have thought–and
this moment would be the end of all things as she had known them in the
banality of her past: a new life had then sprung up for her in this threadbare
stranger’s face. Was it that? Is that how she saw it? And looking at him,
shabby as if he had in fact just come from the Hotel Toulouse (sharing the
bath with the hookers), which curiously and paradoxically was exactly the
case, had decided that now ... this is not it at all. I am waiting, and yes,
for “him” but he turns out not to be “you” in any sense at all. And she had,
without speaking, politely and with not the slightest hint of alarm, shaken
her head. So at least, he thought, much relieved, she had not imagined, as
he had feared might be the case, that he was some predator or drooling or
even innocent Lothario, but absolutely sincere in what he said, whatever it
was it might have meant.
And as he lay in the Hotel Toulouse that evening, getting his $7
worth, with the smoke-stained door latched only by a hasp,1 there was a
“Fires?” the desk-clerk repeated. “Fires? Here? Not since I’ve been
working here.” “How long is that?” “Two weeks today ...” (–au.)
1
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knock, and it was Carol herself, in her black jacket and flaming eyes, now
standing in the doorway with a radiance he had barely imagined let alone
recalled, and he collapsed, almost to the floor in guilt as he would one day
do on the last day he saw Eloise, and hugged her knees, like a Greek hero
in defeat, praying for clemency, and he wailed his apology for ever mistaking
her for the plain snuffly wisp of a thing he had approached three hours
earlier in the Cafe du Monde.
And when they made love as coldly as they ever had in the then
Days of Old, in the hooker’s bed in the Hotel Toulouse, all he could
remember was her words–not “that was fun!” (as if in wonderment at the
novelty) but “Let me see it,” nodding at the condom, and he never knew
whether that was curiosity, a fetish of some sort, or just concern–proof that
he had taken no undue risks.
And that, he thought conclusively ... that was likely ... that was
truly, as it were, the meaning of the Vacances he had planned all along ...
“Fuck off.” F finally said. “And fuck Milwaukee and
fuck the beach, fuck the bad coffee and baseball, and fuck all of
you.” That was what she said, adding maliciously “You’re all
a-fucking-like.”
So all that released him. It was as if getting back to the
truth were a way to free him from the knotted coils of his
imaginings, and let the tales and the narrative and the very
years unfold, not in accordance with a grand plan (“I will fly to
V and meet you at Y and we can buy dinner at Q and we can
‘make-love our brains out’”), but rather according to the whims
and dictates of that old hag Chance or Fate, however unfeeling
they may be. And that, not will (old Voluntas, that sleepy-head!)
would put him in the sack with her in the place meant for
hookers, in a way he could one day dream about in his most
sordid and lascivious of dreams.
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And it freed too, dissolving into the vacancy of reality,
the relation he had had with Jn himself and F too, for that
matter, once the Girl of his Dreams, as he wrongly imagined,
coarse though she may have been. Freed them too from the dull
academy with its attendant dull conventions. Freed them of the
very town where he found himself–north in the Mid-West, not
far from Milwaukee, where he himself had never been.
It all left him finally with his dark-eyed Norwegian girl,
who, even at nineteen, had shown him as others later would as
well, the best of maturity, civility, love, not by hurling herself at
his feet as he might have done (the dope!), while her family
stood aghast, shaking their heads in disapproval, or pleading
for him to love, or to marry or to even speak to her, but rather
by keeping all that to herself, letting herself “fester” in and with
it, trusting she would one day grow out of it, having never
thrown it in his face, grown sick with it, despaired in it, with
and without him, and as a consequence, letting him (benighted
as he was) remain that dashing figure he of course never was
nor deserved to be.
It was a day-trip in the spring, maybe to her home in Iowa, where
they brought out the old motor scooter she had never mastered as a teenager,
started it up on the second kick, and drove off hell-bent (well, as close to
that as one could do with a top speed governed at 50), no registration or
insurance or any of the like of it, her family shaking their heads in the
distance. And she, now secure on the thing, as she had never been when she
herself was driving, slid her hands down from his waist to his hips and let
them rest in his crotch as they drove through the spring farmlands where she
had grown into who she was today.
They lay in the waist-high grass by the lake, a mere indentation
in the plains, catching the run-off, suddenly alone, and she debauched him
there, more practiced than he would have thought. The years, he supposed
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made all the difference then, and kids today, or they–they had not, he
realized–grown up naively has he had years ago!
They rode back “sex-hausted,” as Mother once had incredibly
described it, to the Iowa town, where they left the bike in the garage then
drove back, legally now, through the newly planted fields, and he began
stroking her and within miles her eyes were wide staring straight down the
roadway as the trucks passed to the left, drivers leering down through their
windshield. When they reached his dull apartment, she threw herself in bed
with him, as she had never done before and blurted out “I could go fifty
more times!” and what had he been thinking, fool that he was, he thought!
That this would last forever? That she would always be waiting there ...
49, 48, 47, 46 ... winding down the speedometer dial, as it were? That
“go” would mean what it never had meant in all his experience?
He laughed.
The things refer to words!
But even then, it was too late.
This was the one whom he had held in the most
miserable of winters, and it was she whom Jn and F had almost
muscled out of life. And finally, the whole Mid-West thing died
of desuetude and he returned to the empty house in the
Northeast to begin it all again.
But that, of course, is getting ahead of the narrative.
That merely “sets things right.” And allows everything to
proceed again as it was meant haltingly to proceed in the first
place.
How, he wondered, could I have gotten so derailed?
When the cuckold catches you in his suspicious eye, in
history, that is, he does not look as Jn had looked, nor does he
mumble something grandiloquent about the state of the world,
the decay of the spirit, the decline of culture or the death of
feminine virtue. None of that Spenglerian balderdash. No.
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Rather, he grasps your hand firmly and stares straight into your
face, even the one he would like to wash with the drink in the
plastic cup. Then he says something best described as
“aggressively inane and vacuous”–something like How are you
See you soon How’s it going–inflecting the commonplace
greeting or valediction in a discomfitting and unexpected way.
The innocent cuckolder must construe that as some dark
allegory for which the exegesis falls to him. The rake has
obligations too. Of form and of decorum. You pretend that
only you can construct the proper allegory. That is, stick the
jaw right back in his face and say something even more
belligerent: “Fine. And you?” ...
In short, following the Great Milwaukee Bomb Scare,
however construed, things were simply not the same.
The water splashed through the blood on the walkway,
over the cement onto the less elevated grass. It was the work of
heroes, or perhaps a distant relation. A battle-scarred, beachstorming, bunker-busting real-trooper-he-is. Not D. Not D at
all, even in those days. Instead, he would call, or claim to. She
would answer with indifference. No wails. No swooning into
the arms of the nearest acquaintance. The phone rang
constantly, she said. “I’m surprised you got through at all.” He
lied and claimed it was his third attempt. “If there’s anything I
can do.” He waited ten minutes by his watch. He called again.
Again he lied. “If there is anything I can do ...”
He would recall the first time–the time one never truly
forgets. Before the ineptitude of routines. Or plot divagations.
No need to go into it. Lay it all out on the table. “Look, I know
...” he said, as if confessing to a priest or paid secular impostor.
But all he got for exposing his soul in that way was Very well
for you to say it doesn’t matter or you’d just as soon fondle a
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tiny bump of flesh or whatever you but then I’m not proud to
say that is not how when you how it feels to me I hear when
you look in my eyes daffily like that or hear your gurgling lie ...
Or something to that effect. Obscene like that, on the very
fringe of malice. And this despite the words “Oh yes. Oh yes.
This will be different from all the rest.” As all those ordinary
lusts are different from all the rest. As all the fuckings and
demises, the most ordinary bits of experience, are different
from all the rest.
The second time, or third it may have been, was little
better. It was, in common parlance, a quickie and this time they
had masked their incompetence with laughter, focusing on the
GMBS itself perhaps. It took months before she could laugh at
him and with him and say, in mock complaint over one of his
successors, equally inept in the early days as they had been:
“Oh yes. You and I? We two? We really had it down.”
A garrulous fellow student, Alex it was, blond soccer
star and destined to be little else in life, quick as lightning!, once
claimed to him with that conviction only ignorance can supply,
that in jumping from a tall building, one would die well before
hitting the road surface. As if the shock of the power igniting in
the small brass cylinder fixed in the chamber ... but no. There
was no analog ... Nonsense, D had answered, even though in
truth, he conceded, it might be the only way to go. The delusion
that one would live forever dissolved a mere handful of feet
from the ground and in that exquisite and eternal split second,
one could contemplate the sum of things. Or something like
that. Something Wertheresque that young people say without
embarrassment. Moreover, to prove his point (that is, his
objection), he would, he claimed, do just that–hurtling past, on
his way to eternity, this very fifth-story window where they were
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now debating. And he would “flip him off” through the
window-glass.
That was that. QED again. Or perhaps they went on
to other topics he could not now recall.
Now in the real world (still living as they both were, or
at least one of them), they had done nothing. In the other world,
things were different. There, they had kept their appointment.
And the leap from the building top made perfect sense. Two
characters -- *D and *med-student to become one day no more
than a Candy-Striper -- gazing out a fifth-story window. One
gone? Both gone? Man gave and man took away. Words gave
and words took away.
By contrast, Jn, perhaps, or John, Richard, Timothy,
even Eloise herself–these could never keep the two worlds
straight. They sided with aesthetics and its neat but disastrous
consequence. The ultimate tromperie, beyond the mere
fictitious trompe et demi. “Done away with ...” “took his own
...” “self-inflic- ...” “sui- ...” “self-d- ...” Or blowing one’s
fucking brains out on a whim. It was all the same in the end.
Fools’ talk. All of it.
“You know he didn’t ...” she hissed at him.
More fools’ talk. More tromperie.
It was like starting a term, or a year, or life itself again
from scratch. Like the gentle shock, right in the heart it is, just
as in mythology, when you realize you have your latest lover by
your side. Like the weakness in the knees during the opening
lecture, the crack in his voice as he spat out the unfamiliar
names. The inexplicable quaver in his fingers as he chalked his
own name on the slate. What more could they expect? He had
declaimed in public. He had said what there was to say. He was
quite beyond criticism.
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But now he held a pencil in his hands. He stared at it
until the room blurred and lost its angularity, as if viewed
through the wine-glass itself, or the distorting wide-angle lens
of history.
Yes, these are the things he is now here to discuss, he
thinks with confidence. This is what he is now here to do.
Yet when he tried to speak, to articulate, not just the
ciphers of fiction, but these now unnamable things, his public
voice intruded–that officious, plaintiff, wit-contrived and mildly
Anglophilic register he so loathed in others. Cynical, with
forced irony and expression, obscuring all the real things he had
meant or hoped to say. And then he thinks of her, finally of
her–she whom he held in the most desolate of winters–he thinks
of her now fleshed-out and martyred, so to speak, aged into an
age now undistinguished from his own. And it may as well have
been cowboys, doctor’s wives, sergeants of the law, he thought,
or perhaps just sailors, aloft in the rigging, drifting through the
fog.
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III. Subtitle: Combustible Materials
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i.
Now is the time for action. Yes. Now is the time for
epic events. Now is the time for facticity! Now is the time for all
good men to come to the aid of their country.
“No, I cannot,” he said. “Not at present. It’s
impossible. There are ...”
“Nonsense,” the voice on the telephone said. “This is
an ideal time for it. Her last gift to us.”
“But there is ...”
“The timing, I mean of course.”
“A funeral? There is ...”
“Of course. What do you expect? But it’s all
perfunctory.”
“No,” D said. “I mean ...”
“Oh. I’m sorry. ...”
Other voices. “You mean ...”
“Close.”
“As in a distant relation? Or no relation whatsoever.”
“I don’t need to explain it.”
“Are you listening to me?” his brother said. “Have you
been listening? Listen, I realize you have other things to do. It
won’t be pleasant, merely necessary. It’s all so boring and
conventional. But you know how people are. You’re on
vacation, no? What does it matter.”
“Ten days. A hundred. I forget”
“Then give us three of them. The ticket is in the mail.
You only need to collect what’s yours (or now is yours) and you
can go. You want to be part of the various celebrations and the
like, fine. You want to storm out in the midst of them? That’s
fine too.”
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“It’s difficult to get away,” D said.
“No more for you than for the rest of us,” his brother
said. “She did the best she could, I guess. And now, we’ve
scheduled all this as best we can around you. Consider it a
favor. When this is over, you can do what you want.”
“OK ... I guess.”
“And don’t thank me, for God’s sake!”
It was a joke, he thought, but it was too late to
acknowledge it.
House-breaking.
Something you did for puppies.
“... Besides, you hate your work. Isn’t that what you
said? Now you can quit. Lucky you. There’s enough to keep
you writing bad verse for life, if that’s what you want. And I
hear the climate there is bad as unbaked pie.”
“There’s a spring. Of sorts. Not much rain. An
appalling chill ...”
“Barbarous. And for the fall?”
“Fall? You mean my position, right? Nothing is
confirmed.”
“Well, don’t trouble yourself about it. I’ve talked to ...
But the details wouldn’t interest you. In any case, you can do
as you please.”
“I could be grateful, I suppose.”
“Did I not just tell you not to thank me? You really
need to listen.”
“Not my strength, I guess.”
“I’ll see you on Monday,” his brother said. And then
he added: “Thanks, by the way. I know this is all for my sake,
in a circuitous way, of course, and not for yours.”
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D said nothing. It was a payoff, that’s all. Tit for tat,
although that sounded far more vulgar than he intended. His
contract needed signing. He did not know whether or not he
would sign nor whether his signature would mean anything. F
and Jn, they meant nothing to his family. Not even names to
them. They could wait.
“Oh bother,” his brother said. “Take twice that and be
done with it.” She, his mother, must have added “Split what
costs you can.” But neither could be sure what she had meant
by that.
Oh it would all work out in the end. It would all work
out, he thought, precisely as an old mentor of his had once
predicted. “It will all be fine. Good things will happen,” he said,
“but for all the wrong reasons.” Would that we were not
meshed in this fifth age of voice-splitting man ...
He shook his head.
No. It was just a past illusion.
“So,” the old man had said, “what will you do now?”
D slumped in the chair, noticing for the first time the
one loose armrest. The metal swivel, also barely noticed until
now, squeaked as he turned rhythmically left and right. He
smiled at the old man –his office-mate it must have been –and
looked past him out the window. It was a practiced smile, one
he had seen in the mirror. It told the viewer who could not
catch his eyes: “It is I who am young, and I who have proved
myself beyond all expectations and I who have, who has had,
who will have, who may ...” All sorts of crap like that, he
thought.
“This is what you want?” the old man laughed. “This?
A dusty room with unread books?”
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He needed something clearer. Clarity, that was it, not
a list of titles and abstracts.
“It all comes at a price, I assure you.”
He could not follow the logic.
In an ugly moment of despair, or perhaps one simply
revealing and embarrassing in the end, he might be found
crying there. But the reader will not find him crying there. He
is past these public sentiments. It is four o’clock in the morning,
although he himself has no way of knowing that. He has seen,
in his reverie, an ordered future. Understand “order” in one of
two senses: (1) a system with apparent rules –something that
may be perceived and consequently expressed, something that
may be expressed and consequently perceived ... (2) an
injunction. An order, let us say ...
Entropy. Pynchon, it must have been. It gave him
pleasure to think of that as death or death as that. The winding
down of the Great Watch of Things. In the real world,
however, where people died rather than simply think of it,
things were more complex. The body, Dante’s persona, lapsed
into the final state of maximum disorder, stasis, being itself, in
Stevens’s conception, death, whereas to the perceiver, that is to
D ... But again, he could not following the reasoning ...
So what had the old man meant by clarity?
D taught at a small private university; “college” would
better describe it, despite the one or two courses offered for the
cultural betterment of indolent retirees, mostly women,
hangers-on, they were, he thought. The blue-hairs of ... The
blue-hairs of ... The blue-hairs of ... But he could not come up
with it.
He had a colleague, an associate, or mere acquaintance, a neighbor, a distant relation, a man named Jn, X, who
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himself was living with a woman, local, former student, mistress
of thousands, koi-owner, mystic and proprietess of the only
macramé shop in the county, F, a woman D would one day
love as well, though he might have expressed it somewhat
differently.
During D’s first years at the institution, or the second
one, or well into his tenure, years before retirement, or 1979
itself, or perhaps his or their first or second years’ association,
friendship, or collegial relation with X, Jn died or raised himself
from his workbench clutching his chest or caused or caused to
come to be ...
Yet D, like all of us, has a more extensive history. A
past and future, much of this renounced by Jn, and, perhaps,
by F as well, for that matter. A history defined or incorpo-rating
a family, past, forebears, potential issue, uncles, nephews,
siblings and the thought of them, the inevitable aunts, a
network of past and future relations. To simply this past, and
the web of the present, we might define a father, a mother, a
brother, a sister, a cousin, an uncle, an aunt, a nephew, a niece,
then move on to a grandfather, a grand-mother, and so forth –
all the inherited complex of things. To simplify this past even
further, that is, to trade the veri-similitude of our description
for clarity, we might reduce all still further–dx/dz, as it were–
and thus all that concerns us here is D, the mother, the brother
(easily omitted in the first derivation), perhaps an in-law or do,
equally lost in the calculus. Local color. Shell-casings. Let these
stand in synechdochal force for the entire set of persons and
relations noted in detail above.
And now let us take as supernumeraries Jn and F (you
might be surprised to hear), thus emptying them into a
background of no significance. No more value here, even in the
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reduced sense of ‘hue’ (so obstinate above), than, say, a hallway
of students, MRG, sm hds glsss, frckl, oo and the like, or
workers, unmentioned here, the figures on the television screen
(hardly accurately depicted). Leaving one, in the end, the
mother, of course, whose death, most logically, will precede
those of Jn and D himself, which somewhat paradoxically, it
did not (if Jn is still a concern here at all, a problematic
assumption to be sure). And through such a natural irony, the
historical and situational coordinates of D’s own life suddenly
take shape.
Now this is clarity. This may well be the price the old
man was talking about minutes earlier.
Once upon a time, there were three bears.
There were three bears.
Three bears. ...
D has imagined the physical structure of his room
many times. His perception of that room has never been
perfect. The present deformation thus has precedent ...
But there will be no more of that. Not now.
He had rationalized things badly many times before
the bad rationalizations of this night ...
But there will be no more of that now.
He has slept; he has slept; but that too is now past. ...
It is all so simple.
Now is the time for action. Yes! Now is the time for all
good men to come to the aid of their country.
We return to the evening.
T-ta-tap.
There must be an animal out there. Or perhaps it is
just D himself, listening. He had been in his room over six
hours. It was slightly after midnight, 53 on the speedometer.
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He checked his watch for confirmation, but it, as always, had
stopped. It read 10:00, that is, 40 mph, much too slow for the
intensity of the fatigue he now felt. He looked at the desk clock
on the floor to the right of the desk, but it had apparently gone
mad. It read 4:30, a time in which the hands of the clock
conflicted violently with the speedometer. It made no sense. At
least one, perhaps both, perhaps all these indicators were
incorrect.
If the moon were full, and he thought it was not full
(good bet, given the odds!) it should be a few degrees from the
imaginary plane linking North Pole, South Pole and his own
geographical position. Vectors aimed toward the earth’s center
in this plane described, with acceptable accuracy he supposed,
the gravitational pull at the longitude on which he assumed he
was sitting. Just under 1/28 of its total circular arc, let us say.
Pushing 4mph. He could not see the moon. He did not know
its cycle. Lines and circles were pure abstractions and
inadequate to describe either the shape or the movement of the
moon. He laughed. He may as well imagine that his building
lay upon a quarry of quartz. The crystals transferred their
vibrations through the foundation, along the walls and across
the floor to his chair. They rose up the legs of his chair.
Through some inexplicable bodily or psychological
mechanism, he was able to count these regular vibrations and
thus to calculate time. But that was reverie. Pedant’s dream.
T-ta-tap. T-ta-tap. T-ta-tap.
An animal of some unknown but ordinary species, in
no danger of extinction, scurried (as only those beings we call
‘animals’ can) along the outside of the wall. Socrates runs. He
is a man. No man scurries. ...
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The bell rang and the meeting was adjourned. The
class was dismissed. The schedule was set. It did not matter
whether anyone had completed what they intended to say or
do. One could continue (oh, continue on!) only be a second,
recanting, Austin-like performative: “the class is not dismissed.” It did not matter when the participants in the class or
in the meeting or in the theatre arrived or how long they stayed
and it did not matter whether there was anyone in the room at
all.
He glanced at his stopped watch and listened for the
bells. The bells never rang at night. But that did not explain his
watch. It was pointless even to invoke accuracy.
T-ta-tap. T-ta-tap. T-ta-tap.
One malfunctioning system as good as two.
Another pedantry.
In the acute darkness, in the shade of intrusive
moonlight, an unknown animal scurried, as it were, as it could
be said, as it might be conventionally expressed, along the
outside wall, or outside the inside wall. D listened, but made no
response.
“Excuse me ...”
There was no answer.
Excuse me. A single question. It is as follows. Could not
a second method work? (1) a pencil, suspended in mid-air ...
Perceived if you will. Precisely. Mid-way between the table
surface or the desk surface if you will, and the floor. The second
image relates to it. It is the image formed consequent to the
expression that follows immediately the next full colon implied
by my voice, and so on and so forth, etc.: a wine-glass.
Suspended. Unperceived. One foot above the table surface or
desk surface if you will by two hands in contact slightly below
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the imaginary line joining once-blue eyes and a face that has
long since lost its roughness ...
D leaned forward in his chair, stretching the cramp out
of his back. All he saw where the letters circled in red in the
right-hand margin of his notebook. This was God’s work, he
thought. That petty Epicurean, who deserted mankind in
disgust ...
T-ta-tap. T-ta-tap. T-ta-tap. On the wall, through the
wall, on the vertical surfaces perpendicular, or nearly so, to his
line of sight, parallel to the line implied by D’s shoulder-blades,
or nearly so, an animal unseen to him worked its way along the
plane perpendicular as well to the plane of the floor surfaces, in
his room, in the unseen corridor. He turned, or more precisely
twisted, until he faced the wall, as if fully expecting a giant
centipede slowly spiraling to the focal point of its body curve.
More precisely, his thoughts unknowable, he stared at the wall
that seemed to him a panel, behind which the animal ran in a
space between two panels seemingly conjoined as the wall for
the adjoining room.
There was no one whispering in the adjoining room.
There were no fuckings and demises there.
There was nothing to hear or to be seen.
Tired. There would be no analysis in his note on the
Genre Called Madness. It would be all exposition. That was
easier. Description. The sharing of information, after all, was
the true point of true scholarship in the true days in which the
truth shone forth in all its positivistical glory.
“In the opening scene (here I define ‘scene’ in the sense
of the French classicists as the dramatic sequence uninterrupted
by the entrance of a personage, given the assumption that a
sequence in a drama must inevitably or by definition be part of
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a scene segment (despite the tautology), that is to say, there are
no ‘sequences’ as such that become ‘non-scenes’ or simply
nonsense as it were by virtue of the exit or exits or ...” The
bear’s bones. Exeunt omnes.
He could not recall the opening, nor the concessive
gambit. It was all mere setting. Captatio benevolentiae, in the
knowing nods of the rhetoricians. The audience now looking
forward to intrigues he had promised. Time passes. Le Temps
se passe. That’s it. The only entrance it can make is “sur les
planches” — on the boards, that is. A character. A type. A
person of drama. Not Time itself, but a mere mute, perhaps, in
a laughable costume. The intrigue was a pun, possibly a lewd
one to initiates, on the word tromper. But I believe we’ve been
through this before.
T-ta-tap. T-ta-tap. T-ta-tap.
The animal turned a second planar corner and ran
now parallel to its initial movement. There was an open space
in which the animal ran. It was wide enough to permit the
passage of a man, D himself, or several contemporaries.
T-ta-tap. ...
Or perhaps, he thought, suddenly unhinged, it was
merely the sounds of his own fingers on the keyboard.
“I once prided myself on the color of my eyes,” he was
saying. “Five foot seven, one-thirty, Hr brn, Eyes bl. LLBeashrt
... You know how it is. You know the conventions. I assumed it
lent a certain child-like quality to my appearance. The young
naif of fiction, I could be. I further assumed my youthful
superfice was easily perceivable. Imagine my surprise when I
discovered all was illusion. It is difficult to say when the
revelation came. But I would say regardless that it occurred
when a lover I would guess traced a circle there and I foolishly
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asked if her fascination were due to the baby-blue (I actually
said that) hues of my innocent (I said that as well) eyes. ...” It all
went badly. “Went right south,” in fact. But he could not recall
what she had said to him.
It reminded him of a woman he had briefly known,
years ago, it was. Not bad, he had thought, looking at her for
the first time closely. Shrt drk hr glsses lps full ... A student. A
cousin. A colleague. A speaker, in from the East Coast. A
shepherdess, perhaps. An in-law or distant relation. Or perhaps just a fellow student in graduate school. Perhaps they
would be lifelong friends. Perhaps they would talk of modal
verbs, and the origin of forms in the Provençal. Perhaps they
would end up in the Hotel Toulouse in New Orleans. “I did
not recognize you,” he said, so seductive in his profoundest bass
“since ...” “Yes,” she said, not listening, “I’m wearing glasses.”
He continued without hearing her. “... since work” he
continued “has made my eyes grow worse than they were last
year when we, you may recall, first met.” “They just came in,”
she said. “The frames match the contours of my face.” There
would be no commerce between them, as Pound might have
put it. Not a whit of it.
He had told this story many times. No one under-stood
him. “Well that’s in part the point,” he had explained. “The
very fact you cannot follow me. It’s of two people, so selfcentered, all they share is their mutual narcissism. Maybe that’s
why the poets and priests spend so much time speaking of
things that could not possibly matter to anyone. In the days, I
mean, before the writing schools killed poe- ...”
Here is the first betrayal. (It will be one of many.)
The meeting is adjourned. All parties are dismissed.
The pre-set bell rings in an empty room.
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The youngsters employed as seasonal workers move
listless and with indecorous jokes about the room. One urinates
into a water pitcher that was half-full when he spotted it.
Another turns over a wine-glass doubling, it seems, as a water
glass. The glass rolls in a smooth arc to the table edge and falls
with its glass support, the stem, absurdly vertical. The circular
base breaks first, followed by the glass bowl itself. The
fragments scatter. One fragment comes to rest beneath the
sharpened pencil point. The pencil is fixed there as support for
a table leg (a desk leg in function), which, shortly after the
lecture began with the audience all seated (but for an arrogant
late-comer), was discovered to be too short. The deformity of
the desk legs made the desk unstable and of little use.
The meeting was adjourned following hours of
reasoning, questions and response. The bell had malfunctioned. “But I’m not finished yet,” the young professor
whined. The workers were dismayed to learn that they had put
in a half-hour for which they would not be paid. The janitors
had been dismissed. There was no one that day to rearrange
the objects strewn about the room. “It would take days to clean
this up,” he wrote.
The moderator glanced at his watch, which he had
wisely placed on the desk-top to warn the speakers not to
exceed their allotted time. It was malfunctioning. No time had
passed since his last discreet glance at it. He coughed twice to
regain the floor and dismissed the participants. “The meeting
is adjourned.” The meeting was adjourned. The audience had
drifted away, like sailors in the fog they were, long before he
had looked at the watch for the first time.
The room was defined by desk tops of uniform size
placed asymmetrically with odd and undefinable inexpressible
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unintelligible randomized unrepeated intervals between them
throughout the empty room.
Nothing was like that.
Nothing at all.
Here begins the prelude to a more serious betrayal.
Enough of this pilloried seclusion, he announced to
himself. Enough of the cloying cloistering. Out into the world
somewhere! Let us say, a walk in the late spring. The details
flow from the premise. However unconventional the whole
(where are the great walkers of the ambulatory past amidst the
sheep of England?), each stride is natural and with purpose,
following its predecessors like stalks in rows of corn.
Exactly!
It was a slow walk on an early day in spring, when the
slight chill in the air seemed warm to him and the grass, still
preserving traces of color from the first sudden ice of the
preceding fall, suddenly puts forth a more promising green
sheen. The great renewal at last! No longer an illusion (the
vicious promise of early spring, so discouraging to all in the
northern climes of America), but the very vibrancy of life. No
longer half-frozen, dead, no longer not quite living. No longer
in the abeyances of spring.
Or perhaps it was a walk in early spring. When all the
illusions noted in the preceding paragraph are “in full force,” it
might be said. When the first thaws brought the odors of decay
from the dog droppings frozen since Christmas.
It was a warm spring day.
He walked toward the Y in the path-way along the
right-hand branch, that is, toward the single path, what might
be known as the stem. When he reached the intersection of the
three paths, the left-hand branch bent backwards, forming a
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30-degree angle. Two paths converged and he continued
straight ahead. He passed a hedge.
The left-hand path was of course the right-hand path
that an old man would choose on a later evening in May. D
would meet him and they would talk, before parting at the
intersection. They would proceed in directions opposite (or
rather simply “other”) than that taken now by D. The old
man’s path could thus be characterized as “oblique.” They
would talk about the driving of automobiles.
In the day in spring first mentioned here, he walked
toward a Y-intersection in the confused jackstraw piles of
footpaths. The arms of the Y opened up to him.
He had two goals: (1) a department store where he
could buy pencils, the cheapest available, since all broke or
were lost or used up at the same rate as the most expensive, the
“dearest” ones in the old lady’s lexicon. (2) a telephone booth
(those were the Days! the days of the grandest of fictions, when
the speedometer sped past the most liberal of legalities, say, on
the open highways at night in the Big Skies of Montana). If he
reached (as it was called then) no one at the number he carried
on a slip of paper in his wallet, he would select another number
from the directory (meaning, ‘any phonebook he could find’).
But all that was in the future: he would buy the pencils
first. He would need one to jot down what the agent said.1 He
would sharpen one (by some means) before he left the store or
break one in his pocket to expose the lead. He had a telephone
in his office if things did not go well. He knew, moreover, that
We have omitted a rather extensive, but to modern readers,
unintelligible, description of Travel Agencies and the frustrations we
all once experienced in their use. (–eds.)
1
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he could borrow pencils from Guinevere. All was wellconceived and the details planned out. The air was clear. It was
unseasonably warm.
It was a hell of a thing. A hell of a way to spend
vacations. Once upon a time in spring, a younger colleague or
an older one it was, who slept with a woman he thought he
might have loved, had died with his loved ones at his side or
dropped like a stone at his workbench or blown his brains out
on a whim, as it was all too quietly surmised. Years later, or
yesterday it could have been, the old woman, Mother it was,
had also died, and who knows why?, of the natural causes that
in old people are simply invisible. It was pure coincidence. And
a hell of a way to spend vacations. The old hag Chance, Fate,
or Fortuna, who determined such things, would goad him into
making further connections. One young unrelated male; an old
related female. Society, quite used to these fuckings and
demises, would provide the usual perorations.
He checked his arms from swinging too freely. He
walked more slowly and less gracefully. Even his athletic past
did him now no good. He reached into his right hand pocket,
fearing suddenly he had lost his cigarette lighter. The cheap
butane type that had replaced the legendary Zippos of the real
wars of the past when the dismembered bodies rotted in
foxholes. He thought he heard a metallic clicksas two objects
met. The lighter was plastic, the bulk of it, in any case. Coinage
then ...
He removed the coins from his pocket, nearly all of
them, he thought with satisfaction. He would not need his
wallet. No identification. No credit card. He held what seemed
a fistful of coins just above his pocket. They did not feel or look
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like pennies. He sensed none of the distinctive smell of
corroding copper.
Standing still in the walkway, now with his legs at rest,
he uncurled the fingers of his right hand and held the coins
before him. He shook them slightly to expose more of their
surfaces, and with the index finger of his left hand, poked at
them so all, that is, each individual, might come into view.
He shook them again, without withdrawing his left
hand. He moved his left index finger in such a way that the
coins spread across his palm, as evenly as would be feasible.
Had his right hand been empty, he recalled thinking at the
time, he would have been mimicking the gesture of a beggar in
the old movies, when beggars seemed mere characters, and not
indictments of society. His right hand would have been
outstretched and his left hand would have been pointing to it,
pleading with the passing burghers and aristocrats. Or his right
hand would have been cradling a token coin placed there by a
stranger and his left hand would have been reaching for it to
determine whether it was genuine, or just an uncivil joke of
sorts.
He examined the coins and estimated their value. He
shook them, and decided he had guessed badly. He did not
bother with the coins again, nor did he calculate the price of
pencils, nor the number and nature of the coins needed for the
telephone. He put them back into his right pocket, touching the
worn edge of the pocket with his left hand. He did not begin to
walk until the coins settled into an undifferentiated mass and he
no longer felt their weight in his pocket.
His immediate goal on that spring morning, early or
late, was to buy yellow pencils. Ideally, and indeed expectedly,
they would have a “2” engraved, or painted on the surface, or
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engraved and painted both. He would not be dissatisfied if he
settled for those marked “2-1/2,” but he did not anticipate that.
It was a cheap vulgar department store. Or its customers were
vulgar. Or rather the word vulgar was itself that, and its use did
him no credit, characterizing him (not unfairly in this case) as
snobbish, intolerant, arrogant, insensitive, evincing a
condescension toward the unfortunates around him for which
he had no cause. It would be difficult, given that, to enjoy the
time in the store. He would simply work efficiently.
When he reached the store, women ... matrons they
might be ... pawed at the under-priced and expendable
merchandise arranged outside on the sidewalk. They had been
attracted, doubtless, by large cardboard signs on wooden
stands. Or perhaps they were regulars, and needed no lures and
assurances. There were large digits painted red on the signs.
Many were “9”s. He had heard it was a mark that gave the
illusion of a “sale”; but everyone else had heard that too, and
he was surprised its use was effective. Perhaps mere convention:
the patrons of the place just looked right through it. There was
no explicit claim on any of these signs that the present price was
not the customary one.
A single p/m-atron rustled through the two-foot high
mock tropical plants with the large mock rubber leaves that
hissed when brushed against the mock-leaves of other mockplants. The plants they imitated could not grow in this climate.
The tropics, real and polymer, were out of season. Perhaps now
out of fashion entirely. Vulgarity! he thought, but checked
himself.
The woman he was watching made a choice,
apparently, then rejected it. There was a tiny blemish on a
single leaf that she had at first not noticed. She rustled through
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the leaves and selected another plant hidden behind the first
row. She barely looked at it, not even pretending to examine it
closely. She raised the leaves to her breast, holding it by the
unnecessary pot, and strode down the sidewalk. She turned left
at the first corner and he could no longer see her.
Sibyl’s leaves, he thought.
She had not paid. Perhaps she paid before he had
arrived. Perhaps the management did not care. Why would
they leave unattended merchandise on the sidewalk if it had
any value to them? The plant, real or mock, bought or stolen,
or simply ignored, had served its intended purpose.
No one noticed the suspected theft. The women
performed their routine rustlings and rummagings as well, the
only matters of concern to them, probing the methodically
disordered piles of footwear, miniature clothing, almost doll-lie,
plastic jackets, ice-cube trays, and cheap utensils that would one
day end, he concluded, in the back shelves of Goodwill. They
were fat and over-dressed, although it was cruel to notice it. It
was as if the spring had caught them unprepared. Some wore
synthetics, jerseys and jackets. The colors once absurdly shrill
were now faded comfortably. Their breasts sagged in unison.
Occasionally a young man, with a white shirt, tie, and a name
tag on his left pocket would join them and pretend to smile. He
should be nauseated, he thought, in the worst of faith, but it
was a feeling he had never learned to force.
His pencils would be inside.
He passed through the plastic grove and through that
grove again as he left the store with his pencils. He tore open
the over-sized white crackling paper bag. Inside was another
cardboard and plastic container in which there were eight
pencils, perfectly aligned. He had paid for them largely with the
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smallest of change, like an old retiree, holding up the line at the
check-out. He tore at the second wrapping that was as oversized as the first. You could not fit that package easily into a
pocket. All designed to prevent theft, he thought, although
paradoxically, from what he had just seen, the owners were
indifferent to it.
The cardboard tore easily. One by one, the pencils fell
into and almost through his hands. They were all unsharpened.
He grasped them in his left hand and they became a small
cylinder of eight. They fit easily into his left hip pocket. The
erasers of cheap rubber may have jutted out. He tossed the
paper wrappings into a waste-can at the first corner he came
to. The pencils did not interfere with his pace. But the rhythmic
movements of his left thigh might slowly push that cylinder
from the pocket. With the traffic passing, he would never hear
them fall. He would have to be careful.
He passed a phone booth. An old woman leaned on
the shelf provided there to hold an open phone book. Those
were the days! There was a chain to hold the book, as in old
medieval libraries, but it seemed to have been broken. He could
not tell whether the book had been stolen or never installed. It
was no phone booth. It was not a phone booth because there
was no door to slide closed behind you. It was a metal pedestal
with a glass box at eye and breast level. The phone inside was
surrounded by almost useless sound-proofing. He could hear
the old woman cursing as he passed her.
She leaned against the shelf wide enough for only one
set of elbows. She held the phone in her right hand and cupped
her left over the speaker. She turned her face outward toward
the street. Her lower legs were bare beneath the slanted edge
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of a housecoat which was white, institutional, with once crisp
folds and borders.
There was no phone booth. He passed the phone box
because it was in use. There was no phone book there to assist
him. He cursed silently as the old woman cursed audibly,
aggressively, indecipherably.
He continued walking. He turned a corner. He was no
longer subject to the woman’s curse.
He had been betrayed again. He had betrayed. There
had been no betrayal. Socrates, the runner, running, runs.
Run-down, he is run over, into, out ...
A pencil, unsharpened, worked free from his pocket
and fell to the sidewalk. For an instant in its flight, it had been
suspended one foot above the sidewalk. Its mass caught in the
gravitational forces. Caught, that is, in the benignities of Fate.
He continued walking after the pencil fell. The walk to
the Y in the pathway had been a failure. He had lost one of the
eight unsharpened pencils and he would never notice it. The
public phone was vandalized. There had been no pencil, no
agent. There had been no way for him to connect the flight of
the pencil with the vacation plans, with special weekly rates. He
had not placed a dime in the phone box. The rubber plants
were stolen with impunity. It was all within the scheme of
things: loss leaders, the reduction in inventory, public relations.
Like the public phones themselves, a mere publicity stunt he
heard. The dimes never paid the salaries of those assigned to
collect them.
He had been betrayed. He was the betrayer. He had
done the betraying.
And then he was finally home, where he lay, for the
first time that day, in bed.
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The pencil was a cigarette he wished to smoke. He
heard whispers through the wall, reminding him of others. But
these came not from an adjoining room; rather, from the unit
next to his, through the cheap apartment walls. He could hear
no words or phrases, only the inflections, pitch, and rhythms.
The suprasegmentals. The conversation seemed evenly
distributed between two speakers. Neither lectured. There was
no insistent monotone; there was no accusation and defense.
The words, phrases, junctures, silences were spaced in the
silence of late evening–like those spaced periods of tables and
indices.
Male and female. The alternations were regular and
thus predictable. Question and response. Point and
counterpoint. Mutual laughter. Long pause. Change of
speaker. Change of topic. Their concerns were not evident.
Yet the pencil ... you see it now, I assume –the pencil is
none of these things. It is not something with an inex-plicable
significance. It simply is. It has no meaning.
A car passed. The driver shifted gears as he slowed for
what was likely an intersection. For fifteen seconds, roughly, he
heard nothing but that car –the resistance of its moving parts
as they moved together, tiny explosions in each lethal cylinder,
the friction of the rubber tires against the pavement. When the
car was no longer audible, he heard nothing from those he
assumed were his neighbors. And he knew then, that the best
thing he could do was sleep, on a real or even on a make-shift
bed.
To his right, on the floor where he could not see them,
his trousers lay in a heap over his shirt. He freed his hand from
the blankets, but not quite silently. When he dropped his hand
to the floor he felt only the carpeting. He closed his fingers on
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his trousers and tossed them to one side to expose his shirt. He
fumbled through the cloth until he heard the crackling of
cellophane from the half-smoked packet of cigarettes (or is it
the packet in which half the cigarettes were smoked?–form a
sentence using the following ... ). It was dangerous to smoke in
bed. One smoked in bed only in company. One smoked in bed
to prevent sleep, not to encourage it. One smoked in bed and
sat in bed with one’s feet nearly in contact with the cold floor.
One relaxed one’s muscles and stared through a darkened
window. One imagined that smoking a cigarette expressed a
sharing. A meaning too. It did not matter particularly what
one’s companion did or thought of it. “Do you smoke after lovemaking?” the old joke went. “Never checked.” (Chorus of boos) ... Those
Were the Days!
He let the shirt fall back to the floor. It made no noise.
There was little evidence he had touched it.
The whispers renewed in the next room, “next door”
in the wrong but conventional phrase for it. The speakers may
have waited for the car to pass, or perhaps they had briefly
found nothing more to say. Perhaps they had spoken silently (as
lovers sometimes wrongly imagine that they do) with the hands,
with the eyes, with facial expressions barely visible in the dark.
There was something more urgent in the spoken rhythms now.
Against his will, he grew more awake. These were not friends
in the next room. They had no thought of disturbing him. They
doubtless did not know he was listening. The female voice now
seemed annoyed or stubborn. The male voice seemed calm, but
that could have been forced. An attempt not to appear angry,
furious, passionate, jocular, miserable, or in pain ...
He would have no more of this, he vowed. Never again
would life be fragments, voices through the cheap apartment
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walls. A cloister. An office, in a building closed for the weekend.
A grand shingled cottage on the coast in the roar of the surf.
A second car passed, and when it reached the corner,
he thought it possible that he would drift off to sleep as the
sound diminished. There was a flash in the window from the
headlights. The splotches of green and yellow in his eyes
reminded him he was still awake.
How he loved them.
Modicum of sense.
There was movement on the bed, but not on his own
bed. He could hear feet shuffling on the floor. There was an
exchange of whispers with more vigorous, but no less
unintelligible, intonation. It was like the heavy bass rhythm in
a musical piece, played on a stereo in a distant room.
But no. No. That was not it ...
She lay beside him with her cigarette almost scorching
the fold of sheet at her chin. She drew the sheet slightly down
across her body. Too warm, she said. He could hear the hot
ash respond when she inhaled the smoke through the cigarette.
He could see the glow reflected off the walls.
There was a question he wished to ask and which thus
far she had refused to answer. What did he know? Of her? Of
him? What were they to do?
“He’s asleep,” she said, almost inaudibly, as if she were
discussing a child, sleeping in the next room. “Shh. Don’t
disturb him. He’s asleep.” She had told him nothing. He must
have looked at her to encourage her to say more. He could not
have understood what she had meant to say or imply.
She paid him no attention. His features were not
visible. She inhaled on the cigarette. The walls reflected its red
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glow. “He’s asleep,” she repeated. “Let him be. He’s asleep.”
As if to a child, as if about a child.
There was no irony.
But neither he, nor she, could now escape the
coarseness of the scene in which they now were typed.
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ii
He was betrayed. He had betrayed. No one had done
the betraying.
He studied the wall and its blurred dates. He was
helpless and exhausted. He recalled what the typewriter
repairman (it must have been years ago) had once typed on the
scrap paper he had offered him. Testing his work, doubtless.
His movements deft and well-practiced. A true professional.
Unlike himself. Unlike his mentors and col-leagues. “Now is the
time for all good cunts to come to the air of their men.” Colon.
“The quick blown fucks. Jump ‘er, the dizzy broad.” Coarse.
Vulgar. But so the well-dressed and
fine corporate
representative had done. He had pretended to be shocked.
The pencil. The wine-glass. The relation was not yet
clear to him. He would need more content, more detail. Like
bringing the two images of the tired eyes into union.
Let us say:
(1) the March vacation, a mid-point in the quarter
circle of the falling cycle (speedometer readings: 35, or perhaps
70);
(2) spring (25 or 30 mph)
(3) growth of leaves (steady speed, maybe 40)
(4) increase in heat and pressure; (50, 140!)
(5) increase in number and diversity of road-going
vehicles: bicycles, motorcycles, tricycles (the entire cycle itself–
100, for some reason)
(6) decrease in vehicular modifications, such as snowplows (25)
(7) stability of movements: airplanes and commercial
vehicles. (unknown speeds, or simply beyond comprehension)
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They were listed at random, as they occurred to him.
Some were irrelevant, as he could see. Perhaps a matter of
indifference.
The theatrical tears and practiced breast-beating and
hair-tearing at his mother’s death, the ashes on one’s head–
these were matters of indifference.
His brother’s competence in the managing of finances–this was a matter of indifference.
The distance between two geographical points was
neither irrelevant nor a matter of indifference.
The relative clarity of sky was not a matter of
indifference.
The lack of rain was strictly fortuitous.
So this is it, he thought. The story he would tell. The
history betraying all of them.
He walked part of the way to the funeral. That is, he
walked from his doorway (the duplexed luxury of a private
entrance!) to the far edge of the sidewalk. He had promised
them he would not drive. He would be hysterical. Grieving. He
would be unable to operate a car safely. ... It was ridiculous. He
owned no car. And rather than argue that he felt no debilitating
grief, he merely agreed with them. It was easier that way. His
brother promised to reimburse him if he remembered to save
his receipts. He knew a check would be forthcoming whether
he saved his receipts or not.
There had been a car parked on the street before the
apartment building. Perhaps belonging to the couple now
speaking in their normal voices in the adjoining rooms. He
leaned against its hood, not quite sitting, merely waiting. It took
ten steps to reach the right rear door of the taxi. He sat without
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moving for between twelve and seventeen minutes staring out
the side window.
This was no extravagance. Many factors spoke in its
favor. He was not killed on the highway, blinded in his grief,
suicidal in his rage. Who would haul that valued stuff away?
Who would clean up the bloodstains? Who would now remove
the car no heir had any use for?
“Finds,” they were. The letters arriving sporadically in
the future would speak of them with enthusiasm as the housebreaking wound down like a bad watch. All tagged and
catalogued. At times sent to him directly with no word of
explanation. At times with the gloss, extolling the sentimental
value of it all. How could he do without it? She would have
wanted ... She clearly said ... Values indeed, like hues, both
superfice and essence. Nothing more.
The house-breaking had been proceeding handsomely, it seemed. All those oh so fungible assets. But the old
lady had held onto her automobile (with the accent on the
second –o- in the fashion of the older generation) with
surprising tenacity. It was the same autoMObile that one
summer a few summers past he had taken the time to learn to
operate. It was unreliable, difficult to service, of a “bad” year.
He understood she drove it barely twice a week. The gears were
difficult to locate on the old column shift.
Of course he did not want that car. How could anyone
imagine that he did? But a stubborn photograph claimed
otherwise. Taken a few years ago (no one could remember by
whom) it pictured him (at least as everyone described it) leaning
from the window of that autoMObile in her driveway. He had
a smirk on his face, it was said, one doubtless solely for the
benefit of the camera. His expression, whatever it may have
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been, he thought, had nothing whatsoever to do with the car.
An in-law, having seen the mythic photo, declared the car was
his–a valuable, or in this case paradoxically, “invaluable”
object of sentiment. Who else was fit to inherit it?
There was a hand-written note somewhere–perhaps he
had thrown it out–describing the sole attempt of a relative to
drive the ungainly and unmanageable machine. There had
been an argument. A key exchange. Retribution. A second key
exchange. And his mother had ended up driving rather than
being driven. She had done so inefficiently and none too safely.
She never left second gear; at least, that is how he translated
“fearful noise” and “raced the engine constantly.” She had not
acknowledged in any way the angry passenger’s desperate
commentary as she navigated the once familiar streets.
“How are you, Mother? Do you feel you would like to
live another year? Can you live another year? For me, perhaps,
or for your son?”
The taxi driver drove faster than necessary. The traffic
lights were timed. Running a red light did no good. The lights
turned slowly green in sequence. Excessive speed would mean
a wait. Everything had been “taken care of.”
“We can’t just throw it away. That wouldn’t be right.
It runs. It has no value, Blue-book as it is called, or resale.
Besides, she wanted you to have it. It would be cruel to let it
rust in disuse.” To whom? he wondered.
Sometime later, his brother had taken the phone.
“Drive it,” he said. “Drive it home or to the junkyard on the
other side of town. Leave it there or take the $50 they’ll pay for
it as scrap. Haggle for more if you wish. ... Or not ...”
“No offense. I know what you mean.”
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There was more sentiment in his brother’s voice than
he expected. It embarrassed both of them. “Get a round trip
ticket, then. Planes. Busses. Taxis. I don’t care. But drive the
damn thing away, or get someone else to do so when we’re
finally out of sight.”
“And if ...”
“Oh bother with that. Assume it runs. If it doesn’t, I’ll
take care of it myself. You won’t be faulted. Blameless in the
end. But as long as it does run, you can spare me the trouble.”
“When?”
“When you want. When you sober up after the funeral.
I’ll take care of the rest.”
There was a pause. He had not taken offense. His
brother was concerned for him, making both of them uneasy.
“No,” he said. “The fewer ...”
“Right. The easier it will be.”
“I have to work Monday anyway.”
Again a silence. What his brother had meant was “I
will not cheat you.” What he himself had meant was “You
would not cheat me even if you did.”
The plane was slow and graceless. Only when it leveled
just above the clouds–stratus they must have been–could it fly
as it was expertly designed to fly. And then the whole
experience was spoiled by the Bergsonnian mechan-istics of the
stewardesses, hosts, sexless flight attendants as one day they
would come to be. Forma manent. It was impossible to take
offense. There was no pretense of a “genuine smile.”
Calculated, overdone, like the waiter in L’Etre and le Néant.
Meant to soothe one into thinking, staring at the lethal distance
between oneself and the black earth, that this, this too, was “all
taken care of.”
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What would Jean-Paul have thought of it?
Sibyl leavings. Mother read some Virgil. He doubted
she had ever reached the belt of Turnus or the bees.
The taxi-driver, he recalled, had not thanked him for
his tip. The flight attendants ignored him. None of them would
say “Do you remember? Recall? That guy on the ...” Call him
a creep. Woe-begone. Awash in tears. Ashes on his head. A
credit to his race. No one would remember him.
The land rose up to him in a graceless circle of the
black earth. The seat belt molested him contentiously but he
wore it regardless. It was done. It was the civil thing to do. The
rivets caught on his jacket. Beneath him, the river contorted,
circling back on itself, in accord with what he had once learned
in physics class. There was heat rising from the runway that
shook the towers, like the images in the old circus mirror.
Distant and near relations met him with congenial smiles and
platitudes. He spent most of the first evening drunk, entirely as
predicted, pretending to grieve, or simply trying to.
The details are of course irrelevant. His actions at the
ceremony meant nothing, no more than the events themselves
had meaning. What was of relevance was his attempt to start
the car. He received giddy praise for his success. He drove
drunkenly around the block and managed to find the third gear
he had no proof existed. Why this sentiment? The seat was
musty. She had not driven the car or aired it in weeks. He
received sober chastisements for his recklessness. His top speed,
he assured them, had been well below the speed limit, pushing
barely beyond the year of her birth. It may have been higher
on the street that ran parallel to theirs. It was there he had
found high gear. He had struck no children, as far as he knew.
Anyone could see he was unhurt himself. He had no
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recollection of the white line sneaking mischievously to the
inside of his right or was it left front wheel.
The plan was elegant, near to completion. He was to
drive north. They would all be spared the cost of the return
flight. He himself would be spared the inconvenience. He was
afraid to fly, they thought. Hadn’t he once made the claim?
avoiding a familial wedding? He voiced no objection. It was
easier.
The Man Without a Car now owns a car.
The unsightly scar on the property is now removed.
The inconvenience of arranging transportation during
times of crisis and annoyance such as the death of mothers is
avoided.
The expense of insurance is avoided too.
The drudgery of car rentals is in the past.
The fear of accidents is eased.
The car can be left at the very scene.
Abandoned.
With the serial numbers chipped away.
What could be easier?
The ceremony was perfunctory. He could not sense the
“absence” everyone talked about as a “presence.” “Oh, it’s
strange,” someone would say, forcing the tears. “It’s almost as
if the absence were a, you know, pre- ...” A paradox unworthy
of the fame it had once enjoyed in the academy. There were
scores more worthy. Being drunk, he listed them. They had
stared at him half in shock. They had stared at each other in
amazement. They had stared back at him with understanding
and patronizing smiles. “Oh yes, I can almost feel the absence
as a, you know, pre- ...” How prettily professed.
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On the third morning, he rolled away the stone and
started the car. No one else in the house was awake. He had
not realized until now quite how much he hated the car. He
had not realized he hated it at all. They say he had grinned
happily when he drove it, but of that, he had no memory. They
said all was documented in the photograph, doubtless hidden
among hundreds. And perhaps he could recapture that
emotion as well, briefly, while drunk, while speeding far more
recklessly than he had admitted, risking his own well-being and
the lives of the children on the block, out past their bedtimes.
Third gear still perplexed him. There was no “trick” to
it that one could or could not learn, that one could or could not
teach. There was no prescribed technique. Just manipulations,
experiments, random movements of the gear shift and the
clutch. All depended on the inexplicable and unpredictable
mechanisms in the car’s worn transmission. She, of course, had
not needed high gear. Mother drove in second gear alone, and
did not subject herself to the indignation of dependence on a
poorly tooled piece of metal. That old hags laughed at her. At
all of us and them. Fate, or perhaps Chance–the two of them
knew fully well where third gear was.
He drove from the house in early morning. He was the
only one awake. The sky was clear, clearer than he would have
predicted. He wanted to drive smoothly and efficiently. He
wanted to be competent. He wanted to be a detached master
of cars, properties, perspectives, and the telephone poles that
would pass in perfect succession. But the car and its faulty
transmission, its old rack-and-pinion steering, worn rings, no
doubt, and the bad bearings would not permit it. It responded
less to his manipulation of the gearshift and wheel than to the
elemental conditions of the atmosphere and its own defects. It
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was old and unpredictable. He tried to pass a yellow station
wagon in a gentle arc; the two cars reached a slight rise, with
his own accelerating smoothly, he thought, in the left lane. The
driver to his right, who meant no harm and perhaps had not
even noticed him, maintained a steady speed, almost an
impossible feat in the late-mid-century, he thought. Cruise
control! Cheating!–five miles per hour below the per-missible
speed, and thus eight below anything one could get a ticket for.
The car pulled away from him. Well before the top of the hill,
D twisted the wheel and his car jerked back into the right lane,
(almost as quickly as he had asked), missing, of course, the
serendipitous and insistently oncoming truck.
He inventoried items he had lost. He had left a
paperback novel half-read on the plane, having carefully run
through the characters, who were now all conflated in his head.
Or was it on the back seat of the relative’s car that had brought
him from the airport? A shirt with his smell on it–he may have
tossed it into a hamper or under the guest bed. What was the
point of searching for it? He had lost at least two quarters and
a dime.
There was too, the overcoat once draped over his arm,
and that too was in the house or the car of a relative. He had
not seen it. A thermos of coffee which he had made that
morning. The thermos was not his; the coffee was not his; the
water may, in some sense, have been jointly owned.
There was a pamphlet-sized roadmap of every major
roadway in the country, including those only proposed. Each
rest stop was marked. His routes had been carefully planned
and marked in red. No one took credit for doing so. “We
bought it,” someone said. Or “had it done.” He had seen it that
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morning and covered it with a newspaper three days old. That
too was now gone.
What remained was a heavy sweater, which he was
now wearing. A somewhat informal but in these circum-stances
acceptable jacket lay on the seat beside him. He had worn it on
the airplane. He thought this jacket lay across a small briefcase
with a glossy squared exterior that appeared to be imitation
leather. When he moved the jacket, he remembered he had left
that behind as well. It would be mailed to him with the
overcoat. Forget the postage. He patted the jacket pocket. The
wallet was still there.
The car shuddered through a corner. Its eccentricities
were now less regular. Almost annoying. At a gas station, he
had treated the attendant with contempt, for no reason. He had
hoped to be bemused, “detached” from the mere necessity of
things. And finally the heat gauge raced all the way to the end
of the century, past the Bad Pipsisewah himself, the edge of
globe, and the smoke, unseasonably white, filled his rear
windshield. There may have been a remedy. Step One was to
stop immediately. He continued. The burning odor meant he
“should do something,” perhaps even “had to do something.”
He slowed down (unavoidably!) behind a car he might
otherwise have tried to pass. It was a newer model of some kind,
that unattractive yellow (“gold,” as it would be known in the
showroom) characteristic of cars in those days, and perhaps
designed for visibility. Another shudder jolted him. The yellow
car pulled away from him, its driver perhaps glancing once at
the following white cloud of exhaust smoke. Quarter-mile, 880
yards, accelerating to the lower right hand point of time itself,
now barely visible at all.
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The road seemed designed for what might be heavy
traffic, but now there was none. It was mid-morning. Who had
anywhere to go at this hour? He got out of the car and took his
coat with him. The white smoke slowly drifted away. It had
significance, if only he could remember. Head gasket, he
thought. Water in the cylinders and crankcase. Steam, not
smoke at all. A near fatality, in the sentimental mythology of
car repair. Far beyond the skills of the week-end garage
mechanic, though, with his handful of basic tools, to deal with.
Chorus of boos.
He was no longer angry. For this irritant in life was
over too. He stared at the car for what might be the last time.
His head cocked, hands on his hips, his right fist closed on the
jacket. He got back into the car, which, except for an occasional
wisp of steam from the exhaust pipe, appeared innocently
parked on the shoulder. The driver, or perhaps a young child
of the driver — relieving himself in the woods. So it would
perhaps appear. A car passed, featureless, without slowing
perceptibly.
There was little or nothing of value in the car. The
once living owner had kept it neat and uncluttered. She seldom
used it. She was old. She never bought candy. Never spilled an
ashtray. There was no discarded food, beer can half-crushed,
unread mail. He found a thin sheaf of papers in the glove
compartment. A map, folded perfectly. Hers, not placed there
recently. She did not understand them, had no use for them.
He recalled the oft-told joke of his colleagues: “Why are men,
not women, good at read- ...” But the map joke was crude and
here inappropriate. “Because to a man, every inch equa-...” He
folded the map again so that it would fit his jacket pocket.
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The rest was insignificant. A schematic of the wiring.
What good would that be? Illegible. Damp and musty. A plastic
folder, once intended for “papers” contained nothing. He left
it. The registration certificate was a folded blue sheet of thin
paper in a second folder of sturdy manila, or once-sturdy
manila. It held a 3 x 5 card identifying an insurance company.
He placed the card in his back pocket. He carefully unfolded
the registration. It gave such information as serial number,
engine model, year and color; many of the spaces were simply
blank. Some had information he knew to be inaccurate. Brn, 5
8 grn eyes ...Her name was printed in upper case on the top
line. On the bottom line, she had signed it.
The verso of the registration was more complex, and
little seemed to relate directly to her. “Years possessed” “Liens”
“Have you ever been subject to Penal Code 5-7B.176 ...”
“Have you ever been suspended for ...” “Have you ever been
to a Turkish prison ...” He folded the paper twice and slid it
into his pocket with the insurance card.
He slung the jacket rakishly over his right shoulder and
walked to the front of the car then past it. His feet were slightly
to the right of the white line demarcating the shoulder of the
road, his left foot thus higher than his right, as in paths through
the Inferno, always circling down and to the right. But few
passing drivers could be sophisticated enough to catch that
allusion; instead, they would see the mere illusion of a limp.
His path was perfectly straight until he nearly reached
the point where the car he had been unable to pass had
disappeared from view. He turned only when a car passed, and
no cars passed. Fifty yards short of his goal, he stopped and
heard nothing.
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The grass on the slope leading from the roadway had
recently been mowed. It was too late for morning dew and he
left no impression as he walked on it. He leapt easily and
adroitly over a wet ditch, delimiting the artifice of grass. He
ducked under a branch, took three steps, then stood erect. A
car passed that he could barely see. He urinated in the direction
of the ditch, then continued through the brush to his left to a
tree the road-builders had neglected to cut. He sat down on one
of its large roots. He reached into his hip pocket.
With his jacket folded across his lap, he tore the map
into tiny fragments. He crushed the insurance card, threw it
into the bushes, and tore the registration into fragments as small
as the map fragments. For a moment, he kept the shreds in his
hand. But it was pure sentiment, and he threw them into a line
of damp sediment that must lead behind him to the ditch. He
should light a cigarette, he thought. As if he were being
watched. By a camera. By a curious observer or admirer. That
old canard of le regard! Instead, he stared into the brush ahead
of him.
He had not wound his watch that morning. It would
be pointless to check it. It took only minutes, however, to regain
the road shoulder and reach the rise where the last car he had
seen had disappeared. And once there, the old woman’s car
disappeared as well.
He walked a hundred yards, the coat still rakishly over
his shoulder, now his left. He turned when the cars passed. He
held his thumb out awkwardly. Unpracticed. He had forgotten
how to do it properly. The plaintive or guilt-inducing stare into
the windshields. Was he errant in technique? Were there
grounds for suspicion in his look? Or had “things just changed
since he was young”?
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The irksome heat alone annoyed.
He was finally driven to and through the next town by
a teenager, who had only said, “Need help?” and maybe
“Broken down?” He had grunted unfairly twice in response.
Poor kid, untrained in talking to strangers. Trying to do the
right thing, perhaps. D said nothing when they passed the town,
despite the kid’s now quizzical glance at him.
They turned onto a highway some minutes from the
town. They seemed closer to that town than the distance
between the town and the point he had begun hitchhiking.
Without speaking, the kid stopped the car several car-lengths
from the Y that formed where the exit lane branched from the
main road. D moved slowly from the seat. Then he shifted his
jacket to his left hand and “fumbled clumsily,” as that move is
known, with the door handle. “Up?” “Up. Pull up.” D thanked
him with a nod and watched him turn his head to the side view
mirror as the car pulled away.
D crossed the exit-lane and two cars passed rapidly
before he reached the marked shoulder.
He had had theories about hitchhiking once, in the
days when this transportation mode was commonplace. But he
could not remember them in detail, nor could he recall whether
these theories were correct or even if he had been once been
convinced that they were so. Nor could he recall whether he
himself had been the recipient of one of those legendary rides
that took you from doorway to destination, a continent or halfcontinent away, driving through the night in the company of
the efficient, no-nonsense businessman or salesman or
vacationer who wanted company not for company but only to
make the driving itself more efficient. Smooth-operators, they
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were, high-balled and foot right to the floor. Not a trace left of
them!
He had once been part of it—all that mythology of the
roadways, paying for the good fortune of the rides obtained by
him by offering them to others. All who asked, in fact. And then
his wallet had been stolen on the way from Baton Rouge to
New Orleans, it was, by the guy he dropped off kindly at the
hostel in the Quarter and disappeared by the time he came
back to beat the crap out of him. And then he had to stare
warily for twenty minutes at the switchblade the pimply-faced
kid had held not ostentatiously, but visibly–a warning, he
imagined, to keep his distance as others in the poor kid’s
experience apparently had not. And with that, those days were
gone for good.
He was less comfortable than he expected, the heat
unrelieved by a breeze. His hair, when he brushed it, felt
unnaturally warm, and he could smell the odor from his
armpits when he turned on the shoulder of the roadway to face
a passing car. The cars left a breeze, but a hot breeze, one that
reeked of rotten exhaust. Occasionally an un-disciplined child
would yell or laugh at him, the reprimand garbled by the
Doppler Effect, he thought, with pointless satisfaction.
He sat on the grass incline. A car stopped some
distance from him, but he noticed it too late. The wheels spun
on the gravel. The expectant driver was tired of waiting.
Perhaps his anger was legitimate. The man on the grass incline
rose suddenly, trailing his jacket now, and in two strides was on
the pavement. He walked backwards toward his destination.
He cursed the passing cars methodically.
It may have been four hours later when he reached the
gas station with the dirty white pumps. He had been ejected
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from a car at an intersection of telephone poles, white dotted
lines, yellow solid lines, and oversized direction signs making
sense of it. Several of those four hours ago. The heat drove
through his scalp. He had walked backwards. Forward with his
left hand raised to the left, clenched into a fist with his thumb
barely visible. He had varied his limping pace. He had run. He
had sat down near the intersection in the shade, with his head
bent downward and forward between his knees and his jacket
stretched on the ground beside him. He recalled a hitch-hiker
stretched out supine in the sun, left hand slung across his eyes
and right hand raised in thumbs-up vertical salute. “I mean,
really, I mean I’ll stop, you know, for some of them but really I
mean really at least or I mean the very least you can expect or
do I mean if he you know isn’t willing to make the most minimal
of efforts and I’m as liberal and generous as they come but by
this I mean for God’s sake standing up and putting on a jacket
or whatever well then, but still it’s funny I thought he or she or
they or my dog would die laughing but then you know you
should carry a sign like in the old days I mean who picks up
some bum who hasn’t got the decency to shave I mean who
won’t make even that I effort and of course they’re the ones it’s
the ones in suits and neat and signs at all who are the most
dangerous most likely thinking I mean if he’s a pro and wants
to rob someone or mug them I mean why not dress for it and
you know I mean I mean I mean if you’re really into that she
should be willing to invest something I mean look at it from
their side like college kids in suits and Something-U in block
letters on a cardboard sign why doesn’t his family pay
expenses? then again it’s those spur of the moment ones you
gotta watch for I mean no pro is so stupid as to kill you because
he’s got the sense to know better but these crazies will do you
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every time every time every time for God’s sake don’t stop don’t
stop for them.” Don’t. Stop. Stop Stop ...
D still have thirty dollars in his wallet and more in his
pockets. A twenty, a five, and several ones from the change, he
thought, from the last gas station. He had meant to keep change
handy for tolls. All those fungibles now to be exchanged for
coffee in bad diners.
There was a hose to the left. He walked toward it across
the crunch of the gravel. He walked between parked cars that
radiated heat from their metal surfaces and onto the grass
where signs forbade the pissing of dogs or the very dogs
themselves, who of course could no more read the signs than
their uncivic owners would pretend to do themselves.
They stopped at the roadside bar in Mississippi. A carload of
hitchikers, hippies to the core, they had been, with him. No a/c in the old
Volvo 122. They bought gas. They asked for water. “They’s a hose out
back,” the overalled owner said, menacing to the side of the building with
his thumb. ...
The water ran over his face. He washed his hands until
they were cool as well and dried them on his trouser cuffs. He
would go inside and no one would recognize him as the
bedraggled hitchhiker abandoned on the highway. No one
would ever know him now as The Man With No Car.
And then it was a trip through British Columbia, from Hope of
all places north, somewhere north, to the ferries on their way to Alaska, it
must have been. And they were stuck, the whole pack of them, picked up one
by one by the grizzled old goat in his pick-up, who talked incessantly of
beating highhikers to a pulp who had tried to rob him. He fed them all,
bought them a case of beer (it was uncommonly common then!) and his
driving became increasingly reckless and aggressive–all that beating up of
hitchhikers folderol. D had left his favored seat and piled with the rest of
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them into truck bed, watching the road pass violently to the rear and behind
him and fully expecting not to survive it. ...
He had told this story many times. The embellishments trumped history. To the trickster ...
He may have slept. He was confused about time. He
could stay in this impersonal place all evening. No one would
object to him. No one would pity him. The cars would pass and
he would not be indignant. Only he would understand his
plight. No one would share or know his experience. Yet he
would need to keep his head. He would need to shape all this,
condense and mold, remove all from the dull truth of things. It
would make, he thought, an amusing tale for his students, this
year or the next, perhaps, if there were to be a next at all.
The peopled shapes passed in the parking lot. He did
not like his dependence on him, even for the basis of a
narrative. He put on his dark glasses, the only item he had
found in the car two days ago that he imagined might be of use
to him. The light and hues of his surroundings changed
accordingly. He brushed his hair back, and leaned more
confidently now against the cement support for the garish sign
advertising the gas station. He was slightly shaded here. The
cars were in neat rows behind him, obscuring the doors to the
lobby, where they must sell cups and tee-shirts printed with
locations one never wished to visit.
Two vehicles of significance entered the parking lot (or
more precisely, as will become evident, one vehicle and a
second group of them, impossible to indicate in a single word
or phrase). One was a steel grey sports-car, low-slung and rollbarred. Convertible, it best would be. Silver trim, or black in
the color schemes most common at the time. It parked mid-row
behind him. There were driving gloves folded in disuse on the
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dashboard. The car, though doubtless quick and tightcornering, did not seem to call for such accoutrement.
The passenger stepped out without speaking. Her hair
was unruffled by the wind. She stretched. Hot, he thought, in
all senses hot. But he did not wish to resent anyone else this day,
and thus did not look carefully at her. The driver seemed one
whose “income and ambitions” as a colleague once had put it
“had far outstripped his imagination and abilities.” He said
something inappropriate to the woman, which D pretended not
to hear. An argument. Or continuation of one–who could know
its origins? Then louder. She walked haughtily toward the
lobby. The driver called after her in distraction, but she ignored
him. She would use the rest room, pore over the bad cups and
tee-shirts, order coffee ... In his confusion, the driver left the
keys in the ignition and followed her.
D stood and walked slowly past the car as if following
the conventional paths of drivers to the restroom. The car had
a four-speed transmission. Reverse was up and to the right. The
tank must be full or the driver would have stopped near the gas
pumps. It had 8643 miles on the odometer ... 85 mph? ... and
253 miles (unlocalized in dial of the old Studebaker) on this
particular trip.
D returned to the sign and sat down. He would be
patient. He would make his decision rationally. He stared to
the opaque glass of the lobby door.
A motorcycle started up to his right behind the gas
pumps. Small and gaudy. A teenager rode too fast in a circle
around the pumps and nearly spilled. Another pulled in behind
him. The second rider was larger than the first and his arms
were bare. The bike was more respectable, it seemed, although
from this distance, D could not determine the make and year.
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A young girl sat rigidly on the passenger seat. More joined
them. None wore helmets. They left their engines running.
Cycles of various shapes and efficiencies, biceps of various size
and hues, girls of various imaginings. The bikes unevenly
priced, it seemed. Some cheap; others foresaw the so-called
crotch-rockets of later years. Most were Japanese. So unlike the
Old Days, he thought! These new and reliable machines: it was
like driving a car or pedaling a bicycle that never broke its
chain.
D watched with mild interest and amusement, then
heard other bikes, deep and full-throated. One started
smoothly, the other seemed obstinate and the sound died away,
its roar replaced by the incessant grind of an electric starter,
suddenly useless. Two riders, one on an old black Harley and
the second on what seemed to be a new one, rode near the gas
pumps, turned in a close semi-circle, and stopped to fill their
tanks while the other younger exuberants waited. They were
loud. At times jocular.
Serves them right, D thought. The new-fangledness of
it all. Electric starters indeed. Can you imagine Brando, staring
in contempt at the sheriff, or even giving that stupid obligatory
smile at the end of The Wild One, then stalking to his bike and
pressing a button instead of ...
No. It might spare you an hour of embarrassment
perhaps, standing tall on the kick-starter, and uselessly cranking
away in the crowded parking lot. But wasn’t that the entire
point? he thought. The engine would start on the second wellpracticed kick. You would then adjust the choke, even the spark
advance on the older machines. You would not look left or
right. You would not acknowledge those who watched, Invidia
herself, perhaps, all hoping for failure.
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The two self-styled leaders filled their tanks. A
dissonant chorus followed as others maneuvered close to the
pumps. A gas attendant tried to keep order. He heard the
grinding of an electric starter. And he heard an engine not
respond to it.
“Kick it!” he shouted. “Give it a good kick, for Crise
sake.” D leaned back against the signpost. He folded his arms
across his chest, the best look he could muster. The boy looked
over at him. D cocked his right leg, high where it would be seen,
and kicked into the air. The boy, with both feet firmly on the
ground, bent his bare head forward, moved his right hand on
the handlebars. The bike started, then jerked forward in a
graceless arc until it faced D directly. The engine went dead
again, but the bike had enough momentum to coast over the
gravel toward him. The boy’s hand tightened on the hand
brake and the wheel dragged, barely perceptibly on the gravel.
They stared at each other. D smiled as if good-naturedly but
did not unfold his arms. The boy moved his head slightly to one
side as if waiting for or issuing a threat, and the riders by the
gas pumps looked vaguely in their direction.
“What?” the boy said calmly. Nineteen. Twenty, he
may have been.
His dear children! Modicum ...
D shook his head and laughed. “I said kick it,” he
repeated, with exaggerated inflection. “Kic-ck-ick-it. What’s
that button for? Horn?” Tromp. Tromp. Tromp. “Foot for the
starter, like ...” A tromp and demi.
“What’s your fucking problem?”
But D did not change his expression. “I’m thinking of
the Old Days,” he said, again shaking his head. The boy, sitting
erect with his hands in driving position on the handlebars,
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looked ridiculous and he knew it. A kid, and not some badassed Brando of decades past. The large muscles on his arms
were too curved and too perfect, like a young swimmer’s arms.
The fat on his shoulders too evenly dis-tributed. He had not
shaved, but the effect was likely not what he intended. His
sandy hair was itself mocked by the sparse bristle that did not
quite cover his jaw and cheeks. His teeth were straight and
impossibly white. His eyes were blue and he wore no glasses or
eye-shields. The sleeves of his denim jacket had been cut off,
and the jacket was well-used and greasy, or punished to appear
so. D could see irregular shapes of less faded blue above the
pockets. He recognized shapes as trade-marks of certain brands
of motorcycle, less prestigious than the one the kid rode today.
There was a shiny cloth Harley-Davidson patch over the left
pocket. You could wear that driving anything.
“You ride, jerk-off?” the body said, but it was no longer
menacing. Behind him, the riders grew more noisy as an
argument developed between the riders and the gas attendant,
who doubtless suspected more gas had been pumped than the
meters now indicated. The boy turned and cursed over his
shoulder. He was answered by an equally ineffective obscenity.
D could see the rigid unmoving gas attendant with the blue rag
in his right hand, in no way intimidated. He saw also a short
and thin rider saunter up to him with that absurd swagger of
teenagers and drop his money on the ground. There was no
incident. The thin cyclist grinned. The attendant merely bent
as if “other things concerned him” and picked up the money
before it blew away. Another bike approached, and this time,
the attendant insisted on operating the pump himself. There
was slight but ineffectual protest.
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The boy turned back to him with his face again turned
slightly to one side. “Want a shot at it, cock-sucker?”
It was clear what he had just conceded, or so D
assumed. The kick starter on this model, if similar to those on
models of ten years ago or so, was difficult to use, even for a
practiced rider. For a strong, heavy, but inexperienced rider, it
was virtually impossible. You practiced kicking it with a cement
block beneath the frame for balance, or with a trusted friend
holding the front wheel–the friend you could count on never to
betray your secrets or the hours of practice.
As far as he knew, the legends about kick-starters
“kicking back” and throwing a rider over the seat were
completely unfounded, originating, he supposed, in tales of the
hand-cranked starters of assembly-lines cars of the twenties, the
broken wrists of the careless, all real as history, he supposed.
Invariably, these legends concerned machines of the old days–
you forget to “retard the spark” and bingo! off you go.
It was all bullshit. Perhaps a rider or two had fallen
trying to start the recalcitrant things, an old Harley or an
Indian. But it was a tumble, not a mysterious blow from the
kick-starter. The engines of the old days were eccentric, and
largely indifferent even to the intricacies of spark advance. As
long as you did not treat the act of starting as a test of strength–
ball-breaking grunts and shrieks were circus tricks, or
borrowings from martial arts, just getting popular in those
days–as long as you kept your head, there was no problem. But
this youngster, what did he know? He had heard only the
legends–the starter kicking back and the rider flipped in
ignominy over the handlebars.
This is the great betrayal! Now is the time for all good
men and boys alike to come in unison ...
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“Give me a shot at it. Wait. Let me get my gloves.” D
swung his legs off the concrete support. He turned his back to
the boy and quickly retrieved the driving gloves from the
dashboard of the steel-grey sports-car. He put them on quickly.
“Blisters,” he said.
“And?”
“I’m going to start that for you.”
“The fuck,” the boy said. He leaned over the handlebars and squeezed the ignition. The choke was in full-choke
position.
“See?” D said. “It, or she, doesn’t like that shit. All that
nose-poking instead of a good crank like God intended ...”
The boy smiled uncomfortably. His fellows could not
see his face.
“I’ll make a deal,” D said. “An offer even. You see
that?” He gestured to the sports-car with the keys still in the
ignition. “I’ll trade you even.”
“Up your ass.”
“A bet. I say I can start this. If I don’t ...”
“I get that piece of shit?” the boy said in contempt.
“Sure. Why not. A joy ride at least. If I do, then ...”
“Nobody. Nobody rides for ...”
“Stop quoting comics,” D said, then raised his hands
palm outward and ducked his face behind them as if in apology.
“What’s to lose? If I fuck up, you get to drive wherever you
want, with or without me. You know how to run those things?
Stick shift? Steering wheel? Reverse is a bitch.”
“Fuck off.”
The boy smiled weakly and sarcastically. He pushed
again at the electric starter button. His fellows were
maneuvering the cycles behind him and yelling questions. He
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jerked his shoulders toward them and told them to stuff it. They
pushed and drove and idled their bikes to the fence beside the
picnic area. Most parked there and balanced their bikes on the
kick stands. The youngest, the kid with skinny shoulders, rode
his bike along the footpath through the fence.
“Friggin’ Jimmy,” the boy muttered. A breach in
decorum it must have been. The gas attendant shook his head
and spat in Jimmy’s direction, then returned to the station,
flipping the folded bills slowly in his dirty fingers. The blue rag
was stuffed in his bag pocket.
“Five bucks,” the boy said suddenly.
“Oh piss on it. I don’t want five bucks. And what’s that
to you? A case of beer? A cheap bag of weed? I’ll bet you two
hits on my last Kool.” He handed the half-burned cigarette to
the boy who took it and in seconds smoked it down to the filter.
“You want a ride? That’s it?”
“No. You ride. I drive.”
The boy laughed. “You’re on, asshole.”
He yelled over his shoulder. A number of faces turned
in his direction. Two riders stood up. The first, a muscular but
lean twenty-year-old in a striped full-sleeve jersey walked
toward them. An older rider, the one with the old Harley, took
several steps, stopped, then turned back and sat down on the
grass. The skinny kid in the white tee-shirt rode his bike too fast
between the fence posts and skidded across the parking lot. He
stopped beside them and grinned. “Faggot!” The boy with D
cuffed him roughly on the face. “Go play, you shit.” The kid
spun his wheel on the gravel as he turned “Hey! ...” now a bear
with his annoying cubs.
He put the kickstand down and swung his leg over the
seat. D looked to the older rider sitting on the grass with the
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skinny kid who had just been slapped. He did not respond as
Friggin’ Jimmy told his story. He picked up a small tuft of grass.
He pinched it between his fingers like a bourgeois golfer might,
tossing it into the air to check wind speed and direction.
“Can’t wait to fuck up your piece of shit car,” the boy
said.
One of the bikers began to walk toward them. “Oh for
fuck’s sake. Let’s go. Take his shit and get out of here.”
“Fuck off!” He now stood by the bike. D walked up to
it and checked it. “Now you know about ...”
“Don’t tell him, for Crise sake,” a voice yelled at them,
but D did not acknowledge it. It was not threatening.
“Two kicks,” D said.
“Two?”
“Yeah. One to take off whatever crap was put in by
that button you’ve been poking.” The boy said nothing and D
looked quickly at the engine before swinging his leg over the
seat. He balanced his weight first with the kick-stand down. It
might have been cheating to start it propped up that way, but
he was not concerned with cheating. The bike leaned at too
great an angle and did not feel stable. He wrenched it upright
and put the kick-stand up with his heel.
He squeezed the hand brake to lock the front wheel.
The gas tank was nearly full, and he could hear the gas slosh
against the metal surfaces. He reached down with his right
hand and flipped the gas to “Open” then to “Reserve.”
“There’s plenty. Just filled it,” the boy said, not
realizing what D had done.
The rest of course was easy and purely mechanical.
Both choke and accelerator had to be adjusted to the estimated
heat of the engine, likely flooded. No choke, full throttle, then.
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There was the matter of easing the kick-starter through its arc
to feel for its “position” ... “One!” the boy said. “The fuck,” said
D. “I said kicks, not adjustments.” “Shit you say.” ... that is to
say, a “position” that must be felt and cannot really be
described or even recommended. And then there was the
moment of concentration to imagine the sound the engine
would and must make as it started.
“Just a second,” he said. He swung his leg off the seat
and left the boy holding the bike upright with the engine now
idling smoothly. He walked to the sports-car and tossed the
gloves back onto the dashboard without explanation. He
picked up his jacket, and slid his arms through the sleeves. The
boy had had his chance to ride away and had not done so.
Instead, he stood back to let D back on. There was slight bodily
contact between them.
From there, he solved each new problem efficiently.
He had to convince the boy of his riding ability; he had to
determine the boy’s own experience as a passenger (two
completely different skills, of course). He steadied the bike and
rode very slowly to the picnic area where all were staring at
them. He let the bike veer slowly, left and right. The apparent
instability could not be interpreted. Skill, uncertainty, or simple
caution, it might have been.
He said nothing. The boy talked vaguely of a bet. An
offer to buy the bike at an impossible price. The gift of drugs
for the duration of their youth. No one protested.
D was unsure how to return the look the older Harley
rider gave, but he thought he had returned it correctly.
“Helmet,” he said. “I want a helmet.” The older Harley rider
had one clipped to the frame, cheap and half-sized. Without
speaking, he retrieved it, tossed it to Friggin’ Jimmy, who
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brought it to them. This time, the older man did not look at
them.
“Ten minutes,” the boy said, but D could not tell
whether he was informing them of his return, or giving him an
order. He tightened the helmet and guided the bike slowly over
the gravel. “The keys are in it,” he yelled back at them, nodding
toward what they thought was his car. He rode past and slowly
over the gravel, his feet off the footrests. In the mirror, he
thought he saw the kids move toward the sports-car, and
wondered how the driver might respond to its real or its
apparent theft.
He could feel the boy’s weight close behind him,
although the boy tried to make no contact. As they cleared the
gravel, D glanced over his shoulder, checking for traffic, then
twisted the accelerator, giving the machine a jerk the boy could
feel but none of his fellows could have noticed. The boy’s hands
dug into his ribs reflexively. He accelerated smoothly and the
hands were gone. He ignored the shouts of advice. The wind
blew through his helmet and he could pretend he heard
nothing.
Wind in the withers, freedom of the road–all of course
was fantasy. Swart-girthed, big-boned, tooth-haggled, greasestained, wide-stanced biker ... No he would never be that again.
He was no shit-stompin’ high-ridin’ boot-bustin’ road-humpin’
beer-poppin’ terror of townships, stealing the toys of children.
None of it. Yet briefly, he thought, he could pretend to be just
that. Soon, he would be just that.
He missed each shift expertly, “grinding the gears” as
it were, shifting inadvertently down instead of up. He ran from
the white line to the shoulder and took each corner at whatever
speed seemed just too fast or just too slow. He passed an old
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Volvo on a hill-crest and left it braked and pulled over into the
breakdown lane where, for all he knew, it might stay forever.
He ignored the growing anger of his passenger. They stopped
finally, but not smoothly. He had turned to a side road. They
were at the bottom of a hill. Perhaps a hundred yards before
another rise, and another second-order branch of the main
road he had left earlier. He was facing directly west into the
now relentless sun.
The boy’s face was beside his face and they stared
directly at each other. The boy’s arms were on the man’s arms
and he gripped him tightly. “Let go!” “No way. I’m not letting
go. Nor you. Never.” “Then let me off.” The boy stood back
quickly and clumsily with his left hand on the seat ready to grab
the man again. The man cocked his right foot as if to draw it
over the seat. Then he waited for the boy to lean slightly
forward with his hand still poised on the seat. He set his
shoulders and in a single movement extended his leg quickly
and powerfully and felt his foot strike the boy in the groin. It
was an unpracticed blow but one he had many times imagined.
He had not hit the boy squarely, but the boy slipped cursing
down the embankment three feet or so and looked up at him.
It was with rage and frustration, which the pain intensified. He
grasped the sand on the embankment as if to spring, but before
his legs were in position, there was a loud hollow clack as the
man put the bike in gear. It was too late, and both knew it.
Neither moved and the boy’s legs relaxed. “You’ll get your bike
back,” the man said, almost gently. “Relax. I promise you.” He
wasn’t sure then how that might be done, but his voice gave no
sign of such uncertainty. And with that, he rode away from
him, smoothly and expertly onto the asphalt, each shift
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noiseless and flawless now, as he glanced once over his left
shoulder. Checking for traffic.
The boy could not be badly hurt. He would brush off
his denim jacket, shake his hair from his forehead and hitchhike
just as D had done. A mere kid, he would get a ride easily on
these back and harmless roads. He might now follow him, west
and north, or perhaps back to the main road itself. He might
be home, cursing his parents. He might be sitting on the seat of
an old pick-up truck, listening to the stupid metaphysics of the
red-neck driver who had stopped for him.
D knew he would not long be in this state. He drove
indecisively through several intersections, and came finally to a
road sign nothing north to a town he thought was north.
The police would handle it, he thought.
He reached the town more quickly than he had
expected, the back roads more efficient than he would have
thought possible. He continued, choosing roads he knew as
numbers and lines on the old road maps. He stopped for gas
and paid the inflated price without complaint. The bike started
on the second kick, and an old man in a Ford truck next to him
stared blankly in approval. The sun was setting, and in the hills,
it would set for a long time and erratically. His shadow glided
smoothly over the road-shoulder, and the flaws in the roadbed
that he could feel in his hands seemed not to affect it. The road
swung slightly left and his shadow slanted away behind him. He
leaned to the right, maintaining his track one foot from the
yellow line of the shoulder. His shadow came slowly back into
view. It seemed to pass him, smoothly, slowly, as the road itself
broke smoothly and slowly. Then it met a greater shadow and
was gone.
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It was evening, sunset, and the masses of sunlight and
shadow became masses of warm and chilly air, distributed
unevenly through the rises and the valleys in the countryside.
His jacket would soon be inadequate and the air more insistent.
The air masses would seek the hollows, protected inlays in the
contours of the land. There, the presence of warm air might
seem teasingly rational, even if it could not be explained. The
air would change again, cool from the idling rivers. Riding
swiftly, he would experience the clash of land and water as a
shock or as relief.
The shadows grew pervasive, and formed now in the
streetlights. And soon there were no natural shadows left, only
obstructions in the artificial lights. His own headlight shot
forward and spread out over the roadway. Beacons from
approaching cars made him turn his eyes away. He slowed to
let the traffic overtake him and watched an eerie and unnatural
shadow form directly ahead of him. It was his own silhouette.
It seemed to ride before him, sketched across the beam from
his own headlight, thrown there by the more powerful light of
the car behind him. The cars would then pass carelessly,
leaving only half a lane for him, but he merely eased to the right
and braked smoothly, as the car formed its own shadow in his
headlight, and then he chased it, chased it, chased it to the next
corner where both the car and its leading shadow vanished.
Occasionally he came to intersections he did not recognize, and
occasionally there were bridges over other roads he had never
seen. Transverse to his own, and thus as good as aimless,
without goal or origin.
He came to a rest stop, which seemed to be empty. He
drove past it and turned right along a narrow road with no
dividing line. It followed the natural curve of a body of water
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and he followed that curve until he found a clearing and a wide
shoulder. The water formed a small lake although not one he
remembered. He parked the bike, and noticed two bent beer
cans. Good, he thought. It was a place one could park and drink
two beers in peace.
He placed one can beneath the kickstand to hold the
bike in the soft gravel.
He pissed where the gravel of the parking space fell into
a row of trees and he stared through them into the scattered
lights–house lights, moonlight, lights of cars passing on the road
that bordered the far edge of the lake–all reflected on the barely
rippling surface. He could push through to the lake, but the
space where he now stood was more legitimately his. He took
off the helmet and lay down on his elbow between the
motorcycle and the remaining beer can. He felt the heat of the
exhaust pipes on his back. It was a soothing warmth, like that
on certain corners overhung with trees. Occasionally, the
engine would click as the discrete metal parts adjusted to the
chill and to each other. Then he would hear in the distance an
unintelligible voice or simply cry–laughter, or just an animal
moving slowly through the brush. A cat and its fantasies of the
wild. Across the lake, the road near the water edge ran in full
view for what must have been a hundred yards or so. Then it
disappeared and the sound of the passing cars grew hollow and
subdued.
He shivered unexpectedly. The slight warmth on his
back intensified the chill surrounding him, and the water
surface and its reflected light made those differences more
acute. He ground his cigarette into the gravel next to the beer
can and left the twisted butt there. The bike did not start on the
second kick. The gravel was soft and shifted when pressed by
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the weight of the front wheel. He nearly lost his balance, but
here, with no witnesses, he only laughed. He readjusted the can
beneath the kickstand until the bike was held stable on three
points. He kicked the starter confidently and expertly. He never
once thought to use the electric start, although here, that would
have made perfect sense. He turned carefully onto the
pavement, tapping the clutch at its contact point as the rear
wheel dug rhythmically into the gravel. He rode across the
pavement in a smooth wide arc with his left foot skimming over
the black surface.
He decided he had been delayed less than an hour
when he reached the main highway. What waited for him at
what he called his home was a telephone that he would
doubtless hear ringing as he arrived. The ring would continue
at evenly spaced intervals. Patronizing queries of his trip. How
was it? The very logic of concern. No news of a road fatality–
not that we would have heard–who would inform us, after all?–
what constitutes next of kin and what are mere distant
relations?–where have you been?–is your name sewn into the
hatband? The body burned beyond recognition, making things
easier for everyone. A spirit, now, if a spirit, laughing at all of
them. The coroner picks through the cooling ashes for
distinctive features–teeth with the gold melted out of them.
And what would he do then? he thought. Would he
sleep because the others slept? Was it right to answer their
concerns?
No, he thought. He would not go home. Let them
suppose what they will. The catastrophic accident and the
gaping wounds. The tragedy that he had once again taken up
drinking.
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The spaced pockets of warm air grew less frequent and
thus more welcome. In those spaces, he could permit himself
the luxury of a shiver, acknowledging the chill. Near the towns,
the streetlights brought new shadows, rhythmic and subject to
his choice of speeds. To his left, his shadowed caricature, first
behind him, then for an instant next to him when he passed the
lamp-pole. And as he passed, his shadow passed, first flattened
at an oblique angle then suddenly darting out before him and
vanishing in the light of the next streetlight, rebirthing his
shadow behind him to his left.
Tears then formed on his cheeks as the air grew colder.
They ran in a cool stream along his cheekbone and dampened
the padding of his helmet. Dust, perhaps. The cold air and its
burden of humidity. And those who know of this know too
there is no metaphor in this mere fact of physiology–the cold
air rushing past the biker’s eyes and cheeks.
He would soon grow used to it.
He entered a town where the streetlights were too
frequent to cast clear shadows and he turned right from the
main road to follow a route he had never driven but which he
had many times envisioned. Here, he would have many things
to do. The few houses he passed were sparsely lit and the shades
of most were drawn. He turned finally into a dead end, which
narrowed in a driveway paved with irregularly-shaped grey
stones. But there was no house here, as he knew. Still moving,
he turned off the engine and coasted to the near edge of the
cobblestones. His headlight slowly and predictably grew dim.
He set the bike on its kickstand and removed the key.
He then twisted the gas cock to “Off.” He loosened the clip that
held the rubber gas line to the carburetor. A few drops of
gasoline ran out onto the crankcase, hissed, he thought, and
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evaporated almost instantly. He shook more gas from the gas
line and inserted the key deep into it. Then he pushed the
rubber line and key under the gas-tank. No one but the boy
himself would find it; no one but the boy or serious thief, that
is, and there was no way to protect oneself from professionals.
He twisted the protective cap from the front tire air-valve and
jammed a small twig into it. The hot air hissed when released
and the bike settled slowly and barely perceptively onto the
pavement. It could be rolled now only with difficulty. He
removed the half-helmet and shined it quickly on his sleeve. He
forced it under the crankcase and walked away without once
looking back.
He would call the police and that, he thought, would
be it. The Grand Revolution, he thought, had come and gone.
A bike unstolen, merely borrowed and returned to its owner.
Now is the time for all good ...
He walked back up the dead end road away from the
now abandoned bike and turned left along the more important
street perpendicular to it. It was wide enough to be marked with
a white median line, and had at least one sidewalk. He could
not see the opposite side clearly in the streetlight.
He walked quickly and efficiently, his arms swinging
freely and athletically. He was cold from his ride and his
fingertips had been partially numbed by the vibrations that the
pads on the hand-grips were too firm to absorb. Should have
taken those gloves, he thought, but there would have been no
way he could ever have gotten them back to their owner.
When he reached a Y intersection, he jogged at an
angle across the street and breathed quickly as his rapid
movements shook some of the numbness from his fingers. He
leaped easily over the low curbstone and his right foot landed
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on a narrow strip of grass held between the curbstone and
sidewalk. It appeared not to have been mowed in weeks. The
stones and slabs of the sidewalk had perhaps once been flat and
laid evenly. Now they were broken from frost-heaves, or
perhaps from the opposeless roots. He continued straight ahead
to a side-street that was unlit and led, he knew, to a wider
roadway.
He walked to the house that X himself had once
owned. Jn that was. But that was years ago. He wanted to hear
F tell him once again ... But that too was years ago.
It was a grand and foolish moment of caprice. One he
had neither planned nor perfectly envisioned, and the entire
competence of the journey home seemed to ebb away from
him. He wanted simply to “do as he pleased.” What could be
simpler than that? He would say, standing there, he would say
... But nothing came to him, and he laughed, staring through
the streetlight at the broken stars and constellations, their
patterns lost in the treetops. Animal and humanoid. All sheer
chaos in the end.
He paused where the sidewalk was cut by the drive. He
stared at the silver window with his hands or one hand on his
hips. He stared at the silver window with both hands hung
limply at his sides, or perhaps with a slight tremor in his
fingertips.
The chilled night air seemed untouched by the cool
pale light of the streetlights. The moist air ran over his teeth
and chilled like sweetness in excess. Homecoming. That was
the name for it, he thought. After the war was over, after a
decade of wandering.
He walked noisily up the driveway; then his
movements became what he would later describe to himself as
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“stealthy” and “cautious.” He was in shadows. He would try to
remember the first stimulus, but he would reconstruct the
whole thing badly. Erroneously or maliciously. It was all the
same in the end. A dog barked at him, but with no conviction.
He could see her face through the window. Doubtless,
she could not see him. She might look directly at him through
the glass and there would be nothing but a blur there. He could
not determine her expression. In later days, he would describe
her actions as expressive of a certain studied passivity.
He stood on the hardened concrete of the driveway.
The lights inside had faded. With more light, he might have
seen through the open doorway that led from the kitchen to the
living room. He would have seen in the living room a couch
only partially hidden by the doorframe. It would move
diagonally across his line of vision as he moved, distorted,
trapezoidal. But only she was visible.
She stood with her back to the doorframe facing a man
whose left hand rested on her shoulder and slowly, gently he
assumed, fell to her breast (so he imagined) and to her waist
(which he saw) and slowly encircled her. He imagined the
man’s hand twitched at the sound of the doorbell, but no one
had rung the doorbell.
Despite what he had seen–fully-dressed before an open
door by God! have there not been enough fuckings and demises
already?–he knocked loudly on the windowpane, set not in the
side wall, but in the front door itself. There were voices.
Surprise and questioning, perhaps. But no answer or
resentment. He looked away, and backed away when a voice
called out to him. The driveway placed two rows of darkened
trees in near perfect symmetry. Neither the moon nor a single
star was fixed precisely in the center of the vista. When she
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reached the door, to open it only partially, its edge bisected her
face. She had aged, of course, and perhaps that was visible. She
parted her lips as if to speak to him.
“I’ve just come from a funeral,” he said. He tried to
sound ironic.
She looked back into the house at a movement in the
room behind. “So?” she said. “Life goes on, even in spring.”
There was no irony, none he could perceive.
Thirty-five, he thought, on the gauge of the old
Studebaker. Each spring and all springs coalescing at the same
point. The discontinuous memories of each overlaid,
juxtaposed, interlocked, then realigned as if to form a
reassuring chain of cause and of effect. The students came to
him and they were the same students who always came to him.
They had and have the same cock-sureness of the fall they had
experienced, and asked the same inane questions misreading
once again the lecture he had read two years earlier.
“We ...” he said. “You remember, we once ...” But the
conversation fell apart.
“Us? Jesus Christ!” She shut the door carefully behind
her. “Are you out of your fucking mind?”
“No no,” he said, realizing her error. “That’s not what
I meant.”
“Will you never ...”
He felt suddenly unnerved. It was as if the jacket he
had only imagined wearing–the black one, the leather one, the
butch one with the zippers here and there and on the wrists,
the animal hide stretched tight to fit him tight across the chest–
it was as if that jacket had been yanked suddenly and twisted
by some passing schoolboy and the entire jig was up. It had
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been stolen, replaced by this ill-fitting one, with the bad collar
and the sleeves half-worn.
“No. You don’t understand. I get that. There was a
funeral and ...”
“Fuck off.” She stepped straight into him and shoved
him from the doorstep.
“Everything is different,” he said. “That’s what I’m
saying. There was ...”
“Different?” she said in mockery. “You mean there are
more fuckings and demises? I’d fuck your mother if I thought it
would get rid of you.”
“No,” he said. “You don’t understand. You just don’t
get it at all.” He was backing down the driveway. The stars had
moved slightly, or the earth had, and one was centered directly
over him. Her scorn was distant and more distant with each
step. The door then closed between them.
...
Satisfied?
Disappointed?
Were there to be more mad heroics? A murder, or one
of those bad beat-downs of fiction?
No. None of it. None of it! He calmed himself. This
was not him. No. He was no mad-jealous, principle-invoking,
passion-ruled, duel-fighting, shotgun-toting, rake-lynching
killer of cuckolding rivals. Hardly that. No. All of that was guilty
sentiment. What then? Walk away like that? Like the lilylivered, water-veined, grow-a-damn-pair trifler that he must
have seemed to her? No. He shook his head, now knowingly.
He would have none of that as well. Not one whit of it.
And slowly, or perhaps all in an instant, he forgot every
bit of it. The nights of sleeping and not sleeping and the vague
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dreams of both. The hands on the glass. The rage of the public
caress. Rendezvous and assignations and all those modern
equivalents. The computations and reservations and departure
dates and arrivals with no luggage. All the confirmations and
retractions and protestations, yowling in despair, the bald-faced
lies, soul-searching (whatever that was) and am-I-really-sayingthis and the whole damn lot of things. Over and done with, it
was. And now, now! out into the real world he grandly went.
The world of phone calls and obligations and bill-payments and
verbal slips and ineptitudes, the world of empty gas tanks. The
complex webs spun by old lame Vulcan himself on his ancient
forge. Prince of Cuckolds! Even a god couldn’t break through
the threads and the laughter.
He walked home or to the place he called that in the
quiet warmth of spring. She lay on the beach with her head
resting in his lap. He was indifferent to his own arousal.
“You thinking?”
“No,” he said to her.
“Then tell me anyway.”
“What I’m thinking? Or what I’d like to be thinking, if
I were bound to tell the truth?”
“Just tell me.”
“No,” he said. “Say nothing.”
Indolent, half-thinking, journal-poring, wonder-of-ascholar he was, sitting there inexplicably disturbed by the pencil
on his desk and by the oblique angle it formed with the wall
and by the open triangle it formed with the corner of the desk.
“You happy?”
“Shh.
“Want something ...”
“A question, is that? No? An order? I get it. No.”
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He lay on the beach with his head resting in her lap
and he was indifferent to the arousal, no longer insistent.
“Ridiculous,” she had said, when he told her what she
meant to him. “This is the worst idea!” She leaned over him.
Her hair washed over his face. He could feel her breasts soft
soft in her warm breath. “You’ll fall asleep,” she said. “I’ll be
alone on the beach.”
“Say nothing.”
“Nothing. I want nothing.”
He smiled and slept and woke and looked at her. She
stared briefly at the water. Level with the water, out beyond
him. She kissed him or pretended that she would. It made no
difference. “I want to die,” he said.
“Eliot!” she laughed. “I win!”
He stared at the pencil. It still disturbed him. He picked
it up with his right hand. Surprising how they made them. Split,
he supposed, with the graphite laid in and the two halves glued
together, stronger when the grains met unmatched over the
pencil lead. All from the most readily available tress. Like
Judith’s father himself, foreman in the factory where he worked
long hours and efficiently putting two kids through college on
his earnings. Then laid off when the two-year’s supply of
pencils, toothpicks, or 2x4s for the entire world had filled the
warehouse. It was all shavings in the end. Dust in a sharpener.
He held the pencil with both hands and watched his
grip grow tight. One movement, which was two movements,
broke it easily. His hands snapped downward away from the
once rigid horizontal. He brought both back to the horizontal
and relaxed his fingers. The broken pencil fell in new dis-order.
The two pieces touched once half-way through the flight. For
an instant, which remained fixed, they formed a straight line
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angled across the table leg. They caught a shadow there, and
the break was barely visible. He turned away in anticipation of
the clumsy ticking of the pieces as they hit the floor.
Not bad, that, he thought. But all this too was
fraudulent. The whole damn thing: the swaddling up of familial
grief in large insistent bows, the broken down car and all the
obligatory larcenies that trailed it. The obstinate relations
simply didn’t die that way, quiet in a distant state, but howling
in confusion and trying to find the right things to say at the last
minute, which never seems to come on time. Late by a half-day
once again. “Who’s in charge here!” — his forebear just
managed to articulate, in his old-fashioned register. And now,
he guessed, the meaning of all of it, the most miserable of
winters and her he claimed to have held through all of it, her
lovely name unnoted here, now, he guessed, or finally found
himself in a state where he could say, it all ...
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IV. (Subtitle): DUEL FORMS KAY’S
REGIME!
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Sight Reading:
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He had completed his note on the Genre Called
Madness and it read as follows: “The sottie is a late fifteenthand early sixteenth-century French dramatic genre. Sotties are
sort skits, generally only a few hundred lines in ...” But of
course, he did not read it through. He would proofread later.
Only a few sentences would seem coherent to him, if read
silently. Only a few paragraphs would advance the argument.
Even fewer would convince him he had written them at all. He
would be confused by earlier contexts he himself had
constructed. Now isolated and juxtaposed after cuttings and
pastings, it was called, rearrangements, reconceptions, the
stitched fragments would make little sense to him, the line of
reasoning no longer visible.
Oh, it had been a successful evening regardless, if still
evening. But from the tightness in his back, he concluded he
had slept through much of the early morning, however one
defines that when days were as long as June days. He stretched
and his right foot kicked away a broken pencil. The coffee cup
lay on its side on the desk. Its surfaces were covered by foreign
filth, dried coffee, careless fingerprints, graphite dust, narrow
now horizontal bands where the coffee had dripped from the
rim.
His notebooks, both or one, were to the right, layered
with sheets of scrap paper–abbreviated names, some apparent
calculations. His doing. All in order, he thought. The day
would be warm and the sun would rise high in the sky. It was
an hour or hours past dawn.
There were footsteps in the corridor. Purposeful, unlike
those of an animal, whose motives were unknown, whose
scurrying to us is aimless as ours must seem to them. The
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footsteps passed his door quickly. He could no longer hear
them. Turning a corner doubtless, or stopping to admire one
of the dated posters on the corridor walls.
In the second drawer of what he defined as a file
cabinet (that held no files), there was coffee. He felt his bowels
protest. A minor disturbance. He would have to urinate soon,
and he wished, like the famed professor his own father had
described to him, he had a closet full of coke bottles–those
green ones of the past, only to be found these days in antique
stores and genre scenes of paintings sold to tourists. When the
old boy retired, wrapped in the legends of his career, he
bequeathed in indifference to his office mates, colleagues, and
the entire janitorial crew, gallons of preserved urine, all capped
carefully in the now classic 6 oz. bottles.
He had no Coke bottles. He had no need to return in
the evening to empty them. He looked at his watch and was
annoyed that he took it seriously. It remained unwound.
He stood and stretched again. Then, keeping his feet
together and his knees stiff, he bent over and touched his toes.
The paradox of pain and utility. He took two steps to the
window, pumping his half-bent arms in small arcs as if that
would “loosen” (it was called) his shoulders. He believed he was
only imitating an early morning setting depicted on television.
He pulled on the shade and it snapped as it rolled up from the
light.
The window faced west, or nearly west. He could judge
the hour only by the shadows. Six, was it? Six-thirty?
Descending toward the right on the speedometer? or perhaps
barely registering to the left, with sunrise set at zero.
A circle of buildings, brick-faced like his own,
surrounded an open space of grass cut into sharp but irregular
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sections by stone paths, like drafts, he thought, for the buildings
of High Modernism. Slightly to the left and forward of the
imagined focal point, the main path broke into a Y. He lost
sight of its left arm when it curved as if away from him behind
a well-attended hedge. He could not identify and perhaps he
did not recognize those who walked the pathways, slowly, as if
without purpose, like the animals, he thought, of his walls and
imaginings. None veered; none turned; none stopped. There
were no gestures exchanged. Students likely. Locals would be
guilty to be here, or cock-sure and arrogant ... “Make me. Make
me,” they would spit at the unarmed security, in their best Clint
Eastwood it would be.
He turned the lock on the window, but it was a pure
formality. The frame was old and the catch displaced. He
raised its once counterweighted weight, barely perceivable in
the moisture-swollen frame. The window in its friction seemed
to hiss at him. He could raise it less than half a foot before it
jammed. A breeze struck him at the waist. Only when the air
reached his face was he aware of how stale the air in the office
had grown. Stale breath and breath mixed with stale cigarette
smoke. Stale sweat and the stale mold from unread books.
Outside he could hear traffic and the horns of
annoyance from frustrated drivers. Illegal, he had heard. But
the bursts were brief and intermittent. There was no discernible
rhythm or pattern to them. With no more evidence than this,
he could not determine the effectiveness of the ordinance.
There were pigeon’s gurglings. The implied rustling of the
English sparrows moving through the bushes. Even the least
exotic of us have passions, he thought. Even those dropped off
in this continent by the Great Bardologists of the Past. When
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you walked by the hedges, you could see these Anglophilic birds
flicking bread crumbs thrown to them or simply discarded.
A man dressed entirely in grey with features D could
not recognize at this distance walked toward the Y, took the
fork that led to D’s right, and disappeared from view beneath
the window sill. On impulse, D struck the window frame twice
with his palms, then, with effort, pushed it open, nearly fully so.
With his hands gripping the window sill, he leaned out. He saw
a large bush half leafed out. It was perhaps twice as tall as a
man of average height, but its top unfolding leaves were still
several feet below him. Between it and the façade of his
building, he could see nothing. Yet through its branches, the
old man in the grey suit jerked forward as if strobed by the
leaves. You could see eclipses shadowed in the leaf shadows, he
recalled.
The chill was intolerable. He slid the window down,
now with difficulty, the useless counterweights rattling unseen
inside the frame. Ordnance for Uncle Toby ... he began, but
the very indecorum stymied him. The window jammed and he
turned away.
The papers on his desk, arranged, it seemed, so
carefully, had been disturbed. Most remained flat, likely in their
original order. A single sheet lay bent against his typewriter.
There was paper on the floor as well.
Three imagined sections on his desk once divided those
papers into three coherent groups, carefully dis-tinguished by
shape, history, and function: (1) scraps and fragments, (2)
pedagogical histories and final calculations, (3) notes on the
Genre Called Madness. A large space separated the second
from the third. The sections were likely still distinct. He squared
the edges of the papers until the three groups were three neat
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overlapping stacks. The sheet against the typewriter lay apart.
He turned it to its verso and read quickly: “ ... continuing, ...
the conclusion ... smll hds fc ...” Crossouts. A single line slashed
diagonally from the top left to the bottom right corner. He was
uncertain whether the still legible obscenity was a comment, or
deleted with the rest. Scrap. Draft for his note on the Genre
Called Madness. He placed the sheet face down on the scrap
pile. If his article were rejected (a possibility), he could use those
earlier drafts for reference. He could change a paragraph, add
a pointed observation. Yet in no rejection of this past, in his
many attempts at revision, had he once referred to earlier
material.
He heard more movement in the corridor, and he
quickly broke the overly meticulous alignment of his notes, as if
its very neatness would embarrass him.
The door was likely locked. It rattled in the door-frame
as someone apparently tried to open it. There was silence. A
janitor. A colleague. Guinevere herself, perhaps.
He heard a key inserted into the lock. The door shook
more insistently, but the bolt was not yet free. He heard what
he construed to be a more forceful twisting of the key. The door
shuddered and swung half open. He could see the knuckles of
two hands past the edge of the door. Fumbling to retrieve the
key.
An old man stepped from behind the door and faced
him. He was holding a thin briefcase, the kind that was
common at mid-century but old-fashioned even then. It was
pinned to his ribs by his right elbow. His left hand was on the
doorknob on the inside face of the door.
“Oh.” The old man seemed disoriented, as if uncertain which of them did not belong here.
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D turned back to his desk. “I’m sorry I didn’t get the
door for you. I didn’t hear you.”
“I hope I didn’t startle you,” the old man said, as he
swung the door briskly closed. “Working early, are you? Or
late? No matter.”
“My watch stopped,” D said. It was stupid thing to say,
however accurate. But the old man was less subtle or concerned
than D gave him credit for. There was no cause to take offense.
“Yes. There’s much to be done these days. The
deadlines penance for imposing them. You’ll be going off this
summer, I presume?”
“Hm?” Jn had told him a story once. Or W himself it
might have been. He repeated it each spring. He had once
thought to meet with each of them. Those green-headed
darlings! Modicum of sense! Block out a day or two, with signup lists and schedules. Do The Right Thing! he had imagined.
Man Up! Face the Consequence of One’s Actions. Conference. Parry and thrust. Beat them down with the inex-orable
logic the years had graced him with. Just as they claimed to
teach in the most advanced of Education Schools, wherever
they might be. Braced with loins all girded up for the armwaving fits, tears, despair over the future, the wrath of distant
relations ...
No one came, of course. No one signed the sign-up
sheet.
Life goes on, he thought.
And then he revised the whole damn thing (still in the
midst of his story). He marched to his office with his gradesheets
in one hand and his packed suitcase in the other. A pox on
them! I’ll have revenge on the whole pack of you! He fixed the
grades to the door barely breaking stride as he did so, ignoring
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the pillars of office doors and the pillars of society behind them,
right to the exit to the airport.
And life went on as well.
It was as if nothing had happened.
“And were you harsh on them this year?” the old man
asked.
“Harsh?” What could that mean? Justice past ... “No
more than usual, I guess. Fair. Or so I’d like to think.” He
winced; it was like claiming all one wanted was respect ...
But the old man ignored him. “Myself? I’ve become
predictable. I have no surprises left. It’s all just ritual.”
“You’re not staying to hear them out,” D said. “Isn’t
that neglectful of a rite of sorts?”
The old man turned from the desk positioned on the
wall facing D’s wall. They had had this exchange before. Or a
close variant. “I don’t think ...”
“I mean, how ...” Tedious. But to drop the topic might
risk insulting him. “If you go now, how could you possibly know
how they react? Surely no one tracks you down in the phone
book, calling just to say ‘Ah just as I thought. Just as I imagined.
It all works out in the end’.”
“Oh, I have no proof of anything. There’s nothing they
could say that I haven’t heard before. How would I know who
is praising or critiquing me? One of them? One of their past
variants? It’s easy enough to know what they think. Watch
them when they leave you for the last time. The farewell speech
to them. Even following an exam of some sort. How much eye
contact do they make? That’s the key. The peremptory and
warning scowls of grief, the cries of happi-ness–that means
nothing. What do the mathematicians say?”
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D had been waiting for the question: “Epiphenoma,”
he said. “Nothing more.
“Exactly.” The old man opened his briefcase and
carefully emptied it on the desk surface. “Would you like
coffee?”
D did not want coffee but said he did.
“It’s late,” the old man said. “No time really to walk to
the corner. But I believe Jenny has been diligent and there is
probably some nearby.”
“Here.” D dug into his pockets and felt some coins. He
took nearly half of them and shook them in his palm. But the
calculations seemed suddenly impossible. A tourist, staring at
the mysterious toy money before the shopkeeper. “I was at a
bank recently,” he said. “I asked the cashier to cash a check:
$58.63, let us say. She asked nervously: ‘Do you want the
change?’ I didn’t follow. She asked again. ‘Why of course,’ I
said. She counted out the bills. Then left to find her supervisor.
She couldn’t make change, it seems. Who would have thought
to ask her in her interview? It’s all ‘telling’, ‘telling’, in the old
sense. Counting, that is, as in bank tellers, as in telling time as
well, I suppose. Not ‘telling’ a damn story, as in ‘Here, sir, this
fist of coins seems appropriate’.”
The old man did not react. Either he had not
understood, or this tale too was one he had heard before.
“Take them all,” D said. “I’m doubtless behind
anyway.”
“Oh. No matter.” The old man took the coins and put
them in his jacket pocket. He had not glanced at them.
“Black?”
“Yes.” Always black. And still the old man asked.
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He had some trouble with the door. Perhaps the knob
needed fixing. He then left the door ajar, as old men are often
thought to do.
More footsteps. Then silence. He was alone, that
meant. Both hands on the desktop, he leaned forward with
elbows locked. He started through the taped dates on the wall–
through them, as it were, to the histories behind them. Not
theirs, this time, but now his own. They had been copied from
and later in his lecture notes. He had constructed some from
memory. The tape had over the years dried and cracked. He
relaxed his right arm and supported himself solely on his left.
He stood. And then methodically and carefully, to avoid pulling
paint chips from the wall, he tore the papers free and let them
fall in Sibylline disorder to his desk.
“D?” “Hm?” D? It had been their last meeting, the last
time the three of them had been together. He was sitting at the
kitchen table with the wine and coffee mixed before him. Let
us say a cigarette had burned out in the ashtray and he was
staring, staring out a window to other windows lit behind their
curtains. They must have thought he was asleep, dreaming
there. “D?” And then there were two of them. One relieving
himself in the next room. Asleep in the next room. Outside in
the spring sky studying the stars and their suggestive positions.
“You’re serious?” He smelled the odor of a spent cigarette, the
damp ashes in the ashtray moist from its washing. “You’re
serious!” she said.
“I’ve forgotten what I said.”
A light flickered in a distant window and he squinted
for detail. It may have been a curtain shifting. Or a hand drawn
over it.
“Oh come on. Don’t be so fucking coy.”
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She would have spat that out at him, the best way it
might be characterized. Propriety of description. The Grand
Decorum of Things from the eighteenth-century theorists. He
had answered with clipped cliches and platitudes. A few
banalities to make the last illusion work, he thought, as the
aging spring wound down like a neglected watch. Good one,
that, he thought. “I’m sick of your bullshit,” she had said. “I
don’t believe a fucking thing you say.” But she was wrong. That
was inaccurate. He had made her believe it.
It was over, that is, the discussion and the critical
debate itself, the thrustings and the parryings. “Got it,” someone had said, as the exchange limped to its inglorious halt. Not
her, he thought. Losing interest in the adjoining room, the
urinating, fortuitous nap, or the configurations of stars in the
spring sky. But he could not recall the context that made that
remark make sense. That fixed it in his mind. Meaning and
memory. We all get screwed in the end, he thought. Even now,
fumbling for a match or a lighter. He has lost the lit window he
had seen through the kitchen window. Or had the kitchen light
obscured them all, reflected from the window panes?
His name in block letters on the board.
Green and yellow splotches!
That was it.
Screaming Yellow Zonkers, they had been. That’s what they ate
out of the psychedelic box when he and Judith made love for the first time,
and now the first time too that he had ever mentioned it ...
He had dozed again. He awoke alone in the kitchen.
To the right was the cigarette he had never lit. And some-where
he could hear laughter for which he might well be the object.
Tap-t-ta-tap. Something in the walls. Missed by the
incompetent exterminator. The footsteps of the Queen ...
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The door was pushed open, and D turned. It was not
the old man, as he had suspected. Rather a younger face, with
a smile and dulled features. “Jennifer!” the old man would have
cried in glee. Or Sylvie of the Woods herself, it was, best he ever
had, he rued. From Brittany ... Or one of them, he thought.
She doubtless offered coffee as she always did. “No. Not today,
I think.” He tried to appear at ease, even flirtatious. But it was
a game, as the Old Proverb said, not worth the candle. She
smiled officiously and closed the door behind her, leaving it
ajar, as women rarely do.
He slumped back in his chair. He would have to
urinate. The cigarette was burnt out in the ashtray. He was half
asleep. He was dreaming. He could hear them laughing. “Does
he know?” he had once risked asking her. The right thing to
do, he thought. “Does he know?” “What the fuck difference
does it make,” she said. “But does he know?” he demanded.
“Leave that to me.” “But does he know. Does he know,” he
kept repeating ...
The door opened and now it was the old man. He was
carrying a small brown paper bag with a black trademark. It
was partially rolled up in his hand. “Oh this,” he said. “I know
it’s dreadful. I apologize for taking so much time.” The face was
flushed. He had been outside after all. He had crossed the street
on the unseen side of their building. He had walked too quickly
up the flight of steps.
“Jenny’s around,” D said. “You could have had some
free. ... Coffee, I mean! Ha.”
“Yes, Jennifer, my Guinevere. Queen of the Realm.
We still get on–like the modern melodies, I would suppose,
warring to truce in disparate keys. She won’t accept them.
Pennies, I mean. Can’t even sneak them into her purse.”
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“How much?”
“Left in the street with their tracings of dog droppings.
No one picks up coins on the sidewalk.”
“How much do I owe you?”
“I have no idea. I just gave the girl a fistful of coins and
said rather sternly, ‘and no pennies’, referring I guess to
change, but I’m not sure that’s what she imagined I had meant.
Perhaps in that role, you don’t imagine anything.”
The old man opened the paper bag, which seemed
soaked through at the base. He took out two balls of wet paper
napkins and laid them on the table, then two paper cups with
plastic lids. Each had a tiny hole in the lid and each was marked
in ink. “That,” said the old man, leaning over one of the cups
and raising his glasses to his forehead. “That, I believe, is yours,
or ...” He scrutinized the second plastic lid. Near-sightedness,
it was. Less common than the word implies. You bring the text
to your face, as his old mentor once had done and raise your
glasses as you read. We will not see the like of that again, he
thought.
“No sense in wearing them at all,” he had once said. “I
hardly care about what’s not an arm’s-length from my eyes.”
“Yes. That one.” He nudged one of the cups toward
D, who took and it and pried off its squeaking and resistant lid.
The coffee was light brown. The usual error.
“Oh bother,” the old man said, as old men often do. “I
told them I wanted cream. Oh well, perhaps I don’t. Black or
merely sweetened–a nice change in the end.”
“Here,” D said. “Take mine. Milkshake.”
“Oh. How convenient. Two mistakes. They nearly
cancel out. Everyone is happy.”
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“The crowd roars,” D said, certain that he would not
be understood.
They exchanged the cups in silence. D tasted the
unordered coffee and winced. The old man merely stared at his
cup and the discolored swirls on the surface. “You’re right. I
don’t suppose I should have ordered this at all. Quite bad. And
Jenny will doubtless take offense, in her own ineluctable way,
of course. Although her own is far far worse.”
D had heard this story before.
“Yes,” the old man continued. “I told her once in a fit
of passion or oblivion that I would settle for nothing less than
real cream, which she dutifully bought for me. Out of her own
funds, I think. There is a refrigerator on the first floor, you
know. Did you know? It never occurred to her that I was as
concerned with the proportions of ingredients as with their
quality. So she just assured me all was well, answering in that
musical accord of hers, whatever it is music is, all in accord with
her much-noted frugality. But to insist she buy a coffee pot (with
my funds of course) and worse, that she learn to use it–all that
seemed overbearing. Uncivil, in the worst sense of it. I thus took
her instants mixed in disproportion with the overpriced cream
and of course dislike it all intensely. I shall one day make a great
scene: ‘Well there!’ I’ll cry, decisively, having tasted a cheap
cream-substitute at a friends ...” He was faltering. “My own
cup. A shelf of exotic powders, all styled in their barbaric
brands ...”
The coffee was cold. D finished it quickly.
“Lukewarm too? Only the walk made it all worthwhile.
Have you been outside?”
“Outside? Why, yes I ...”
“Oh of course. How else could you have gotten here?”
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The old man set the half-filled cup on the far left of the
desk, away from the papers. He balled up the paper bag, then
pointed to the napkins. “I bought those as well. Somehow the
weight of the coins seemed too great for mere coffee.”
Doughnuts, they were. Encased in the napkins.
“What kind?”
“I have no idea. Whatever she construed as ‘two of the
usual’.”
“Do you have a usual?”
“I never buy anything but coffee there.”
D poked at the napkin. A trace of pink frosting ...
“Are they worth bothering with?”
“Likely not,” D said. “But I’ll eat them anyway. Here
...”
“Oh no,” the old man said. “Go ahead. It’s too late to
bother about good taste or health. Besides, the bad coffee is a
precedent.”
“And ...”
“No, no. They’re for you.” The old man turned to his
desk, omitted of course in each of the surveys D had made of
the room. Then wheeled the heavy swivel chair to the center of
the room. “Really, I have no work left, tired of the very air’s
banalities. It is just that I found the schedule with one day left
in it, and I could not resist putting in the time.”
There had been another swivel chair in the office. A
match, it was. It had disappeared. Mysteriously, it was said. D
had found a straight-backed chair in the hall and resisted all the
old man’s efforts to find a more regal replacement. “And you?”
“Oh, I’m done, I guess. Done with all that needs to be
done in any case. I’m not sure what more will be required of
me.”
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“Plans for the summer?”
They had talked of these earlier. D suspected the old
man remembered perfectly. “I’m not yet certain. Nothing
confirmed.”
“My wife intends to stuff me into an automobile
[almost like his mother’s autoMObile — the stuff of earlier
generations] and take me someplace terrible not yet named.
That has its advantages. I found myself once honestly telling a
student I quite detested that I had not the slightest idea what
my summer address might be and that nothing could be
forwarded. I added inexplicably: Thursday through Sunday, I
am not available. ‘Oh’, he said, ‘if I had a big operation, those
are the days I’d take off too’.”
“Was that true?”
“Oh no. My wife sees to the mail. But there was
nothing from the student, unless she censored it, not in itself
impossible.”
“The student you detested ...”
The old man smiled at him. “Yes. That one. I’ve
forgotten who that might have been. Or why such things once
mattered.”
“I have plans too.”
“Oh?”
“Yes. Fantastic ones, in fact. But worth imagining. I am
to drive for three days straight until I reach ...”
“You have an automobile?”
“A car? No. In fact, I don’t. That’s part of it. An old
puerile fantasy of mine. I was thinking of getting a motorcyle.”
“Well, that sounds amusing.”
“Yes. And likely unfeasible. Perhaps impossible. But I
used to ride, you know. In the old days, that is. Always thought
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to take it up again. Until my three accidents per year compared
to Michael’s decades of never once putting his bike on the
ground made me reconsider it. And then, my last ride ... Have
you heard the story?”
“Many times. But do go on.”
“It was an army convoy, on the way to Ft. Devens,” he
said. “The trucks full of once-hippie, head-shaven recruits. I
passed them in the highest scorn I could muster (that’s the
word!). Two miles later, the bike threw a rod, splitting the
piston right in half, and I endured the jeers of the militant
crowd as the convoy crawled past for the better part of the
morning and ...”
The old man stood up. Not the story he remembered.
“Well,” he said. “I came here not, as I told you, to put in time,
but rather to say goodbye.”
“I know that,” D said quietly.
“Then there’s an end on it, as Dr. Johnson might have
put it. By the way, I know you’ve been working this spring. Do
you have anything of note to show me?”
The old man had often found him at the typewriter. It
was the interminable note on the Genre Called Madness. They
had never discussed it. But D was finished now and answered
quickly. “Yes. In fact. The sottie. Do you know of it?”
“I can’t say I do. Foolery, is it?”
“Late medieval, as you may have guessed,” D said. “A
variant of the farce.”
“Ah yes. Fedeau. But you doubtless mean something
other than that. Of interest?”
“The genre? Or the note itself? You can skim through
it if you like. The note, I mean. It’s on the desk. No more than
eight or ten pages, I would guess.”
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“Oh good. I was hoping you would offer that. I’m sure
it’s brilliant.”
To which one was expected to respond ... To which ...
“Not up to mediocre par,” he said clumsily. D leaned across the
desk and shook the papers from the dated and yellow-taped
histories covering them. “It’s mostly description. With a clever
twist, I guess. Not serious. Readers ... they can say ‘Ah! Irony!’
That’s what I intend at any rate. Then pride themselves on
their acuity of perception, and let me and it and the whole
damn thing go at that.” He handed the papers to the old man,
who raised his glasses to his forehead with the left hand and
held the papers with his right.
“Oh. Nicely done,” he said. But he only meant the
typing.
D watched him skim the first page, the second. Then,
uneasy and self-conscious, he turned back to his desk. There
were still things that could be done, as the old man read, now
seated in the center of the room. His grade book could be
placed within easy reach, for example, and he might put the
finished grade sheet over it. He might organize the duplicated
sheets–one to the registrar, one for his records, one with social
security numbers instead of names. You just taped it publicly
on the doorframe. (Those Were the Days!)
He might well have heard footsteps as the old man
read. They might stop outside the door and someone might
study the blank door face. But it was not yet noon, the deadline,
he recalled, listed in the official regulations of things. There was
a knock. Both D and the old man turned to the door, then
looked at each other. D detected no change in the old man’s
expression. Surely his own was unchanged as well. Their faces
were like those in old paintings, complete before apprentices
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filled in the bodies and the drapery. There is no new
brushstroke worth consideration. They stared. A slight aging
on the surface, perhaps. A crease. The faded varnish or trace
of discoloration the hand of the vandal dilettante had left after
touching the canvas.
The student must have given up. The footsteps moved
away. Both D and the old man dropped their eyes.
“Good that,” the old man muttered. D, facing away
from him, nodded his head uneasily. He had no idea what page
the old man was referring to.
He had a strip of numbers before him. They were
intended to conceal identities, but they only made a game of
the process of identification. Everyone knew where their names
appeared in an alphabetized list. Everyone knew their
associates. Everyone recognized their own identities and those
of their closest neighbors on the list. From those facts, one could
determine more. Induction, it must be, so-called in the courses
he had flunked as an undergraduate. Class rank. Particular
victories and defeats. Fuckings and demises on a local scale, it
was. In a small class, where all were known by their last names,
one had merely to pause and collect one’s thoughts. ...
How could those numbers be anonymous? Even now
they seemed like names to him. Like faces. Each a personage of
history.
“Ideally,” he once had said, “speaking only of ideals,
they should all receive A’s, the highest of honors. They are,
after all, merely small, that is of nearly equal capabilities. None
is illiterate. Given even a modicum of sense and class
stimulation, they will not cut, loaf, sleep, ignore assignments ...
What more can be asked of them? The A, the F–the grade is
never theirs, so to speak. It is ours!” he intoned, with absurd
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pomp. “It represents our failure to provide ...” Equity, it would
be called in future days ...
“Bother,” the old man objected. “One must sleep, you
know.”
“Despite the class-room of failures for which one alone
is responsible? The ciphers, A through Zed, all heaped in
desuetude? Is it not easier just to say the following? ‘Now C, C’.
Repeated ‘C’. Let us say, that is average, just as the rubric
claims. Again, say it: ‘C’. Yes. Just what we expect of you. A
norm. A type. The very mean of things. Instantly known and
recognized. Then, in the very spirit of goodwill, move the Great
Bell-Curve of Things one unit to the right, advancing slowly
toward the Bad Pipsisewah. Call it B, in high flattery. Or A
itself. There is no stopping it. The perfect rounded type, at
which the Crowd Roars in triumph ...”
“Oh yes,” the old man said, tapping on the papers.
“What’s that?”
“Nothing. Sorry.”
D turned his head, thinking the old man had finished.
But he was still reading. A detail only. A turn of phrase. Perhaps
a reference in the notes he had never seen, but might prove
useful ...
D turned back to his desk and found nothing left to do
but ball up the dated sheets with their malignant tape, now
scattered near the wall. He had had a vision once. Where all
made sudden sense. A flawlessly constructed chart of the very
dates once on his wall. All perfectly legible. There were
columns there, representing the very fields of the academy
itself: history, art, politics, fuckings and demises. There were
blanks, perfectly measured, for new dates which could expertly
inked in the space provided. It was human history itself, fixed
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on the wall, and easily assimilated at a glance. That was the
vision. And instead of that, he had gotten this. The vaguest of
headings never clearly demarcated their holdings; they belied
the entries stacked beneath them. Births and deaths. Then
politics. The monuments of culture on the right. But a wayward
birth intruded on the right, a war, never thought to be of
consequence, worked its way into the left-hand column. Dates
began to cluster, and the spaces proved inadequate. England,
for a few weeks, occupied the left column, but France soon
routed it. Germany and Italy vaguely centered, as in the
geographic maps themselves. He would construct the next of
huge half-circles, he vowed–a grotesque and over-sized icon of
the speedometer into which everything fit best. Or the Uncle
Wiggly board itself, blown up, as it were, to cover the wall. ...
“Yes. I like it. Are you quite finished with it?”
D turned from the empty wall. “Sure. I guess so. It
needs further ...”
“Oh? Do you think so? I don’t see why. Unless you
have something drastic. May I have it?” He meant for the small
journal that used him occasionally as a referee.
“You mean for ... Oh of course. You think they will
take it? I thought ... feared, I suppose, that it might be
unpublishable in any form–the very Corvair of submissions,”
he added, but doubted the old man had not followed him.
“I shall see to it that they do.” D was mildly disappointed. He had imagined something more grand — a
widely circulated journal read by millions. The accolades in
consequence. The rag the old man worked for was “merely
respectable.”
“Yes. Take it,” he said. “By all means. If you think it’s
acceptable.”
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“I see no problem. Perhaps ...” He was squinting at an
unidentifiable page midway through the text. “Perhaps here ...”
He tapped the words with his glasses, now held in his right
hand. Then he looked toward his right at the half-closed
window. “Perhaps here. ... But then again ... I quite see your
point.”
“Where?”
“No.” The old man reshuffled the leaves and tapped
the edges even. Like hiding your card in the deck in the old
parlor games. “It’s fine as it is, I think. I’ll have it copied for you
on my way home and drop ... But perhaps that isn’t
convenient?”
D said nothing, although he wished he could be certain of keeping a copy.
“No,” said the old man. “That is no good. Mails cannot be trusted. One moment. Jennifer!” he called loudly to the
door. “Jennifer! Guinevere my Queen!” But no one answered.
“Give me the phone, will you.”
The telephone was on the floor by D’s left foot. He
picked it up and handed it to the old man, who fiddled with it
less deftly than he should. “Yes, Jennifer!” He was speaking
loudly, as some old men still do, their hearers in the distance.
“Can’t you hear me? No, for goodness sake, I don’t mean now.
Just come in here ... What? No, I have something for you to
copy.” Those Were the Days!
He placed the receiver down. “Damn things,” he said,
meaning the telephone. He handed it back to D. D placed it on
his desk beside the typewriter. “Best way. Best way,” the old
man said. They waited in silence for the knock.
“Yes, come in of course.” She had barely entered when
the old man handed her the papers. D watched his eyes
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brighten as he flirted innocently with her. He had done so for
years. Nothing, so far as he knew, had ever come of it.
“Good of you,” the old man said. “But do be quick if
possible. I ...”
“I know,” she said and nodded. In a man, the gesture
would have been a mock bow.
“Isn’t she a marvel? I can’t imagine how or why she
spends her time here. We will probably lose funding for her and
where will we all be then?”
“The loss will be yours,” D said. Meant goodnaturedly.
“Mine indeed. Not hers. She will never want a facefurrowed Lothario. Yet few will ask so little in return.”
Again they waited silently. There was nothing to be
done. They listened to what they imagined was a Xerox
machine in the office, its rhythmic troches 1 \, 2 \, 3 \, 4 ...
“You know my three principles of success for graduate
students?” D said.
“Of course,” the old man said.
“(1) always Xerox articles in reverse; (2) never believe
anything a professor says about another professor ...”
“And (3) never believe what a grad student says about
anything.”
“Very good!,” D said. “But I need to revise the first,
since no one understands it: so (1) when anyone asks you to
talk about your dissertation, don’t.”
The door, which Jenny had left ajar, moved inward.
The student they both recognized seemed surprised to find
them both. “Oh. I thought ... I was wondering ...”
Dk hr. brd shld glss ... The wire rims of the glasses,
meant to be scholarly, out of fashion even then. Obstinate
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students, he thought, then cleared his voice, preparing to speak.
But the old man spoke first. “Oh no no, my young friend.
That’s quite improper. To harass some poor professor before
the appointed hour? I’m sure you’ll have no cause for
disappointment if you only wait ‘til noon.” Whatever he meant
by that, the boy knew even less. He looked at D, then back at
W. At a stern nod from one of them, he stepped back from the
open door, then twisted sideways to avoid colliding with Jenny,
hurrying back with two small sheafs of paper. D thought he had
seen the boy’s eyes drop unthinkingly to her breasts. He
thought also he had seen her own eyes drop quietly in response.
Whatever she had meant by that. Whatever he had meant by
noticing.
She turned away from the student. She tried to appear
annoyed. “Here you are,” she said in officious cheer.
“The charge?” The old man pretended to critique the
quality.
“It’s for you,” she whispered.
He waved the papers at her and smiled. He was
wearing his glasses now, and his right hand lay idly in his lap.
The door closed behind her.
“Yes. Very efficient she is. At least when pressed.” He
pushed his glasses to his forehead and once more looked at the
papers. “I see.” Then he divided them into two stacks and
glanced quickly from one to the other. “I see. Would you like
the original?”
“I thought you needed that.”
“Oh no. The copy will do nicely.” He scrutinized the
two piles carefully. “I must say these machines have improved
in recent years. Here.” He handed the papers roughly to D. “I
simply cannot tell which is which.” D took them. The copy was
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a good one, but to a practiced eye, there were telltale traces of
grey in the margin and each letter had a telling black sheen. He
handed the copy back to the old man. “That’s the original,” he
said.
The old man took it and pushed his chair away from
D. He put the paper in his thin briefcase, old-fashioned even
then, and snapped it shut. His voice seemed more muffled
when he spoke. “I hope I live to see this done for you,” he said,
not obviously in jest. It was common knowledge that the old
man’s health had failed. No one was certain, however, exactly
what had caused him to miss class or take the unscheduled
vacations. Jennifer herself maintained a regal silence on such
things. “In any case, if I do not, you can call the editor ... I
forget his name, but you know him. Office downstairs. No wait.
The building next door it is. Tell him I have approved this for
you. He will, of course, take your word for it.” D was annoyed
with himself for feeling slighted. But there was no way to
explain that the Old Days of Trust had long since passed.
“Well,” D said. “I trust you would not have the
temerity to do such a thing.” It was irritating to find himself
speaking in the old man’s register.
“No. Likely not. Next summer perhaps. But I’ve never
had the heart to leave you all. It will make more sense in the
future. I’ll retire officially and no one will remember me.” He
paused and turned toward D. “Summer is a good time for it,
don’t you think? Better than dropping dead, say, on the 19th of
January, for example, at the worst possible time. Last year ...
last year ...” The old man squared his body to D, but he gazed
past him. He had left his glasses on the desk behind him. “Last
summer it was, we were on a coast some-where and I frankly
cannot tell you what coast it was. We had been drinking,
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though not overmuch. A glass of wine. More, and I am bedridden with headaches. Yet enough to bring out the wistful
romantic in me, or worse, that much-loathed late Victorian. I
felt a chill that they have some inapt name for. A ‘sea-breeze’
they call it. It stinks of rotting carcasses, mud, and algae blooms,
and everyone pretends to enjoy it. It was evening, I guess.
There was sun left in the sky. We were facing east. My wife
prefers sunrises. And here, you cannot see the sunset from the
porch. Do you understand that? ‘Can you hear the seabirds
calling you?’ she said. No exotic. Just a garbage-feeding gull on
a gull-scoured hull. But for the moment, it made no difference,
neither to me nor to her. She said, ‘Are you chilled?’ and there
was some pet name she used I cannot repeat here. I turned to
her, and for the first time took her hand and for the first time
too noticed that the skin had grown less soft, skin I thought had
long since lost its roughness. I felt the veins ruffled there, and
felt the un-certainty of my own caress–the shaking of the old
man’s hands we try so hard to repress. I would have looked at
her, had it not been for the slight pressure in my hand.
Obstinate obedience. That’s the best I could do for her, hearing
the music that one whistles facing east. It grew darker, and I felt
the sleep that would make the chill more tolerable. She must
have held my hand with one hand for I felt another stroking my
hair, her artist hand intruding into the very frame. And again I
said nothing, but fixed my eyes, such as they were then, on the
illusioned space between the sky and the unfeatured sea. The
lips are not soft at our age, D, but it made no difference when
she kissed me.
“It sounds unlike you.”
“Only my most recent thoughts, perhaps ..”
Yes? Yes?
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“Enough now. Say nothing.”
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